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Popes Give Mosaic to Shrine
WASHINGTON (NC) The
National Shrine of the Immac-
ulate Conception has received
a mosaic reproduction of a
world famous painting, TiUan’s
“The Assumption of the Vir-
gin.”
THE MOSAIC is a gift from
two popes. Pope Pius XII first
promised the mosaic to the
shrine and directed the VaU-
can mosaic works to make it.
He died before the mosaic was
completed, but Pope John
XXIII sent the finished' mas-
terpiece to the shrine before its
formal opening last Fall.
THE MOSAIC Is a compan-
ion piece to another masaic at
the shrine, which is also a gift
from two Popes. This is a re-
production of “The Immaculate
ConcepUon" by the Spanish
painter BartolOme Esteban
Murillo (1617-1682).
THE IMMACULATE Concep-
tion mosaic was commissioned
for the shrine by Pope Bene-
dict XV, who died before it
was completed. The finished
work was sent to the great
church by Pope Pius XI in
1930.
tSS* * SHRINE: A m °saic reprXctionTn^orinimou^ainr
Shrink of th A ?sumptl° n . of„the Virgin," has been presented to the NationaloJdSert tLthv6,/raCUlate C ° n ,?p ion lh Washington. The late Pope Pius XII£e ef. tha Vatican mosaic works to prepare the gift and now Pope John XXIIIhas delivered it, The original painting is in the Church of Santa Maria Gloriosa
del Frari in Venice, Italy.
Judge Walsh
Sees Brother
HONG KONG (NC)—Bish-
op James E. Walsh, M.M.,
has been visited in his prison
cell in Red China by his bro-
ther, Judge William C. Walsh
of Maryland, it was reported
here.
Judge Walsh’s 'wife, who ac-
companied her 70-year-old hus-
band to this British Coldny on
the border of communist China,
said she had received a telephone
call from Shanghai saying the
Judge had seen Bishop Walsh.
She reported the Bishop was
said to look well.
BISHOP WALSH had refused
to leave China despite threats
from the communists and their
subsequent offers of free passage
out of the country. He disap-
peared in October of 1958 and
was sentenced In March of this
year to a 20-year prison term on
charges of espionage. This bogus
conviction aroused universal corn
tempt, and prompted the U.S. to
lodge a strong protest with the
Chinese communists.
Bishop Walsh, 89, was a mis-,
sloner in China for almost two
decades.
Judge Walsh, who had not seen
his brother since 1948, entered
China last week and said he ex-
pected to spend two weeks in the
country.
Liturgy Revision
Ist in 400 Years
VATICAN CItY (NC) Referms of the Roman Missal
and breviary which go into effect Jan. 1 will be the first
complete revisions of the two liturgical books in almost
400 years. ■; :,*•
‘
A third liturgical book, the Roman Ritual, is also
expected to be published In re-
vised form in the near future. An-
nouncement of the changes was
made by Pope John on July 25.
DETAILS have yet to be pub-
lished. However it has been
learned from an authoritative
source that the breviary—which
must be recited or read by all
priests will be reduced to two
volumes instead of four.
It was also indicated that the
amount of time needed for reci-
tation will be greatly reduced.
Taking an hour aa the normal
length of time for its - daily
recitation, the reformed brev-
iary will require about 48 min-
utes.
Exactly how the breviary will
be shortened has not been offi-
cially reyealed. But it Is general-
ly accepted that major simplifi-
cation will come in Matins, the
principal and longest part of the
Divine Office. It ia expected that
the three divisions of Matins
called nocturns wiU be re-
duced to one noctum.
Authorities have revealed that
the actual decree cannot be ex-
pected before Aug. 15.
Pope Turns
Journalist
BERGAMO, Italy (NC)—Pope
John XXIII has contributed an
article to his hometown news-
paper.
The Bergamo Echo has pub-
lished the Pope's historical ac-
count of this city’s great bell.
It was written by the Pontiff
several weeks ago.
Pope John traced the bell’s
history from the time it was
blessed in 1658 by St. Gregory
Barbarigo whom the Pope
canonized in May up to the
present day.
In the article, the Pope also
recalled the bell’s function. He
summed it up by quoting the
inscription on it, which notes
the bell is to "mourn the dead,
chase away the clouds, con-
vene the citizens, celebrate
feasts, mark the days and ring
the hours."
CubaBishops AttackDrift toReds
HAVANA (RNS) - Cuba’s Bishops.
In their first 'official statement against
the "increasing advance" of communism
in the country, described the problem
as one of “extraordihary gravity" and
warned that “only by deceit or coercion
could the Cuban people be led into a
communist regime." (See also story
on page 4).
TWO DAYB after Issuance of the
pastoral, Coadjutor Archbishop Evelio
Diar of Havana warned government of-
ficials that he would close every Catho-
lic church in Cuba if the government
did not take steps to protect Catholics
in their right to worship.
The Archbishop made his state-
ment to Luis Buch, secretary to
President Osvaldo Dorticos. He acted
after the latest in a series of inci-
dents in which Catholics have been
neckled and attacked by leftist Castro
supporters.
The newest incident took place out-
•ide Havana cathedral where car-park-
Crs men, now organized into a union
by the government, who would aid
motorists for tips threatened Catho-
lics leaving the cathedral after Mass,
hour members of the Catholic Youth
Labor Organization were set upon by
Mic car parkers and were arrested by
Police. They were released later when
two priests interceded for them. -
SUNDAY’S pastoral letter was
•igned by Cardinal Arteaga y Betancourt
of Havana, Pnmule of Cuba, and all
the other members of the Cuban hier-
archy.
It sounded an alarm over 'he
Castro regime’s ac'lon In recent months
of establishing close commercial, cul-
tural and diplomatic relations with com-
munist countries, especially the Soviet
Union.
"We have nothing to say concern-
ing the strictly commercial or economic
relations," the Bishops said, "but we are
profoundly disturbed by the fact that
newspaper men, labor leaders and even
some high government officials have re-
peatedly and enthusiastically eulogised
the systems of life existing in these na-
tions and have even suggested In
speeches inside and outside Cuba that
there are analogies and coincidences be-
tween the social revolutions of those
countries and the Cuban revolution."
"This point deeply worries us,"
the Bishops said, "because Catholicism
and communism lespond to two con-
cepts of man and of the world that are
totally opposed to each other and can
never be reconciled ”
TIIE PASTORAL letter, read in all
Catholic churches in the country, fol-
lowed by nearly liitee months a similar
pastoral issued by Archbishop Enrtquo
I’erez Serantes of Santiago which urged
Catholics to combat the "enemy within
our gates" and wurned them not to be
impressed or swayed by communist
promises.
The most recent pastoral, coming on
the heels of sporadic anti-communist
demonstrations and increasingly outspok-
en denunciations of Castro’s leftist pol-
icies, said the Catholic Church supports
social reforms “that respect le~itlmate
rights of all citizens and tend to improve
legitimate cultural, social and economic
rights of the humble.”
But measures of social character
adopted under Castro, the letter said,
“have not been carried out with rightful
respect to the rights of ail citizens that
was promised when initially announced.’’
WE CONDEMN communism," the
Bishops said, “for being a system which
brutally denies the most fundamental
rights of man since it establishes a dic-
tatorship in order to obtain total state
control over the means of production,
because it establishes a terror police
state and denies tne right of the public
to know the truth.
“Because they completely subject the
economic to the political, often sacrific-
ing the well-being ot people to ambitions
and conveniences of voiding the right of
property and in the long run con-
verting all citizens into true slaves of
the state rather than employees. Be-
cause they make the state the owner of
all the means of information and do not
permit opinions other than those that
the governing group maintains to reach
the people.”
"Affirming deceitfully that they (the
communists) profess the most absolute
respect for all religions,” the letter said,
“they continue destroying little by little
in each country »1< social, charitable,
educational and apostolic works of the
Church and disorganizing it from with-
in by sending to prison, with most varied
pretexts, most dedicated and active Bish-
ops and priests.”
The letter further emphasized that
the Church condemns communism “in
the name of the inalienable rights of
all men who in one form or other are
violated by communist governments,”
in all areas of the world.i
“THEREFOHE,” the Bishops said,
“remember, our children, and say it
loudly to all Cuba that the Church fears
nothing from the most profound social
reforms as long as they are based on
justice and charity because it seeks the
well-being of people and rejoice* in do-
ing so.
“But precisely for this, because it
loves people and wants their good, it
can do no leas than condemn commu-
nist doctrines. The Church is today and
always will be in favor of the humble.
But it is not now and never will be with
communism. ,
“Let it not occur to anyone then to
come to ask Catholics in, the name of
poorly understood civic unity that we
stop our opposition to these doctrines
because we cannot grant that request
without being traitors to our most fun-
damental principles.”
Asks for a ‘True Peace’
Pope's Appealfor Prayers
Ends Munich Congress
MUNICH, Germany Pope John XXIII urged pil-
grims at Munich’s International Eucharistic Congress to
pray for a “true peace founded on respect for the rights
of the Church and of the dignity of man.”
In a radio address from Rome to hundreds of thou-
sands of participants gathered
around a vast “altar island" for
the final ceremonies of the con-
gress, Pope John declared:
“ALL OF YOU, even as we
ourselves, mark with anxiety the
size of the cloud of dangers which
overhangs the human race, and
how the peace of nations is placed
in jeopardy.
“Let us all together strive by
the ardor of our prayers to ob-
tain from Jesus Christ, the
Prince of Peace, that He en-
lighten the minds of the rulers
of states, and once the dark-
ness of error is dispelled, grant
to nations true peace founded
on respect for the rights of the
Church and the dignity of man;
and finally that He refresh with
the dew of heavenly consola-
tion those now present to our
mind who have been unable to
take part in your triumphal
celebrations.”
This last phrase was a refer-
ence to Catholics living in com-
munist-ruled countries, who had
been refused permission to attend
the Munich congress.
THE POPE, who spoke in Lat-
in, turned to his often-repeated
theme of Christian unity. He
said:
“Heaven grant that without
exception as many as are hon-
ored by the name of Christian
may take the step toward the
integral Faith of st. Boniface,
toward the One and Holy
Church." St. Boniface was the
eighth centnry apostle of Ger-
many.
Pope John congratulated the
congress on its “completely ap-
propriate" theme: "For the Life
of the World.” He quoted the
words of Christ from which it
was taken. “The bread that I
will give is My flesh for the life
of the world” (John 6,52), and
commented:
“SINCE THE Most Holy Eu-
charist contains the author of
grace Himself and the highest
source of divine life, it strength-
ens and perfects that life in those
who have been reborn by the
waters of Holy Baptism.
“Consequently it Is especially
by means of this Sacrament
that those words -spoken of
Himself by Christ the Good
Shepherd find realization: 4 I
came that they may have life
and may have It more abun-
dantly.’ " (John 10,10)
In conclusion, Pope John
prayed:
"O Divine Redeemer, who for
the life of the world dost daily
on our altars offer to the Eternal
Father the sacrifice of Thy Body
and Blood, protect the human
race from dangers of death,
Above all, protect men from the
death which is to be especially
feared, the spiritual death to
which innumerable souls are now
exposed or by which they are
crushed in misery.”
EARLIER, at an audience at
Castelgandolfo, his i summer
home, the Pope said It would
have been impossible for him to
attend the congress personally.
When a Pope travels, he pointed
out, "it involves moving all the
persons connected with the
Pope’s dignity.”
But, Pope John said, while
he was remaining in his “dis-
creet solitude,” he would be
spiritually present at Munich
through Cardinal Testa.
Vatican Radio reported that
the Pontiff watched a telecast
of some of the congress proceed-
ings with “great interest and sat-
isfaction.”
IN MUNICH itself, the Papal
message, broadcast to a throng
that filled a space a mile long
and a half-mile wide, was fol-
lowed by a procession in which
priests from 300 dioceses through-
out the world marched to the
altar bearing candle offerings.
The priest presented to congress
officials documents listing sums
collected in their diocese for mis-
sion purposes.
Then began the celebration
ol the Pontifical Mass by Car-
dinal Testa, assisted by a
1,000-voice choir.
In a sermon, Cardinal Testa
stressed that Christians are “not
Utopians dreaming of a paradise
on earth,” but "realists of the
Cross. He said they are also
“realists of hope and cheerful-
ness, who, in love and under the
sign of the Cross, resist the pow-
ers of evil and are ready, if nec-
essary, to sacrifice their lives for
the Faith.”
MORE THAN 100,000 persons
received Holy.Communion at the
Mass from the hands of 1,200
priests. One of the most moving
moments of the Mass came when
the faithful joined hands to dem-
onstrate their Christian frater-
nity.
Following Benediction of the
Blessed Sacrament given by
Cardinal Testa, the Holy Eu-
charist, reposing in a gold and
silver monstrance, was borne
in solemn procession to nearby
St. Paul’s Church, with the
Cardinals and Bishops leading
the way.
What was probably the greatest
popular demonstration of Catholic
piety ever witnessed in modern
Germany was thus finally ended.
The closing rites began and end-
ed with the ringing of church
bells all over the 800-year-old city.
Text
,
Other Stories
The text of the Holy Father’s
message to the, Eucharistic
Congress will be found on page
8. Other news stories from the
congress are on page 4 and
pictures are below.
To Repair Cathedral
NEW ORLEANS (NC) - A six-
month, $140,000 program of re-
pairs will be carried out at his-
toric St. Louis Cathedral, built
in 1794.
Vatican Seeks Laymen
To Aid Latin America
WASHINGTON The Holy See has asked laymen to
enlist as “Papal volunteers” to serve the Church in Latin
America.
The appeal was issued by the Pontifical Commission
for Latin America through its president, Cardinal Mimmi.
Citing the “distressing short-
age of priests and religious” in
iatin America, Cardinal Minimi
declared: “In this situation no
Catholic can consider himself
alien to the suffering of the
Church.”
THE COMMISSION’S program
for developing a corps of volun-
teers was outlined in a document
received by Cardinal Cushing of
Boston, chairman of the NCWC
Episcopal Committee for Latin
America.
The program has been en-
dorsed by Pope John and calls
(or volunteers to be organized
in teams of 3 to 10 members,
each volunteer serving up to
five years with the option of
serving longer.
Following publication of the
program, it was announced that
arrangements for American par-
ticipation would be made by the
NCWC’s Latin America Bureau.
Rev. John J. Considine, M.M.,
bureau director, speculated that
a year of planning will be re-
quired to develop "briefing and
language centers” where volun-
teers could be trained.
tion of their work and their sup-
port.”
“The task of the lay volun-
teers coming from abroad,”'
the Cardinal said, "is to work
under the direction of the lo-
cal Ordinaries and in collabora-
tion with the diocesan and na- -
tional organizations in order to
help in training excellent and
qualified leaders. In no way
shall they take the place of
the local leaders.”
The Cardinal stated that al-
ready existing Catholic organiza-
tions, both parochial and non-
parochial, colleges and lay mis-
sionary groups are “particularly
well qualified” to carry out thn
recruitment of lay volunteers.
THE COMMISSION envisions
a system whereby the recruiting
organization would assume re-
sponsibility for each individual
CARDINAL Mimmi said the
program is intended first of all
for Latin American laymen, who
will form In their own dioceses
“a central nucleus, to which the
volunteers coming from other
countries will add the contribu-
Early Copy
The office of The Advocate
will be closed on Monday, Aug.
15, the Feast of the Assumption,
and a holy day of obligation.
All local news and pictures
for the Aug. 18 issue should be
in The Advocate office no later
than 3 p.m. on Friday, Ang. 12.
AT EUCHARISTIC CONGRESS: A procession of priests carrying the Holy Eu-
charist to the waiting people is pictured during a solemn Pontifical Mass offered by
Cardinal Wendel of Munich at the Eucharistic Congress there. Christ presiding at the
Last Supper is depicted in the decoration above the altar.
EVENING MASS: Thousands of pilgrims crowded around the huge altar island
for an eveningMass at the 37th International Eucharistic Congress in Munich’s
Theresienwiese. The round altar is 112 feet in diameter.
(Continued on Page 2)
enlisted In the program, would
pay for his training and travel
expenses, and would keep in
touch with him during his term
of service.
Cardinal Miinml listed the
essential requirements for par-
ticipation In the program as
teaching knowledge or Catholic
doctrine, technical knowledge
for training leaders, acquaint-
ance with Latin American cul-
ture and knowledge of either
Spanish or Portuguese.
Ho said knowledge of the spe-
cial activity to which the team
is dedicated would also be re-
quired.
THE CARDINAL also listed
nine specific types of lay volun-
teer teams needed In I.atln
America:
(1) “Technical teams for cate-
chetical activities, for the train-
ing of specialists in the teaching
of catechism and the instruction
of catechists."
(2) “Teams of married couples,
who will dedicate themselves to
spreading the principles of Chris
tian family life, the necessary
basis for priestly vocations, and
to training leaders in this activi-
ty."
(3) "Technical teams for Cath-
olic charities activities. Lay ex-
perts will train both volunteers
and paid staff workers in con-
ducting social tenters, house-to-
house visitation, etc., on tho na-
tional, diocesan and parochial
levels."
(4) "Technical teams for ur-
ban and industrial problems, to
be trained and assigned to heav-
ily communist areas."
(5) “Technical teams for rural
community betterment, to raise
the economic level in backward
areas, organize cooperatives and
small industries, etc.”
(6) "Teams for leadership
among university students."
(7) "Technical teams for muss
communications activities, such
as press, cinema, radio, televi-
I stun, in order to train technicians
end local leaders in these fields."
(8) "Teams for guiding Catho-
lic teachers in public schools.
They are needed to train Catho-
lics who are teachers in public
schools so that, within the limi-
tations of the law, they can pre-
sent Christian life and doctrine
to their students.”
(9) “Teams for English-lan-
guage teaching, which are highly
desired in many' countries of
Latin America." t
People in the News
Archbishop Matthew Kavukatt,
head of Syro-Malabar Rite Cath-
olics in Changanacherry, India,
is currently on a tour of the U. S.
and Canada.
Cardinal Cushing will dedicate
the first church in Lima, Peru,
to be dedicated to St. Rose of
Lima, on Aug. 30, Feast of St.
Rose, while he is in Peru as
Papal Legate to the National Eu-
charistic Congress.
Dr. Eugene B. Perry of Hous-
ton, Tex., was re-elected Supreme
Knight of the Knights of St. Peter
Claver at the 45th national con-
vention held in New Iberia, La.
Msgr. Thomas S. Hansberry,
Chancellor of the Manchester
(N. H.) Diocese, has been named
a domestic prelate with the title
of Rt. Rev. Monsignor.
Bishops . ..
Msgr. Joseph Brendan Houli-
han, Prefect Apostolic of Elderet
in Kenya, has been named Bish-
op there with the elevation of
that jurisdiction to the rank of a
diocese.
Auxiliary Bishop Francisco
Ferreira bf Durango, Mexico, has
been named Bishop of the new
Texcoco Diocese.
Rev. Ceslaus Sipovic has been
consecrated as a Titular Bishop
to serve exiles of the Ruthenian
Rite. The consecration ceremony
took place in Munich as part of
the Eucharistic Congress held
there.
Rev. Arturo Rivera Damas,
5.D.8., rector of the Saiesian In-
ternational Theologate in Guate-
mala, has been named Auxiliary
Bishop of San Salvador, El Sal-
vador.
Causes
.. .
Bishop Guido Maria Conforti of
Parma, Italy, founder of the Pi-
ous Society of St. Francis Xavier
for Foreign Missions who died in
1931. Rome Vicariate opened the
apostolic process on his virtues
and miracles in beatification
cause.
Rev. Giovanni Calabria of Vero-
na, Italy, founder of the Poor
Servants of Divince Providence
who died in 1954. Rome Vicariate
considering beatification cause.
Vocation Indulgences
Members of the Apostolate
for Vocations can gain a plen-
ary indulgence under the or-
dinary conditions on:
Aug. 15, Feast of the Assump-
tion.
A partial indulgence of 100
days may be gained for each
act of charity or piety per-
formed for the intention of fos-
tering vocations to the priest-
hood.
Spiritual Optimism Is Needed,
Bishop Tells Retreat Meeting
PHILADELPHIA—Bishop John
J Wright of Pittsburgh described
the retreat movement as "a
school for the preparation of a
spiritual elite and for the stimu-.
lation of Christian optimism.’’
And Catholics will need that
spiritual optimism to face the
“crises in store for the Church
and for human society,’’ the
Bishop said in his keynote ad-
dress at the 18th biennial con-
vention of the National Catholic
Laymen’s Retreat Conference.
"CONFRONTED with the in-
tellectual torment and psycholog-
ical strains of an age of secular-
ism, facile divorce, convenient
contraception and impatience
with obedience in every form,’’
he said, “there will always be
some Catholics to say, in effect,
that ‘the gentle Jesus’ hardly ex-
pects them to discharge the
duties of their states in life in
times like these and that He will
understand if they make their
private compromises with per-
sonal consciences and the public
revelation committed by Christ
to the Catholic Church.”
“Accordingly,” he continued,
“the ranks of the faithful may
be diminished In a generation
when some people threaten to
quit the Church even when their
children flunk exams in Cath-
olic schools or when their pros-
pects for political or social ad-
vancement seem Impeded by
the heroic demands of a Christ
who, In point of fact, is not the
least bit 'gentle’ when it comes
to the Integrity of His teach-
ings and the sovereign demands
of conscience.”
The retreat movement, the
Bishop said, “schools devout lay-
men in the understandingof these
realities and nourishes the opti-
mism which enables them to face
with equanimity every crises
which confronts the Church or
themselves.
ANOTHER speaker, Msgr. Irv-
ing A. Deßlanc, director of the
NCWC Family Life Bureau, dis-
cussed the trend toward more
retreats for married couples, not-
ing that 40 retreat centers now
offer 'Such a program.
’ Stressing ' the need for the
growth of such a retreat pro-
gram, he said it must be em-
phasized "that one’s married
partner is going to be more in-
strumental in one’s salvation or
damnation than possibly any oth-
er person in a married person's
lifetime.”
AT NATIONAL MEET: Pictured here are some of the Franciscan retreatants from
the Holy Name Province at the National Catholic Laymen’s Retreat convention in
Philadelphia. Left to right, Michael Heffernan, Jay Williams, Rev. Gerard Fitz-
simmons, O.F.M., director of retreats, Sharon, Mass; Francis Crotty, president,
National Retreat League; Bishop John J.Wright of Pittsburgh, episcopal adviser of
the NCLRC; Barry Driscoll; Rev. Anthony Driscoll, O.F.M., retreat director at St.
Bonaventure, Paterson, and Rev. Fabian Joyce, O.F.M., retreat master at St. Bon-
aventure.
Father Mahoney
In California
NEW YORK Rev. Daniel F.
Mahoney, chaplain with the Arm-
ed Forces, has received anew as-
signment according to the Mili-
tary Ordinariate.
Father Mahoney’s new address
is: Chaplain, sth Marines, Ist
Marine-Div., FMF, Camp Pen-
dleton, Calif.
Trujillo Regime Attempts Pose
As Friend of Catholic Church
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (NC)
—The regime of the neighboring
Dominican Republic is trying to
gain popular support by repre-
senting itself as a pillar of piety,
according to reports reaching
here.
The controlled press and tele-
vision network gives widest pub-
licity to every visit to a Catholic
church of Generalisimo Rafael
Trujillo, strong man of the Do-
minican Republic. Tho General
isimo embraces the parish cler-
gy in front of photographers and
television cameras, serves as
godfather for large groups of
children, and hands out generous
gifts of money to their parents.
Yet the government press has
not halted its attacks upon the
clergy, reports state. The scores
of priests expelled have not been
brought back. Nor has the gov-
ernment repudiated the accusa-
tion of Minister of Justice Mario
Abreu Penzo that the Apostolic
Nuncio, Archbishop Lino Zaninl,
is an “international provocateur”
and should be expelled.
IN ITS ATTEMPT to appear
a friend of Catholicism, the gov-
ernment pressures parish priests
to Invite Generalislmo Trujillo to
church services. The provincial
governor, mayor and lesser func-
tionaries present themselves
again and again at rectories.
They point out that failure to in-
vite the Generalisimo will be tak-
en as hostility to the government.
Such hostility will have grave
consequences, they say. 1
Reportedly at least one Bishop
has decided that it would be bet-
ter to send these invitations than
to risk the expulsion of more
priests. In some places so many
priests have been expelled that
Catholics are left without the
Mass and sacraments.
THE ELDEST son and name-
sake of Generalisimo Trujillo is
taking a prominent part in this
campaign, reports say. Gen. Raf-
ael Trujillo Jr. has availed him-
self of some “political" priests
who serve as chaplains to the
armed forces, it is reported. Ha
sends these priests Into parishes
to round up children for baptism
and adults for marriage. The
younger Trujillo then acts as
sponsor for all the baptisms and
marriages, and the Trujillo press
has another feature story.
It has become known that
these, marriages are invalid
since the priests act without
authority from the Bishops.
These priests are ostracized by
the rest of the clergy, and gen-
erally despised by Catholics of
the country, the reports state.
Pilgrimage Island
Gift to Church
DUBLIN (RNS)—Stints’ Island
in Lough Derg, County Donegal,
where the famous pilgrimages to
St. Patrick’s Purgatory at one
time took place, was handed over
to Bishop Eugene O’Callaghan ot
Cloghcr by Its owner, Sir Shane
Leslie, at a historic ceremony in
Monaghan.
The last privately-owned Island
on the lake, Saints' Island had
been in the ownership of the Les-
lie family for more than 300
years. The origins of the Purga-
tory are shrouded in mystery but,
according to tradition, St. Patrick
retired to Lough Derg to fast,
pray and meditate.
Knights Reject
Oath 'Apology'
GREENSBORO, N.C. (RNS)—
The Knights of Columbus, which
threatened to bring criminal libel
charges against leaders of a local
Baptist church unless they apoli-
gized for distributing a “bogus
oath" allegedly required of the
Catholic organization's members,
has rejected as “unacceptable”
a statement delivered to them by
officials of the church.
William Gallagher, grand
knight, said “the action of the
16th Street Baptist Church (in
handing the statement to K of C
officials) was not acceptable to
the Knights of Columbus.
"We expect a complete and un-
equivocal retraction and apology
printed and distributed in the
same manner as the bogus oath
published and distributed by the
16th Street Baptist church.”
Meanwhile, the Biblical Re-
corder, official publication of the
North Carolina Baptist State Con-
vention, warned Baptists against
using the oath in criticism of the
Catholic Church or any of its
organizations.
Places in the Week’s News
More than 60,000 pilgrims
climbed rock-strewn Croagh Pat-
rick in Ireland in the annual as-
cent of the holy mountain to hon-
or St. Patrick who, according to
tradition, spent 40 days there
fasting and praying.
Six Africans of Lilongwe, Nyas-
aland, apologized to the Bishop
for causing trouble at a Catholic
mission last July.
The government of Spain has
confirmed the right of the Church
to maintain its own school of
journalism which is under the di-
rection of the press and informa-
tion commission of the Spanish
Bishops.
Pax Romans has chartered a
plane to carry delegates from
Fribourg, Switzerland, to its 14th
assembly in Morocco, Aug. 27-31.
“Catholic Action and the Litur-
gy” will be the theme of the 12th
annual conference of the Semi-
narians’ Catholic Action Study at
Notre Dame Seminary, New Or-
leans, Aug. 29-Sept. 1.
Loyola University in Chicago
has received $521,700 from the
Public Health Service for re-
search laboratories in anew den-
tal school building.
The American Civil Liberties
Union of Minnesota is opposing
the construction of a Catholic
chapel on church owned property
surrounded by a state park.
The New Orleans Province of
the Society of Jesus has pur-
chased land for the establishment
of a -Jesuit college or university
in proposed Horizon City, Texas,
which is being planned as a resi-
dential, commercial and industri-
al area to accommodate a popu-
lation of 1.5 million.
The Lithuanian Catholic federa-
tion, Ateitis, will hold its golden
1 jubilee congress in Chicago Sept.
2-4.
Some 16,000 persons in the
Dabuque, lowa, Archdiocese par-
ticipated in a study program on
the Mass sponsored by the Arch-
diocesan Council of Catholic Men.
More than 400 architects have
submitted designs for a cathedral
to Archbishop John Heenan of
Liverpool, England, in a contest
which will award the winner
$14,000.
Special prayers were offered in
the churches of Mexico on Aug.
7 for the creation of a native
clergy in all nations of the world.
The fifth Inter-American Week
of Catholic Action will begin in
Mexico City on Nov. 2 to study
the major social, economic and
apostolic problems facing Latin
America.
The Sons of Divine Providence,
an Italian order devoted to pa-
rochial work, will open a noviti-
ate and house of studies in Lon-
don to receive English vocations.
A spiritual crusade has been
announced for the Archdiocese of
Santiago, Cuba, to begin during
November.
About 37% of the elementary
schools in the Netherlands are
Catholic and receive full govern-
ment support.
A former police-barracks in
Mlaoll, Formosa, has been con-
verted into an urgently-needed
Catholic hostel for male students
by the Maryknoll Fathers.
Residents of Katonah, N. Y.
have protested that the proposal
of the Congregation of Notre
Dame to erect a school as part
of a plan to establish a founds- *
Uon to contain a novitiate and v'
convent will cause property val-'*
ues to deteriorate.
The Bishops of Ceylon visited.
Mrs. Sirimavo Bandaranaike*’
newly elected prime minister, t»-
wish her success with her cabine£-
which Js independent of commu-v
nists. '
The Bishops of Dahomey have'-
expressed their pleasure at the',
country’s newly gained indepen-'
dence. V?*
The Vincentian Fathers wilh
celebrate the 300th anniversary o£
the death of St. Vincent De Paul
at a Pontifical Mass to be
in Philadelphia by Bishop Johor-
A. O’Shea, C. M., on Sept. 27.
Memorial Mass Held
For Climbing Victims
TRENT, Italy (NC) Mass,
was celebrated in a rock-hewn.,
chapel in the nearby Italian Alpib
for victims of mountain climbing
accidents throughout the world.
The Mass is an annual event-
at the chapel of the
Apostles in the Dolomite Alps,-
The chapel, a large room carved',
out of the rock, was built by an-
Italian mountain-climbing club ar-
a monument to those who have'
lost their lives in scaling th«r
great peaks of the world. ?
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Lists 4 Points for Nuns to Consider
Following is a translation of an Italian-language address
given by Pope John XXIII to the nuns of Rome on Jan. 29, 1960,
in St. Ignatius Church. The translation was prepared for the quar-
terly magazine, The Pope Speaks, by Mrs. L. G. M. Rose and is
reprinted with permission.
After the days of the synod, de-
voted entirely to the diocesan
clergy in accordance with Canon
Law, and after Our joyful meet-
with the promising young candi-
dates for the priesthood, it was
only natural
that We should
desire to have
a fatherly talk
with you also,
beloved daugh-
ters in Jesus,
Christ.
You are the
fragrant gar-
den, the ' pre-
cious hidden
jewels, the providential store of
supernatural energy in this won-
derful Rome of ours, which has
always flourished with saintly,
virginal souls who gave them-
selves entirely to God. You are
rendering generous, self-effacing
assistance to priests in their
work, first of all by means of
your prayers, and then through
your various kinds of external ac-
tivity, approved by the Church.
FOR THIS REASON, We take
pleasure in addressing OUr exhor-
tations to you, in order that you
may always walk in a manner
worthy of the vocation to which
you were called. Our words are
the outward expression of the
tender solicitude with which the
Church follows you, watching you
with the happy, yet careful, eyes
of a mother looking at her most
beloved children.
Indeed, the Holy Church of
God rejoices in and is adorned
by the noble crown of virgins
who are dedicated to a life of
prayer and sacrifice, and to the
practice of the 14 works of
mercy.
You are aware of the fact that
today, as in the past, many chos-
en souls are requesting that they
be allowed to form holy and ap-
proved societies. Those who are
eager to be entrusted with new
tasks that conform to the re-
quirements of our times are al-
ways benevolently received, and,
after a lengthy examination and
proof of the experience required
for work that is so important and
so full of responsibility, the
Church receives and welcomes as
its own such wonderful institutes,
whose variety recalls to mind the
varied hues and the beauty of
flowers.
THIS ADMIRABLE blossoming
of virgins, who are placing at the
disposal of the hierarchy the par-
ticular gifts with which God en-
dowed women, is truly worthy of
consideration, respect, and honor
before the whole world. We never
cease from repeating this. It is in
this light that we must consider
your congress, which very aptly
fits into the manifestations ac-
companying the Roman synod.
We wish to extend a very
special and fatherly greeting to
those beloved daughters of Ours
who live their cloistered life in
religious bouses in Rome and
all over the world. The first
place in God’s service is, in
fact, that of cloistered Sisters,
since it involves Incessant pray-
er, complete detachment from
everybody and everything, and
atonement for the sins of the
world.
Our benevolent thoughts and
Our blessing go, first of all, to
the cloistered Sisters, whom We
feel to be present here with you,
in the comforting certainty of the
communion of Saints. Then,
speaking to you Sisters who rep-
resent the compact body of reli-
gious women in direct contact
with souls, We would like to re-
call a passage from “The Imita-
tion of Christ," with which you
are surely familiar, and apply it
to your life and to the practice of
the apostolate to which you are
dedicated.
At the close of Chapter 48 of
Book 111, which invites us to love
heavenly things and to devote our
hearts to them forever, We find
these words: "Beatus ille homo,
qui propter te, Domine, omnibus
creaturis licentiam abeundi trib-
uit
...
” Please listen to the
sweet invitation of this heavenly
teaching: “A soul is blessed, 0
Lord, if it takes leave from
all creatures for Thy sake, and
fights nature, and crushes carnal
desires in the fervor of its spirit,
so as to be able to offer you a
prayer with untroubled con-
science, and to be worthy of join-
ing the angelic choirs, having
dismissed worldly things out-
wardly and in its own heart.”
FROM THIS magnificent pas-
sage We would like to draw four
points, which represent four in-
visible ornaments of your reli-
gious habit, namely: detachment
from all creatures; strength of
character; incessant prayer; a
heavenly life.
I. Detachment
“The Imitation of Christ” men-
tions, in the first place, "com-
plete detachment from all crea-
tures,” using a vivid, arresting
phrase: “beatus ille homo, qui
. . . omnibus creaturis licentiam
abeundi tribute" Blgsscd is he
who to use a modern idiom
“dismisses" all creatures, and
takes his final leave from them.
This is the first feature of reli-
gious life: a willing and joyful
farewell to the things of the
world, in order to belong to the
Lord in perfect purity of heart.
EACH ONE of you comes from
different surroundings: from cit-
ies and from rural communities;
from our beloved and generous
villages, at times in surprising
numbers; from all social classes;
almost always at a youthful age,
but sometimes in- later years;
and, sotne of you, after render-
ing valuable services in other
fields of the apostolate, in the
ranks of militant Catholicism.
In all these many-hued ele-
ments We detect, however,
an unmistakable note, which,
among all their variety, consti-
tutes the unity of consecrated
souls; and, to be precise, that
note Is virginity. We would like
to take this opportunity to im-
press not only upon you, but
especially upon the whole
world, the supreme privilege
and glory of virginity.
Virginity is the virtue which
opens up your heart to the truest,
greatest, and most encompassing
love on earth: the service of
Christ and of souls. You sought
neither an earthly love, nor a
home of your own, nor the ful-
fillment of strictly individual
tasks: all these things, although
permissible and right, could not
satisfy the aspirations of your
hearts. You have chosen a heav-
enly Spouse and the vast fields
of the Church.
From these general premises
originates the particular vocation
of every religious community,
which devotes Itself to the serv-
ice of God and of its fellow men
as a part of that enormous tap-
estry, as it were, which decorates
the house of God, and on which
are depicted We like to repeat
this often 14 works of mercy.
YOUB VIRGINITY is holy, un
derstanding, and generous: it
turns toward the sick, the aged,
the poor, the orphaned, and to-
ward widows, adolescents, and
children; it walks, like a lumin-
ous and benevolent angel,
through hospital and institution
wards; it stoops patiently and
lovingly to comfort school chil-
dren and to relieve the loneliness
of those who are suffering; it
dries tears which are hidden
from the eyes of the world, and
it brings smiles and gratitude.
Yours Is a saintly virginity,
which finds the surest way to
man’s heart, to enlighten the
uneducated, to counsel the
doubtful, to Instruct the ignor-
ant, to admonish the sinner,
to console the suffering, to re-
call the wanderer, and to
arouse enthusiastic apostolic
and missionary cooperation.
While We are rendering Our
homage to this flower of super-
natural beauty, which the charity
of Christ cultivates in the garden
of the Church, allow Us to say
that virginity cannot be maintain-
ed in its pristine vigor and en-
chantment if a solid moral, as-
cetic, and even psychological for-
mation is lacking.
And this brings Us to Our sec-
ond thought.
11. Character
Strength of Character. The text
of "The Imitation of Christ,” as
We mentioned above, defines
this, too, with the same power of
expression: "naturae vim fa-
cere," to do violence to nature.
We arc speaking of a fortitude
that is, above all, interior and
made to serve knowledge of one's
own nature for the purpose of
turning its riches and gifts to-
ward the total service of God and
of souls, and of detecting one’s
weaknesses in order to compen-
sate for them with the long and
patient practice of virtue, nour-
ished by trust in God and aban-
donment to His will.
THIS FORTITUDE preserves
humility because it is aware of
its limitations and inadequacies.
It creates meekness of heart and
is conducive to obedience, the
safe school for strong-willed
souls. It can bend, in order to
serve better; it can master it-
self in order to win souls to God
by meekness; it can conquer it-
self, so that the strength of Christ
may dwell in us (2 Cor. 12, 9).
Fortitude also serves to in-
sure a perfect balance of intel-
lect, will, and sensibility, and
creates the ideal of the "val-
iant woman," whom Scripture,
in accents of amazed admira-
tion, offers as a rare treasure
(Prov. 31, 10 ff).
In this connection, allow Us to
confide to you an experience
gleaned in the course of a long
life. It can happen, at times, that
a lack of self-control results in
outbursts of melancholy, discon-
tent, and pessimism, which cause
embarrassment, perhaps even
scandal, in the listener. Bitter
words, expressions of disillusion-
ment, even complaints, are all
out of place, coming from a wom-
an who has devoted herself not
to a human institution, however
exalted, such as the family or so-
ciety, but fo God.
WHEN ONE understands the
value and scope of virginity, of
active and generous service to
souls, of self-sacrifice which does
not seek the approval of man but
only the regard of God oh, only
then will this melancholy be un-
able to take root In a heart con-
secrated to God! Even when
tempted to give it expression, the
pious soul will see it vanish like
mist dissolved by the morning
sun.
A truly great and valiant soul
never becomes a prey to mel-
ancholy, even in the hour of its
greatest tribulation.
And another mark of perfect
virginity and unshakable fortitude
is a happy spirit in words and in
work, with absolute detachment
from any claims of the personal
I. in order to serve God and
souls, "quasi apis argumentosa,”
as a busy bee, as the Church
sings in honor of St. Cecilia.
111. Prayer
The perfection of these virtues
cannot be acquired in a matter of
weeks. -They must be entreated
from God, with great determina-
tion and confidence. That is why
to Our previous exhortations We
now wish to add that of unceas-
ing prayer.
LISTEN TO the delicacy of
Thomas a Kempis’ expression:
"Serenata conscientia puram of-
feree orationem.” “To offer a
pure prayer with a serene con-
science."
Prayer is born of a serene con-
science: a conscience, that is,
which is not elated by success
and is not crushed by sufferings
of body and soul; it divides its
time according to the exact re-
quirements of obedience, and ex-
presses itself through a sincere
love toward all, in the purest
charity, inspired by the canticle
of St. Paul in the First Epistle
to the Corinthians: that is, it is
patient and kind, does not envy,
is not pretentious, is not puffed
up, is not ambitious, is not self-
seeking, is not provoked, thinks
no evil, does not rejoice . over
wickedness, but rejoices with the
truth; bears (tactfully) with all
things, believes all things, hopes
all things, endures all things
(1 Cor. 13, 4-7).
Prayer is born of this serene
conscience and peace of mind:
true prayer, which means lis-
tening to God, conversing with
Him, being silent in Him, and
asking for that which is pleas-
ing to Him. 1 This is a prayer
of worship and thanks, rather
than of petition.
God knows our necdsl How
beautiful are these words of the
Cure of Ars, John Vianney, on the
prayer of a virginal soul! "God
regards a pure soul with love,"
he says, "and grants her what-
ever she asks for. How could He
resist a soul which lives only for
Him and in Him? She seeks
Him, and God shows Himself to
her; she calls Him, and Gqd an-
swers her. She is one with Him.
With Him, she is like a child with
its mother."
(A. Monnin, Spirito del Cu-
rato d’Ars (Rome, 1956), pp.
57-58).
We would like, therefore, to ex-
hort you with fatherly insistence
to meditate on this aspect of
Prrvcr, because you cannot teach
others to pray which is often
your task, in lendingyour aid to
parents and priests if you do
not learn it first yourselves.
Also on this point, please be
watchful and most delicate ot
conscience: do not disperse your
fervor amongst a variety of devo-
tions, while there is still such a
great need for learning perfectly
not only to recite, but also to
practice, the Lord’s Prayer,
IV. Heavenly Life
Last, but not least, a heavenly
life. ‘‘The Imitatidn of Christ"
outlines the essence of your vo-
cation: "to be worthy of joining
the angelic choirs, having dis-
missed worldly things outwardly
and in one’s heart."
AND HERE we are again, back
to our starting point: virginal
life, heavenly life. In this way
you who are Sisters of the active
life can be in perfect communion
with your counterparts in the
cloistered and contemplative or-
ders: "oportet semper orare,"
according to Jesus’ teaching.
(“They must always pray"
Luke 18.1).
The cloistered Sisters have their
place near the tabernacle: like-
wise, the tabernacle is your start-
ing point for moving in the direo-
tion of apostolic action.
Unceasing prayer makes your
life wjortby of the angelic
choirs: it gives the final touch
to your perfection, as expressed
in inner orderliness and in ex-
ternal gracefulness and simpli-
city.
St. Paul, in imparting to his
disciple Timothy the wisest
norms for selecting deacons,
says explicitly: "Mulieres simili-
ter pudicas, non detrahentes, so-
brias, fidcles in omnibus." “Let
the women be honorable, not
slanderers, but reserved, faithful
in all things” (I Tim. 3, II).
Let this be your interior habit,
adorned by a reserved manner,
economy of words, the habit of
meditation, and faithfulness in
the fulfillment of daily duties.
BELOVED DAUGHTERS! In
closing Our fatherly talk with
you, in this admirable church,
We would like to bring back to
your minds the thought of that
Cross, which stands out in splen-
dor in the center of the great
fresco of the dome, which was
brought to life by the imagina-
tion and art of the pious Jesuit,
Brother Pozzo. While depicting
the glory of St. Ignatius, he also
celebrated, with profound- intui-
tion, the triumph of the Cross,
from which the deeds- of the
saints derive their origin and
significance.
This Cross stands out in all
Us majesty, reminding every
one of us that U is not enough
to wear it on our breast, er
have it before our eyes, but,
rather, that its image must be
engraved on our minds and
hearts.
Let the Cross be like a seal on
your virginity, the source uf
your strength, the inspiration of
your prayers, and the secret of
your peace, in anticipation of the
joys of Heaven, of which your
life on earth is a symbol and an
intimation. Your love for the
Cross will cause the offer yop
made to God of your whole self
and of all the things dearest to
you, to send forth a sweet and
agreeable odor into the Church of
God (Phil. 4, 18).
Together with this wish of
supernatural fruitfulness, which
We extend, to each one of you,,
near or far, We also give you
assurance of Our daily prayers
for you, with which We ask God
to lead you on His hidden paths
of sanctification and glory.
Asa pledge of continued divine
assistance, please receive Our
special, consoling Apostolic bless-
ing for each one of you, for your
fellow Sisters in faraway insti-
tutes, especially for those wh6
are devoting themselves to mis-
sionary activities, for all those
who have been tried by suffer-
ing, and also for your beloved
families, and for the parishes in
which you were prepared for your
encounter with your heaveniy
Spouse.
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Government Worker
Raises Seen Just
By Msgr. George G. Higgins■> —“O*- > v.. iilgguis
Director, Social Action Department, NCWC
In February I received a plain-
tive letter from a Massachusetts
mailman urging me to say some-
thing about the sad economic
plight of government employes,
particularly postal workers.
I decided not to do so for these
reasons:,(l) be-
cause members
of my own fam-
ly have worked
for the postal
service for a
good number of
years and I
didn’t want to
l£ave the im-
pression that I
was grinding a
personal axe; and (2) this being
.an election year, I was reluctant
Ho get involved in the political
•quabble which I knew would
Hlare up when the time came for
Congress to vote on the pay in-
’crease bill then being promoted
by various government employe
unions.
*; HOWEVER, I am delighted that
Congress enacted this bill over
.the President’s veto. Government
erhployes postal workers in
particular deserved a sub-
stantial pay increase.
While the President was with-
in his rights when he turned
thumbs down on the increase,
I regret that he felt it neces-
sary to accuse them of using
objectionable “pressure tac-
tics.” After all, they were
merely exercising their con-
stitutional rights
If I had known that the Presl :
dent was going to make a whip-
ping boy out of the postal unions
I would have felt justified in sup-
porting their cause in this column
in February instead of waiting
until now.
IN ANY EVENT, it isn’t too
late to say a good word on be-
half of government employes and
indicate why they are entitled to
the pay increase. I can think of
no better way of doing this than
to quote briefly from the letter
referred to above. It reads in
part as follows:
“In the past few years we
(postal employes) have had
three frustrating and agonizing
vetoes of pay raises. . .Basic con-
stitutional rights of labor are de-
nied us—e.g., the right to strike
and the right to engage in col-
lective bargaining. We can't even
speak up against those who re-
fuse to vote in our favor, for fear
of being disciplined or fired.
“Our only recourse is to pub-
lic opinion. But how can we get
favorable public opinion from
magazines and newspapers
which are afraid of rate in-
creases? We have been belit-
tled recently by many of these
publications, each of which has
contributed substantially to the
postal deficit.
“I have just finished working
an extra job. Eight extra hours
a day as a machine operator is
very tough on me and on my
family also. I don’t see my chil-
dren awake except on weekends.
My wife is now scouting around
for an evening job, and, in my
mind, this is wrong.
“In our office we have a letter
carrier who had a child in a hos-
pital for several months. He ran
through all of his savings, bor-
rowed as much as he could, then
went to a Red Feather outfit,
where he was refused help be-
cause he was a letter carrier.
What kind of outcasts are we?”
THE GENTLEMAN who wrote
this letter and his associates in
the National Federation of Letter
Carriers deserve tremendous cre-
dit for seeing their legislative
campaign to a successful conclu-
sion. They led the way for all of
the other government employe
unions.
Again, I am sorry the President
saw fit to castigate them for ex-
ercising their constitutional right
of appealing to the Congress. I
doubt that he would have done
so if he had realized that most
of them find it almost impossible
to make ends meet unless they
take a second job' or send their
wives to work.
A CHRISTMAS "Lent” was in
vogue during Advent in the Mid-
dle Ages.
INITIAL DONATION: Msgr. Michael Fronczak, liaison officer of the Seton Hall
College of Medicine and Dentistry, accepts a check from Star of the Sea Council, Bay-
onne, Knights of Columbus. Making the presentation is Lucius Jenkins and looking
on are Grand Knight Joseph S. Chalek and John Rudnicki, past faithful navigator,
fourth degree, Bayonne. The Bayonne council has pledged $1 for each of its 1,800
members.
Jersey Jesuit
Is Headmaster
NEW YORK Rev. Robert J.
Haskins, S.J., has been appointed
headmaster at Loyola School
here, according to an announce-
ment by Very Rev. John J. Mc-
Ginty, S.J., Provincial of the
New York Province of the So-
ciety of Jesus. The appointment
is effective immediately.
Father Haskins, son of Mr. and
Mr*. Gerald Haskins of West
Englewood, attended St. Peter’s
Prep, Jersey City, before enter-
ing the Society of Jesus in Aug-
ust, 1941.
Father Haskins, ordained by
Cardinal Spellman at Fordham
on June 19, 1954, studied at Wes-
ton College, Weston, Mass., and
at Florence, Italy. He held pre-
vious teaching assignments at
Loyola and Brooklyn Prep.
Father Haskins
Hospital to Teach
Expectant Parents
TEANECK A class for ex-
pectant parents will begin at Holy
Name Hospital on Sept. 12, at A
a.m. in Marian Hall, Sister M.
Canice, maternity supervisor, has
announced.
The course will continue until
Oct. 17. Candidates may register
by telephoning the hospital (TEa-
neck 7-3070) between 8 and
9 a.m. each day.
Discussion will include preg-
nancy, labor, delivery and Infant
care.
Exiled Cubans Score
Church Persecutions
MIAMI (NC) The exiled Cuban Christian Demo-
cratic Movement has warned that the Castro regime “has
no other final objectives but that of erasing God" from
Cuban life.
Christian Democratic leaders declared that both indi-
vidual Catholics and the Church
as a whole have been persecuted
to further the aims of commu-
nism in Cuba.
THE STATEMENT was ad-
dressed to all religious believers
and especially to U. S. Catholics.
It was signed by top officials of
Cuban Christian Democratic
Movement, including Jose Ig-
nacio Rasco, the group’s presi-
dent.
The movement’s leaders de-
clared that the threat to Cuba
is not primarily economic or
material, but centers on “her
national heritage, her historical
tradition, the spirit which has
guided the Cubans from the mo-
ment they became conscious of
themselves, the ideological
foundation of the country.”
To the “fallacious” argument
that the Castro regime has not
directly attacked the - Catholic
Church, the statement replied
that there have been “tens of
thousands of cases” in which in-
dividual Catholics have been ar-
rested, exiled, or have been been
executed.
In addition, the Christian
Democratic leaders said, the
Church itself had been attacked
by the Castro regime.
THEY STATED: "The name of
God had been deleted from the
Constitution. Government spokes-
men, using the worst type of epi-
thets, have insulted the ... hier-
archy, the Religious orders and
priests. The University of Villa-
nueve, the only Catholic Univer-
sity of Cuba, has been attacked
"In the Educational Reform
Law, the bases have been estab-
lished for future destruction of
private and religious education.
There has been a subtle but rapid
eradication from the revolution-
ary process of the influence'
which Catholic thought and par-
ticipants imparted to the revolu-
tion in its early days. The green
light has been given to commu-
nism and the red light to Cathol-
icism.”
THE FIRST Sunday of Advent
marks the start of the Church
year.
Smut Cases
Appealed
WASHINGTON (NC)
The U. S. Supreme Court has
been asked to review three
new cases involving the dis-
tribution or possession of al-
legedly obscene material.
The cases were brought before
the court on appeal from the
Supreme Courts of Missouri, Cali-
fornia and Ohio.
The Missouri case involves the
constitutionality of a state law
under which police may seize
material they suspect is obscene
before the courts have ruled on it.
THE CALIFORNIA case cen-
ters on the constitutionality of a
state law under 'which extradition
is sought for six men charged
with mailing obscene literature
from California to Pennsylvania.
The Ohio case Involves a
woman convicted of possessing
obscene material who claims
the state anti-obscenity law vio-
lates her "right to own and
hold property." She also ques-
tions the legality of a police
search which uncovered the ob-
scene material in her home.
The Supreme Court will not an-
nounce whether it will assume
jurisdiction in the three cases un-
til after it reconvenes In Octo-
ber.
No Spanish Protestant Problem,
British House of Commons Told
LONDON Spanish Foreign
Minister Fernando Castiella y
Maiz told the House of Commons
that his country has no Protestant
problem.
In reply to a member of Par-
liament’s criticism of the treat-
ment of Protestants in Spain,
Mr. Castiella distributed a state-
ment on "Protestantism and Re-
ligious Freedom in Spain."
Although Spain is a predomi-
nantly Catholic country, the state-
ment said, this does not prevent
the existence of legal and prac-
tical tolerance of worship. Never-
theless, "an imaginary Protes-
tant problem” still engages at-
tention abroad.
PROTESTANTISM docs not and
never has flourished in Spain, it
said. Out of a census return of
30,000,000 Spaniards, there are
only 15,000 Spanish Protestants.
To these must be added a similar
number of Protestants who are
foreigners.
Article 6 of the Spanish charter
of 1945 states that “nobody shall
be molested for his religious be-
liefs nor in tho private practice
of his form of tho
statement continued. In education
it is untrue to say that every
Spanish child is obliged to study
Catholic doctrine, it said. Article
27 of the 1953 concordat with the
Holy See provides that children
will bo excused from Catholic in
struction “on the mere request
of the non-Catholic parent."
In matrimony there have been
difficulties and delays, but or-
ders have now been issued by
the Ministry of Justice providing
fresh facilities for the civil mar-
riages of non-Catholics, the state-
ment said.
“AS FAR AS religious publics-
tions are concerned, and more
specifically non-Catholic editions
of Holy Scripture, it will be re-
membered that the British and
Foreign Bible Society, legally es-
tablished in Madrid, was in April,
1958, awarded an indemnity of
126,000 pesetas (about $2,000) on
account of a confiscation moti-
vated by private and largely un-
justified denunciations —ofProt-
estant works," the statement de-
clared.
There are in Spain more than
118 churches and chapels of the
various Protestant denomina-
tions and this averages "one
religious edifice for every 250
Protestants," it said. Protes-
tant clergymen number 117, and
the proportion of clergy to laity
is much higher than among
Catholics.
"There is therefore no real
Protestant problem in Spain, al-
though many abroad would have
it otherwise. However, an im-
mense Catholic majority and 2,000
years of history closely bound up
with Catholicism must result in
an undeniable social pressure or
weight on small and dispersed
Protestant nuclei. In general
then, this is the cause of difficul-
ties of a practical order since
there is no legal discrimination-
encountered on occasion by Span-
ish Protestants,” the statement
concluded.
The question of Protestants In
Spain had earlier been raised by
British Foreign Secretary Selwyn
Lloyd in his official talks with
Mr. Castiella.
DON'T SHOP on Sunday.
Cardinal Tien Warns Against
Recognizing Red China
TAIPEI, Formosa (RNS)
Cardinal Tien, exiled Archbishop
ol Peiping, declared here that the
United States would be “digging
its own grave” if the next ad-
ministration decides to recognize
Communist China and permit it
to enter the United Nations.
They (the Chinese communists'
nro more unti-Americun than
they are unti-Catholic, Cardinal
Tien said in an interview. “By
recognizing the Chinese commu-
nists and admitting them into the
United Nations, the United States
will gain nothing but another
strong anti-American voice in
and outside the world organiza-
tion.”
The 70-year-old prelate, who is
Apostolic Administrator of the
Taipei Archdiocese, is the only
Chinese member of the College
of Cardinals.
Asked if he had received any
.recent information from Cath-
olics on the mainland, Cardinal
Tien replied that news was
scarce because "they would not
dare to report what was happen-
ing to them."
Ho said a friend who had late-
ly escaped from Peiping told him
that Catholic activities in his
communist-occupied archdiocese
bad been greatly curtailed. The
communists have shut down 26
of the 30 Catholic churches in
Peiping, the Cardinal was told,
and the four that were left open
were “frequently visited by the
communist secret police.”
Munich Congress Notes
Red Hecklers Communist
controlled newspapers and ra-
dio stations in East Germany
unloosed a veritable barrage of
criticism attempting to discred-
it the congress. Cardinal Spell-
man was one of the principal
targets, being labeled “an arch-
angel of the age of atomic
war.”
Most communist attacks were
intended to discredit the con-
gress as a “political” rather
than a religious rally. At the
height of the final ceremonies,
the Reds shot off five rockets
that released a shower of prop-
aganda on participants.
Communist newsmen contin-
ued their heckling even at press
conferences given by congress
officials, including Cardinal
Wendel, host to the interna-
tional meeting.
Cardinal Spellman—ln a scr-.
mon at a Pontifical Mass which
he offered, Cardinal Spellman
said that faith is “an invulner-
able defense” against commu-
nism. “Against the outrages of
a pagan enemy,” he said, “only
a country protected with the
priceless endowment of a patri-
otic, prayerful people can long
endure.”
Noting that “international
tensions have been heightened
until they have reached today’s
imminently dangerous pitch,”
he said, “we have been led
down these perilous paths by
our own apathy until once again
we are faced with the proba-
bility of paying a terrible price
for our complacency.”
*
Cardinal Spellman accused
Soviet Russia of “testing the
patience of peaceful peoples by
setting on edge the nerve cen-
ters of the world.”
Chapel Dedication One of
the highlights of the congress
was the dedication of a chapel
to the Agony of Christ at the
site of the infamous nazi con-
centration camp of Dachau.
Auxiliary Bishop Johannes Neu-
haeuslcr of Munich, a former
prisoner there, personally rais-
ed the money for the structure.
A number of former inmates
of the camp were among the
30,000 attending the dedication.
A pamphlet by Bishop Neu-
haeusjer was distributed and
told how 27,839 people lost their
lives at Dachau. Among those
confined there were 2,579
priests and of these 1,034 were
murdered or died there.
Brotherly Feasts Morning
Masses during the congress
were followed by “agapes,” or
brotherly feasts, at which high-
ranking prelates and priests
served bread, wine and other
food to special guests.
The guests included students,
factory workers and street-car
conductors. Among those who
served them were four Cardi-
nals, including Cardinal Testa,
the Papal Legate. The bread
which they served was made
from flour donated by Ameri-
can Catholics.
Another ancient custom was
revived when three Cardinals
administered foot washings to
48 men, including six African
priests, during an open-air eve-
ning congregational sung Mass
held in the Theresienwiese (St.
Theresa’s Meadow). Some 300,-
000 pilgrims attended.
Allied Meetings A number
of meetings were held in con-
junction with the congress.
Among them was the general
assembly of the Ipternational
Union of Catholic Men which
was asked to develop a com-
prehensive aid program to help
expand the Church’a "strong
position” in Africa. The union
elected Msgr. Frans Op de
Coul, president of the Interna-
tional Catholic Education Of-
fice, as president.
The education group held its
own meeting, adopting a pro-
gram providing for’representa-
tion at all UNESCO-sponsored
conferences. The organization
also mapped plans to give spe-
cial attention to the training of
teachers for Africa.
Cardinal Wendel of Munich
addressed the International
Congress of Catholic Physi-
cians, telling them: “Doctors
should utilize all technological
progress for the welfare of the
sick, but at the same time they
should make sure that medical
art does not ‘become pure
technique. This would mean
treating the patient like a worn-
out machine rather than with
the respect and reverence due
to man’s God-given soul.”
A meeting of the German
Catholic Farmers’ Movement
was told by Msgr. Luigi Ligut-
ti, an American priest serving
as the Holy See’s permanent
observer at the UN Food and
Agriculture Organization, that
the problem of “sufficient and
abundant” food production is
about to be solved. Now, he
said, the problem will be one of
equitable distribution. He said
it was up to the farmers to
solve the problem throughtheir
organizations.
Also holding meetings were
the Una Sancta (One Holy
Church) movement, Pax Ro-
mans, the Order of the Knights
of the Holy Sepulchre, the In-
ternational Association of Cath-
olic Artists, Catholic military
chaplains, the Third Order of
St. Francis, and a number of
other groups.
Congress Briefs—Participants
at the Closing ceremonies were
granted a 300-day indulgence
... During the congress Cardi-
nal Testa, the Papal Legate,
visited Munich’s jails and
hospitals ...
One of the. congress high-
lights was a rally of “repen-
tance and reconciliation” con-
ducted by Cardinal Feltih of
Paris and attended by some
5,000 soldiers
... A midnight
service of atonement for men
for sins commitcd against the
Holy Eucharist was also well
attended . . .
More than 300 special Masses
were said during the congress
... Perpetual adoration of the
Blessed Sacrament was held in
17 churches ... German Cath-
olic youth donated the wine
used for the Masses
... A
large number of pilgrims join-
ed Cardinal Testa to witness
the famed Passion Play in
Obcrammergau...
A number of special exhibits
were on display at the exhibi-
tion grounds, including one
dealing with the missions and
others on Catholic life in Ger-
many, Christian art and Chris-
tian literature ... German and
American participants joined
in special observances marking
the first centenary of the death
of German-born Bishop Neu-
mann of Philadelphia, whose
beatification cause is in prog-
ress ...
Cardinal Gracias of Bombay,
India, appealed at a press con-
ference for medical aid for In-
dia from privileged nations ...
A feature of the congress was a
solemn street procession honor-
ing St. Paschal Bayion,, protec-
tor of Eucharistic Congresses,
one of whose relics, brought
from Spain, was borne aloft for
veneration ...
Also holding a press confer-
ence was Cardinal Koenig of
Vienna, who voiced the hope
that the congress woulfl pro-
mote better understanding be-
tween Protestants and Catho-
lics
... A group of dancers
from India depicted the history
of the Eucharist in a dance
drama written by a missionary
... Running commentaries on
many events were given in
sign language to the deaf.
Some 350 pilgrims from mis-
sion lands attended the inter-
national meeting thanks to the
generosity of German Catholics
... Among the new buildings
dedicated was a special center
for Italian workers in Munich
... A Chinese priest reported
to the congress that one of
every seven Christians in China
his been martyred for his faith.
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Korean Catholic
Seeks Premiership
SEOUL, Korea (NC) For-
mer Vice President John M.
Chang, head of the Democratic
£a^ y „ ar > d the nation’s leading
Cathohc layman, sought to bring
new unity to Korea as his party
won a two-thirds majority in the
elections.
Although new elections were
ordered for Aug. 13 in a dozen
districts where mobs had burn-
ed ballot boxes 165 Democratic
Party nominees had won election
to the 233-seat lower house of
parliament.
DR. CHANG, leader of the
opposition against former Presi-
dent Syngman Rhee during much
of uie long regime, is a leading
contender for the premiership
But a dissident faction within the
Democratic Party supports Yoon
80-sung, a Presbyterian, who
has stated that some hostility to-
ward Dr. Chang stems from the
fact that he is a Catholic.
Dr. Chang declared prior to
the July 29 election that he
would not discriminate against
non-Catholics if he were to
head the government. “Rell-
gious freedom is guaranteed
not only by our country’s Con-
stitution but by God Himself,”
he said. “Anyone who discrim-
inates against his neighbors is
offending God.”
Following the election, Dr.
Chang appealed for unity, and
said that any new split would
be a “betrayal” of the country.
A total of 12 Catholics were
elected to the national assembly.
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TorontoCardinal
Adopts Refugee
TORONTO, Ont. (RNS)—As an
example for faithful in his See,
Cardinal McGuigan of Toronto
signed final adoption papers to
bring a young Yugoslav reugee
into Canada.
The Cardinal’s protege is Stefan
Silec, 23, now in a West German
refuge camp at Zimdorf, who
will be brought to this country
with funds from the prelate’s per-
sonal coffer. The youth studied
at a Yugoslav Franciscan mon-
astery and served in his country’s
armed forces before fleeing from
the Tito regime.
Cardinal McGuigan’s action fo-
cused attention on the archdio-
cesan plan to have 130 parishes
each adopt a refugee family and
sponsor ij,s members into the
country. 'A letter signed by Rev.
C.J. Mulvihill, archdiocesan di-
rector of immigration, has gone
out to the pastors of the parishes,
asking them to take part in the
“Parish-Adopt-a-Family’ plan.
The project calls particularly
for the adoption of families hav-
ing one or more persons who
are handicapped, disabled, or
suffering from a non-communi-
cable disease which otherwise
bar them from entry to Canada.
Each parish would pay trans-
portation, and arrange for the
family’s leception, employment,
accommodation and integration.
Cana Breakfast
LIVINGSTON—The Cana group
of St. Philomena’s will hold its
fourth annual Communion break-
fast Aug. 20 in the parish picnic
grove after 7:45 a.m. Mass. Mr.
and Mrs. William Baker are
chairmen.
O.L. of Peace to Break Ground
For Two Projects Next Month
NEW PROVIDENCE Bids
were accepted this week on the
proposed school addition and
multi-purpose building at Our
Lady of Peace, the first stage
of a parish expansion program
which will later include the erec-
tion of anew church.
Rev. Peter J. Doherty, pastor,
announced that groundbreaking
ceremonies for the two projects
would take place early next
month. Plans for the church are
still in process of completion and
it will not be begun until the
multi-purpose building is ready
to serve as a temporary church.
THE SIX-ROOM school addi-
tion will be placed over the pres-
ent basement church. It will ex-
tend several feet out from each
side, supported by pillars and
will provide covered walks to the
existing school entrance. The con-
struction will be brick veneer and
curtain wall.
To the rear of the present
school and planned church will
be erected the multi-purpose
building, which will serve as
auditorium, cafeteria and gym-
nasium. It will also be brick
veneer over cinder blocks, with
window walls of translucent
fiberglass panels with color in-
serts and a strip of operating
windows below.
Completing the quadrangle ef-
fect around an enclosed court-
yard will be the church, to be
erected on the site of the present
school annex, and a covered walk
which will allow the children to
walk from school to church pro-
tected against the weather.
The school addition will bring
tc 16 the number of classrooms
in Our Lady of Peace and allow
for the termination of the double
sessions for upper grades which
are due to begin in September.
PRESENT KITCHEN equip-
ment will be transferred from
the old cafeteria to the multi-
purpose building, which will seat
500 for meals and 750-800 as an
auditorium. It will also contain
a permanent stage.
Both the present church and
cafeteria will be turned into
offices and meeting rooms for
parish activities. Anew park-
ing lot will be cleared to the
rear of the build-
ing and will provide for 250
cars. The main entrance to
this building will be from the
parking lot.
Architect for the expansion pro-
ject is F. Ferd Durang Jr., a
member of Our Lady of Peace
parish.
SEPTEMBER START: A groundbreaking date early next month will begin work
on the expansion of Our Lady of Peace, New Providence. First to be completed
win be he school addition (right foreground) and multi-purpose building (centerrear). When they are finished, the new church (left) and covered walk (front) will
get under way.
Bishop McNulty
Joins in Sendoff
Of LateVocations
PATERSON Bishop McNulty
presided at a dinner last week
honoring 30 members of the St.
John the Baptist Delayed Voca-
tion Society who are entering var-
ious seminaries throughout the
country. The dinner was held at
the Alexander Hamilton Hotel.
The candidates for the priest-
hood studied Latin under auspices
of the club at Seton Hall Univer-
sity College, Paterson. Patrick
Flood, founder of the club, an-
nounced at the dinner that candi-
dates this year may take the
elementary Latin course to be
given in Seton Hall University
College, Newark, where registra-
tion will begin Sept. 6. Members
range in age from 20 to 65.
This was the second annual
farewell dinner for members ac-
cepted for study for the priest-
hood. Flood founded a similar so-
ciety, the St. Patrick’s Club, in
New York in 1932, and over 300
members are now priests.
Among speakers at the dinner
were Msgr. William F. Furlong
and Rev. John I>. McHugh, vo-
cation directors for Newark and
Paterson, respectively.
3rd Order Plans
‘CalenderParty’
ORANGE A "calendar par-
ty” will be held Oct. 1 by the
Mt. Carmel Fraternity, Third Or-
der of St. Francis, in the school
hall. Proceeds will go toward the
education of a young man for
the priesthood.
A mission group has been es-
tablished by the fraternity to
help the missions as their needs
are made known.
Pray far Them
Joseph P. Flynn
FORT PIERCE, Fla.—Former-
ly of Elizabeth and Hillside, Jo-
seph P. Flynn died Aug. 1 here,
where he lived since 1944.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Anna Myrtle Flynn, two daugh-
ters, two step-daughters, a step-
son, a brother, four sisters in-
cluding Sister Joanna of the Sis-
ters of Mercy, and nine grand-
children.
Dominic Di Serafino
BOONTON Dominic Di Sera-
fino, grandfather of Sister Elvira
Thomas, 0.P., St. Mary’s Con-
vent, Rutherford, died here at
the age of 94. A Requiem Mass
was offered for him at Our Lady
of Mt. Carmel Church here on
Aug. 10.
K. of C.
Regina Pads Council—The an-
nual family picuic will be held on
Aug. 21 at the Golden Gate Park,
Parsippany-Troy Hills. James
Carlin is general chairman for
the picnic.
Bishop Wigger Council, Ma-
plewood Newly elected officers
will be installed Aug. 15 in the
council's clubhouse, 708 Stuyve-
sant Avc., Irvington. District
Deputy Charles Doyle will be
installing officer.
Palisade Council, Union City—
A corn fest will be held at the
club on Aug. 23. In the offing
is the annual dance at V.F.W.
Hall on Dec. 3. Frank Farese
is chairman.
Orange Council New officers
arc: Jerry Witkowski, grand
knight; John Kennedy, deputy
grand knight; John Villonc, A1
Curto, Ralph Carchio, Robert
Tharp, August Cross, Matthew
Malloy, and Frank La Morte.
Rev. Thomas F. Canty Council,
Hillside—The Irving Berlin musi-
cal, ‘‘Call Me Madam,” will be
sponsored by this council Nov.
4 and 5 in the Hillside High
School auditorium. The show is
produced by The Collegians, a
young group which offers its pro-
ductions to charitable organiza-
tions.
Proceeds from the Novcin
ber showing will go toward the
fund for the Hillside Columbian
Club.
Hoboken Priest
To Say First
Solemn Mass
HOBOKEN Rev. Leopold
Protomastro, O.F.M. Cap., will
celebrate his first Solemn Mass
in St. Ann’s Church here Aug. 14
at hoon. The former Silvio Proto-
mastro, he is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Felix Pro-
tomastro of 921
Garden St., Ho-
boken.
His brother,
Rev. Camillus
Mary Proto-
mastro, O.F.
M. Cap., will
assist him as
deacon. Rev.
Raymond Atta- Fr. Leopold
nasio, O.F.M. Cap., will serve as
subdeacon, and Rev. Sebastian
Falcone, O.F.M. Cap., will
preach.
Father Leopold was ordained
Apr. 2 in the Church of the San-
tissima Annunzlata, Florence,
Italy, in which city he had com-
pleted the last two years of his
theological studies. He returned
to this country from Italy on
Aug. 10.
Father Leopold attended pub-
lic schools in Hoboken and won
a four-year scholarship to Stev-
en’s Institute of Technology. After
studying there for two years, he
entered the Franciscan Capuchin
Order.
In September, 1951, he was in-
vested, and in 1955 he pronounced
his solemn vows as a capuchin.
Father Leopold, who belongs
to the General Custody of the
Stigmata, studied philosophy and
theology at St. Lawrence Semin-
ary, Beacon, N.Y. In September,
1958, his superiors sent him to
Florence to continue his theolog-
ical studies.
ScheduleNational Meeting
On Interracial Justice
ST. LOUIS (RNS) The cur-
rent climate of race relations will
be evaluated at the first conven-
tion of National Catholic Con-
ference for Interracial Justice,
scheduled at Pius XII Memorial
Library here from Aug. 25 to 28.
Special emphasis will be placed
on discussion of discrimination
in housing and employment, civil
rights and public and private
school desegregation, spokesmen
said.
Speakers will include Rev
John LaFarge, S.J., founder of
the Catholic Interracial Council
movement, Margaret Garrity, ex-
ecutive director of the Presi-
dent s Committee on Government
Contracts, and Harold Flemin*
of the Southern Regional Confer
ence.
T]je National Conference, •federation of local councils, wai
established following a meeting
in Chicago in 1959 of Catholici
engaged in the field of human
relations. *
Delegates representing 40 coun-
cils will attend the four-day con-
vention at the Pius XII Memorial
Libary.
OPEN FOR BUSINESS: Auxiliary Bishop. Walter W.
Curtis presents the first library cards to parishioners
at Sacred Heart parish, Bloomfield. The recently
opened parish library will have hours from 8:30 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m., Sundays. The collection of approximately
600 Catholic books includes fiction, non-fiction and
reference works as well as magazines and pamphlets.
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WATCH IT GROW!
y A YEAR
ON INSURED SAVINGS
5 CONVENIENT OFFICES
HACKENSACK
Main anij Barry Streets
Open 9 to 4 doily—4 to 8 on Mon.
CUFFSIDE PARK
740 Anderson Avenue
Opon » to 4 doily- 6 to 8 on Frl.
TEANECK
Cedar Lane at Larch Avenue
Op«n 9 to 4 doily- 6 to 8 on Frl.
PALISADES PARK
253 Broad Avenue
Op«n 9 to 4 to 8 on Mon.
PARAMUS
Garden State Plaza
Opon 9 to 4 doily- 6 to 8 on Frl.
SMINOS INVESTED
BEFORE THE 10th OF
■VERY MONTH
EARN DIVIDENDS
FROM THE FIRST
As long
as you livo
yow will rscstvs «
DEPENDABLE and
OOOD INCOME If
yoe Invest your
•avl n g • In
1 V. D. ANNUITY
PLAN.
• Yaw alto limit la
Ike (root work of
ths Minions and hslp In
educating Priests and BroHi-
on for tfio Minions O Cal'*
tain tax advantages • A
tasting Memorial and re-
membrance In many Mosses
end prayers.
v Wr *ta for free Inf or motion
Society Of The Diving Word
ANNUITY DPI.
GIRARD, PENNA.
EXPERIENCE
A Tno»W gained from a
quarter century of waring dii>
crupmating liMta and hoatestea
on all typea of oortaintia and
Under all mnrlirinnt
1
offlauJair C&arn
_uJCATERINGSEJ^TCE
P«wnJ Action of MARTIN U NORN -)• *MARTY" JR. -t. “DONT
WEST ORANGE, NEW JERSEY REdwood M3 00
RECEIVE while GIVING
:>r+' •
Yes, we will mail you a check every six months for life if yoo invest through our
LIFE INCOME MISSION CONTRACT
The rate of interest depends upon your age.
You will help the educationalworkof our S.V.D. Catholic missionaries in
Japan and the Philippines.
You will receive an assured income for life and many spiritual
remembrances after death.
An investment for LIFE and ETERNITY)
REV. FATHER RALPH S.V.D. CATHOLIC UNIVERSITIES
316 N. MICHIGAN CHICAGO 1
Open 9:30 to 9i30, SolMday until 6
LARGEST selection?
At Huffman & Boyle!
"3
TRADE IN your used TV for anew Magnavox,
America's best made, most beautifully styled!
"Stereo Theater" 21"
Combination TV-Hi Fi
Complete home entertainment! Large itcrr.cn
21" TV, 4-Speed precision record changer
with Stereophonic diamond • pick-up that
plays ALL records. 4 Speakers. And it’s hand-
some looking, too, in this custom cabinet o i
mahogany. A superb buy!
Only 339.
I *
l.v
BUDGET YOUR PURCHASE. The
otar extended piem up as 18
month s, imtmred for yoor protec-
tion at no extra coat for insurance.
The "Americana'' ZT TV
Life-like 21" optically-filtered scrccss; an-
Tenieot side-controls and an ap-frot speak-
er! Plus Magnavox “Custom-tuning me* se-
lector switch. Beautiful to see, bear and oaa
m this handsome mahogany airteayp
styled cabinet.
Only 199.
OPEN EVENINGS
hacksgucb
SPUNGfBfti
ORANGE
pamraoN ram
RAMSEYROUTE 4, HACKENSACK, Dl 3-4300
State ScholarshipProgram
There are indications that the New Jersey
State Scholarship Law will be in for some buf-
feting at the next sessiop of the state legislature
The law as it stands allows scholarship aid in the
amount of $4OO annually to 5% of our high school
graduates on the basis of need and academic
ability. In September, 1960, 2,251 such scholar-
ships were awarded. Actually the total available
was 3,000. The flill quota was not awarded be-
cause, according to Education Commissioner
Frederick M. Raubinger, not enough students
qualified, r.,,
The Scholarship Law permits that 15% of the
scholarships be granted to students matriculat-
ing at colleges outside the state. In the September
allotment, 432 out-of-state scholarships were
awarded. The purpose of this aspect of the law
is to prevent hardship on students who live
proxlmately to out-of-state colleges, for example,
residents of Camden. Of the September allotment
08 scholarships went to students resident in
South Jersey.
Senator Cowgill of Camden has expressed his
dissatisfaction with this quota and has announced
his intention to propose that the state scholafr-
ahtps may be used in any college in the country.
The senator has received support of his proposal
from some South Jersey senators and assembly-
man. There ve grounds for concern that forcea
opposed to the Scholarship Law will seize the oc-
casion of this pUhlie criticism to work for modi-
fication of the existing law.
The New Jsrsey State Scholarship Law is a
very progressive step in aid to education for the
people of the state. By it aid is given to the stu-
dent, who is free to go to the college of his choos-
ing. This is enlightened legislation. Since the pro-
gram is supported by state tax funds, it is reason-
able that the funds be directed to colleges within
the state, which explains the 15% restriction to
out-of-state colleges. Since the law has been on
the books only little over a year, The Advocate
feels that any modification of the law is decidedly
premature. The law should be given at least two
years of trial. This would allow time for fuller
study of such criticisms as those of Senator Cow-
Sill. . ' .
The very existence of the State Scholarship
Law is unknown to many, even to some in
school administration. No one can deny the fact
that a relatively small proportion of scholarships
went to South Jersey. It does not necessarily fol-
low that tne law should be modified at once.
Rather should the reasons be investigated why
the ratio was low, such questions as how many
students from South Jersey applied, what per-
centage of applicants received awards in propor-
tion to other parts of the state, how many were
rejected because of lack of need, because of
scholastic standing?
The Senator from Camden may have a justi-
fiable complaint, and if the fact is established
the law can-be rectified. But let us not hastilyundo the tremendous good that has been done in
enacting the law. Let all interested parties give
the law the time and trial it deserves to prove
Itsetft -
Parents Crusade for Purity
R*v. John L. Thomas, S.J., In his weeklycolumn in this paper seldom fails to give solid
•dvice on a very current problem. We hope that
no om missed last week’s treatment of a "society
that is rapidly ceasing to pay even Up service
to the ideal of premarital chastity."
. If America is to survive, someone wiU have to
start the revolution against the modern pagan-
ism so justly described in these words. If we are
tired of crusades maybe we are too weak to
survive.
Father Thomas made three points.
First: That young people must develop prop-
er attitudes and motives in regard to chastity
This impUes knowing something of the bodily
facts of sexual arousal in themselves and in
others in order to understand the function of
modesty and the need for self-control in thought
word and deed. The girl or woman who wears
shorts that cling to her body simply has not
been told that such sights occasion sexual thoughts
and desires to the boys and men who see her
She does not understand the function of modesty.
Second: That the practice of premarital chas-
tity requires fitting patterns of conduct. Children
in their teens are too young for marriage in ourtimes. They are not too young for sexual desires
and the sexual sins of passionate kissing, touching
and of Intel course. Allow them to become emo-
tionally involved with a particular boy or girl
and you can be quite sure of sins against purity.Father Thomas sets down the clear principle
that association between boys and girls from the
sexually awakened years of the early teens to
the years when marriage can be prudently fore-
seen must be designed to keep sexual arousal
and emotional involvement at a minimum until
marriage becomes a- practical possibility. Hedraws one immediate application that dating in
grade school and in the first years of high school
should be eliminated; and even in the later
years of high school limited and regulated.
Third: Society should prevent the exploits-
tion of sex in literature, entertainment, dress
and the like. Informed public opinion, com mu-
nity action and prudent legal controls are of-
fered as means to this goal.
Wherein has been the failure? Let’s put the
blame squarely at the door of parents. Parents
simply refuse to face the fact that their children
become sexually awakened with the teen years
and therefore quite capable of sexual sins and of
romantic attachments that easily lead to alns
Some parents, stupidly we must say, even
organize, plan, stimulate, push, urge, or com-
placently tolerate” the lnter-sex activities that
simply disregard biological realities. An unwed
mother is not always the result; much more fre-
quent is the youth who plays merely lip service
to premarital chastity.
Father Thomas’ analysis is brilliant. Now
how about some brilliant tackling of this matterby parent a groups, by high schools and byparishes. "
The crusade we need is not a youthfulcrusade. We need a crusade by parents who
I° v * *h f*r childrenenough to become fighting mad
pr ° blern * of n>ode*ty and purity their
children are forced to face. Crusading parentswake up. And thank you, Father Thomas.
Episcopalians and Mary
According t© a recent eurvey by the Epleco-
pallan weekly, Living Church, many Protestant
Episcopal clergymen reject just about the whole
of Catholic Mariology. Their denials extend not
only to Our Lady’e perpetual virginity, her Im-
maculate Conception, her bodily assumption into
heaven, her freedom from actual sin through-
out her life, and her mediation of all grace but
even to her virginal conception of Christ
Bomewhat shaken by this discovery, theeditor of Living Chlirch consoled himself with the
hope that there la still unanimity among the
Episcopal clergy on “the central belief of the
Church Jeaua Christ la God and Man." We
suggest that he conduct another survey to fin/i
out whether this la really the case.
Por history shows that denial of Marian
doeWne, eventually leads to the denial or dis-
<rhnst’* divinity. As Cardinal Newmanpointedly obsemd, “Catholics who have honored
the Mother still worship the Son; while those who
now have ceased to confess the Son, began by
scoffing at the Mother." * 7
Jfnrv^Hrlit °°’ Pius XI decla >-ed in his
on The Church in Germany (Mar. 14
1937): Belief in Christ will not remain pure and
-ST * *1 U not supported and defended
ttf. f«nuJn
,
Church • ,the P lllar *nd ground of
“ Ti
.
M - 3- 15 >- • Be the Church
* nd uncorru Pted if it is not
supported by belief in the primacy of the BishopOf Rome.
. .Belief in Christ, in the Church, and
ta the primacy are thus joined in a consecrated
interdependence."
Contrary Sounds
Every Saturday at approximately noon, the
•eerie wailing of air raid sirens is heard across
the land. Mournful' and ominous, they serve to
remind ua that the daily prayer for peace in the
Archdiocese la far from anachronistic. They re-
awaken the realisation that war is about us and
above us, a threatening force that no DEW line
or underwater submarines can truly bar. Strange-
ly enough, at the same time that the sirens are
howling like impatient ogres, the Angclus rings
out and the simple repetition of the bells cuts
across the noise of the sirens with startling
clarity. Sirens and Angelus bells both at the same
time and both upon the same atmosphere.
The sirens bespeak an omnipresent threat of
war; the Angelus reminds that it was created by
an earthly monarch to implore the power of
Mary to terminate an earthly disaster. A warn-
ing of doom and the chime of encouragement
simultaneously striko upon tho ears of men, and
both seem equally to bo ignored. We have be-
come accustomed to the sirens, and our sense
of alarm is atrophied, and -someday, we shall be
found wanting in the protection that tho sirens
suggest. We have become accustomed to the
Angelus, and our sense of prayer is paralyzed,
and someday, wo shall be found wanting in the
protection that Mary alone can provide.
One would wish that tho sirens were no long-
er necessary. One would wish that tho incessant
threat of war would vanish. One would wish that
the Angelus bells might become a call to prayer
for an infinite multitude. Surely it is not too
whimsical to think that there is a connection be-
tween the two sounds. It would almost seem that
the sound of the sirens is heard because the
sound of the Angelus bells was no lodger heeded.
It appears that men have rejected the optimism
of the Angelus for the pessimism of the siren.
The siren warns of bombs that may fall while
the Angelus offers the rain of God’s mercy.
It is well-nigh 700 years since men used tho
Angclus to forestall the hand of death. Perhaps
the usage might begin once more. The hand of
death is close about always; the threat of war
is the mainspring of our endeavors. Perhaps if
the Angclus were restored to the lips of mentho hand of death would wither and the threat
of war would dissolve. It is a nice choice, the
siren or the bell, the warning or the promise
tor us to whom the privilege of the Angelus be-
longs the heeded bell can make the siren ob-
•oJett.
Peter Speaks
No Art More Difficult
It is a curious circumstance and
...
a
lamentable one, that whereas no one would
dream of suddenly becomipg a mechanic or an
engtaeer, a doctor or a lawyer, without any ap-prenticeship or preparation, yet every day there
are numbers of young men and women who mar-
ry without having given an inatant’a thought to
Preparing themselves for the arduous work of
education of their children which awaits them
. . . rarely no art is more difficult and strenuous
han that of fashioning the souls of children- for
those souls are so very tender, so easily disfig-ured through some thoughtless Influence or wrong
advice, so difficult to guide aright and so lightly
led astray, more susceptible than wax to re
ceive a disastrous and indelible impression
through malignant influences or culpable neglect.
Fortunate tho child whose mother stands by its
f., ?.*“* * guardian angel to inspire and lead
it in the path of goodnessl And so while We con
gratulate you upon what you have already
achieved, We cannot but exhort you warmly anil
anew to develop those splendid organizations
which are doing so much to provide for every
fu i fPu ,oc *** c l» s *. educators conscious oftheir high mission, in mind and bearing alert
against evil and zealous to promote good. Such
sentiments in a woman and a mother give her
the right to that reverence and dignity which
■ man’* loyal helpmate. Such a mother
• “® * tor she is the central support of
the home. She is like a beacon whose light gives
an example to the parish and brings illumina-
tion to the pious associations of which she is a
member —Plus XII, to Italian Women of Catholic
Action, Oct. 26, 1941.
Keep It That Way
We MustRead the Gospels
To Understand Christ
The eupreme truth about the
Saviour, for which the Chosen
People were wholly unprepared,
was that He was God. To effect
the redemption of the world, God
became man. The inner meaning
of God’s plan,
what made it
redemptive, we
shall not dis-
cuss yet. When
we have seen
what He did,
shall be in a
position to
grasp how it
meti the situa-
tion created by
Adam’s first sin, and worsened
by all the tins with which men
hastened to follow Adam’s. We
must concentrate our attention
upon what actually happened.
GOD BECAME man. Not the
Trinity, but the Second Person of
the Trinity, the Son, the Word.
Re-read the opening verses of
St. John’s Gospel. . .“The Word
was with God, and the Word was
God. All things were made by
Him. . .And the Word was made
flesh, and dwelt among us.” Here
we find the fact that it was
the- Second Person who became
man. And we find the reason
“all things were made by Him.”
Creation as a work of omnipo-
tence, bringing something into
existence of nothing, is ap-
propriated to God the Father.
But the order of the universe,
as a work of wisdom, is ap-
propriated to the Son. The or-
der had been wrecked; and a
new order must be made; it
tvas for the Son to make it.
To make it, He became man.
Read the first chapter of St.
Matthew and the first two of St.
Luke. A virgin, Mary, conceived
a sow,j at the time she was bet-
rothed, and soon after was mar-
ried, to Joseph, a carpenter. The
child thus conceived was God
the Son. The Second Person of the
Trinity, already and eternally
existent in His own divine na-
ture, now took human nature in
Mary's womb.
HIS CONCEPTION was vir-
ginal; He had a human mother
but no human father; that which
in ordinary conception is
produced by the action of the fa-
ther was in this instance produced
by a miracle of the power of
God. He grew in the womb like
any child, and in due course was
born into our world in Bethlehem.
He was named Jesus, and came
to be called the Christ, which
means the Anointed.
Of the next 30 years of His
life we know little.. He was a
carpenter, in Nazareth Then
came the three years of His
public life. He travelled ever
Palestine with the t 2 followers
He had chosen, the Apostles.
He preached of God and man,
of the Kingdom, and of Him-
self as its founder; by every
kind of miracle, of healing es-
pecially.
lie showed that God was guar-
anteeing the truth of His utter-
ance. He was without merry for
tho sinfulness of the religious
leaders of the Jewish people
They could only want His death,
and lie gave them the oretext on
which, In the name of true reli-
gion, they might kill Him. For He
claimed to be, not Mcssias only,
Lut God.
Upon a charge of blasphemy,
they persuaded the Itoman gov
ernor of Judaea to cruc'fy Him.
He was nailed to a cross on a
hill called Calvary for threo
hours till He died, lie was buried,
and on tho third day He roae
again. For 40 daya more He ap-
peared among Hla Apostles, then
ascended into the sky till a cloud
hid Him from their gate. In His
death, resurrection and ascension
mankind ia redeemed.
THAT IS THE story of our re-
demption in its barest outline. We
must try to see its meaning, or
as much of its meaning as is
graspable this side of death.
The first step is to pierce as
deep as we may into the being
oi Christ Our Lord. And for
this we must read the Gospels.
The newcomer to theology,
even if Be is not a newcomer
to Gospel reading, should at
this point In his study do what
G. K. Chesterton advised he
should embark upon a reading
of the Gospels as though he
had never r«ad them before,
almost indeed as though he had
never heard the story before.
He must make the considerable
effort to read what is there.
Two things especially make it
difficult for us to read what is
there.
The first is the extreme brev-
ity of the four accounts. They
are intensely concentrated, pack-
ed with meaning. We must learn
to read them slowly, comparing
one part with another, trying to
see what they narrate or de-
scribe, living them as we read
them.
The second is that we think we
know it already. We shall con-
sider this further in the next ar ;
tide.
It’s Time to Launch
Our Own Offensive
By Louis F. Budenz
Some idea of the temper with
which the communists have en-
tered upon this era of Soviet
rough-house tactics can be gained
from a poem being distributed
throughout the world by the Union
of Soviet Writ-
ers.
Published in
April’s Soviet
Literature, and
written by one
Vladimir Pav-
linov, it is titled
"The Ever-Liv-
ing Lenin.” The
feeling that
surges through
It is well expressed by Its con-
cluding lines:
“Ten thousand times by foes to
death condemned,
Ten thousand times alive he
will ascend.
Ten thousand times immortal-
such is Lenin.”
IT IS THIS scml-mystical fa-
naticism which is being enlisted
in every corner of the globe
against our President and our na-
tion. The President is assailed as
a “gangster” over and over
again, and in the Peking Review
as “the god of plague Eisen-
hower.”
Since all communists march
together, The Worker of July
17 runs this page 1 headline:
“Ike Offers Bait for Gangup
Against Cuba.” This leads off
the inevitable contribution by
“Daniel Mason,” whose identi-
ty our government is not yet
able to discover.
In the heart of his article we
read: “Eisenhower may think he
will be able to coerce and bribe
the Latin American nations into
action against Cuba. But the opin-
ion of many Washington observ-
ers
.. . is that if Washington gets
the Latin American governments
|to move against Cuba, it can ex-
I poet serious trouble to start in
Argentina, Mexico, Columbia,
iVenezuela and elsewhere."
Thus Moscow and its agents
disclose that the old plan to en-
list all classes In Latin America
against "Yankee Imperialism" Is
holding them in good stead.
JUST SUCH a program is be-
ing pushed in tho booklet, "Miko-
yan in Cuba,’’ issued through
communist outlets. A translation
of all the leading addresses made
by the Soviet Vice Premier while
visiting that island, its pages tell
us that his words were constantly
directed against the U. S. He
went out of his way also to woo
Cuban small businessmen in spe-
cial meetings with them.
It was the U. S. which opened
the door to A. I. Mlkoyan’s in-
vasion of Latin America. It
was the decisions of the U. S.
Supreme Court favoring our do-
mestic communists which- have
aided the Reds here in unloos-
ing new vitriol against the
President and the nation.
That we do not have too much
time to weep over past mistakes
is made clear, oddly enough, by
an important directive article in
the July Political Affairs. It
should actually be titled what it
is called by the advertisements in
The Worker “The High Cost of
Anti-Communism" —but its ac-
tual heading is “Wall Street’s
Cold War Empire Trotters."
REVIEWING free world up-
heavals from Turkey to Tokyo,
its author Hyman Lumer,
makes it evident that if the com-
munists did not initiate each mob
scene, they stirred every one on
to full violence. It Is now the
Kremlin pattern to increase
gangster methods against the
West, at the same time accusing
us of such operations.
What the comrades are at-
tempting to do here, under Lu-
mer's instructions, is represented
in his charge that “the peoples
are compelled to pay for anti-
communism.”
And this applies to tho Ameri-
can people, too. For these poli-
cies, he charges, “cost American
lives in Korea. They camo very
close to doing so in Vietnam. And
today they threaten to engulf us
in a nuclear war whose cost will
dwarf anything ever experienced
before.”
Since "anti-communism” Is.
pronounced to be so deadly to
us, it follows that we should
give in to Khrushchev com-
pletely. Above all, we should be
baited from engaging in any
great offensive for the freedom
of the world.
It is that anti-Soviet offensive
which is revealed as the great
fear of the communists, and
therefore it Is now time to carry
it forward.
The first item in such a
counter-move on our part might
well be the consideration of the
Knights of Columbus proposals
first made five years ago for
the scyering of relations with that
power which employs every
means to bring about our ruin.
THE QUESTION BOX
Moil Rev. Walt* W. Curtis, 76 Broad St., Bloomfield, NJ,
is editor of The Question Box. Questions may be submitted to him
for answer in tbit column.
Q. Recently a movie was
classified as “Unobjectionable
for Adults” yet my husband
and myself both were shocked
by the dress and actions of the
characters. Yet another pic-
ture that wc saw was listed
as “Objectionable in Part” and
yet we can see no reason for
objecting to it. Any comment?
To those so disturbed we can
point out first of all that the
Legion code does not approve
these materials; It merely judges
them as "unobjectionable’' for
the parties named. For the rest
you must be discriminating; see
the best pictures and do not settle
nrerely for the second nest that
happens to be more convenient.
As for pictures rated "Objec-
tionable in Part,” we offer the
comment that the objection in
theso cases is not always based
on the virtue of purity and mod-
esty.'At times the objection is
taken to moral actions which can
undermine general morality at
least gradually. Thus divorce,
adultery, suicide and the like if
portrayed in a favorable manner
will gradually make these im-
moral actions less objectionable
A. Well, yes.
In 1957, the code of the Legion
of Decency was changed. Class
A pictures were divided into
three kinds: namely A-l: ap-
proved for general patronage;
A-2: approved for adults and ad-
olescents (and therefore not for
children); and A-3: approved for
adults (and therefore not for
adolescents nor for children).
It was desired at that time to
set apart those pictures which
might create a moral problem
tor the young, but which would
not so likely be a moral problem
for the mature adult. This was
prompted by the recognition that
adults were used to a more ad-
vanced viewing fare because of
changed reading habits, TV ma-
terial, and public attitude.
In our lifetime adults have been
forced to view moro public im-
morality than had previously
been the case. In self defense
their sensibilities have been
toughened so that moral danger
is not as present to them in cer-
tain situations as it would have
been before. We do not at this
time care to say that this is
good; we merely note that it is
a fact that today in America
adults simply cannot afford to be
as easily shocked as our relatives
in a previous age.
For this reason many of our
readers will find material in
Class A-3 movies that will leave
them unhappy and perhaps an-
gry at the kind of matter to
which the public has become
used.
and will weaken the moral anger
and shock of the community in
their regard. This could lead to
a legal acceptance of such im-
moralities with an obvious harm
to the general welfare.
With such a danger present lit
a plot theme the picture will
often be rated “Objectionable in
Part.” Individual adults may
miss the point of the objection;
or fail to weigh its importance
over the long run. You may say:
"I know divorce is wrong and I
shall not be tempted to seek one.”
But can you be sure that your
judgment of divorce as a moral
evil will not be weakened If many
such pictures are seen?
Be assured that the reviewers
ef the Legion of Decency arc
normal Catholics, neither prudish
nor lax in their judgments. Al-
though you may disagree with a
particular decision made by the
Legion, you will agree, I am sure,
that the Legion’s work is gen-
erally satisfactory; and that it
saves you the inconvenience of
searching for a judgment about
a particular picture that you may
wish to see.
Here we should like to repeat
the advice often given in Mr.
Mooring’s splendid column in this
paper that good pictures deserve
to be supported. If you are a
movie goer at all, make it a
point to see any picture given
special praise by the Legion.
Good pictures that make money
will find imitators.
In Your Prayers
remember these, your deceased
priests:
Archdiocese of Newark
Rev. Stephen Nowakowski,
Aug. 13, 1939
Rev. Walter J. Gdterl, Aug. 13,
1947
Rev. Daniel E. Ready, 0.5.8.,
Aug. 13, 1953
Rev. Edwin F. Nestor, Aug. 14,
1926
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Bernard M.
Bogan, Aug. 14, 1929
Rev. John B. Scheycr, Aug. 14,
1935
Rev. George Meyer, Aug. 15,
1911
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Edward J. El-
lard, Aug. 15, 1937
Rev. John H. Donnelly, Aug.
16, 1953
Rev. Joseph J. Tawczynskl,
Aug. 17, 1931
Rt. Rev.-Msgr. James J. Smith,
Aug. 17, 1942
Rev. Francis P. Mestice, Aug.
18, 1959
Rev. Felix Sandrl, Aug. 19,1918
Rev. Francis J. Stefanski, Aug.
19, 1952
Diocese of Paterson
Rev. William J. Van Zale, Aug.
14, 1941
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Letters to the Editor
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Relief for Parents
With School Bills
Theodore Josephs,
Hackensack
Editor:
Father Thomas’ column of
July 28 raises some interesting
questions in the mind of this
reader concerning the cost of
Catholic education and how it
should be borne.
He makes the point that there
is an inequal distribution of chil-
dren in proportion to family in-
come and that “parents with nu-
merous children will find it in-
cieasingly difficult to carry the
financial burden” of Catholic ed
ucation.
This point is- well taken and
should be the cause for some
deep soul-searching on the part
of the general public and of di-
rectors of Catholic education in
particular.
To. begin with, it should be
made quite clear that no two
Catholic parochial schools in this
country have exactly the same
means of raising the funds to
support their work.
It is therefore impossible to
do more than generalize on these
fund-raising methods. It is of lit-
tle use to discuss, or condemn,
magazine-selling campaigns, pe-
riodic raffles, bingo etc. The
question to be met and solved
is: “Should the parents of chil-
dren in the parochial school be
made almost solely responsible
for paying the cost of its main-
tenance and of teacher’s salaries
or should the burden be more
widely distributed?”
It becomes evident after a.
Study of the various fund-rais-
ing methods that most of them
inevitably place the biggest bur-
den on those parents with the
largest families. If tuition is
charged, then the tuition is mul-
tiplied by three, four, five, or
•whatever the number may be
If raffle books or magazines are
brought home, these too are mul
tiplied.
On top of this, there are the
personal items such as uniforms,
graduation gowns or suits, school
supplies, books, etc. It adds up
to a constant drain on the budget,
made worse by the fact that
these demands often come with
i»o advance notice: a note is
brought home from school one
day, payment is expected the
next. Where is the answer?
Perhaps it lies in a number of
steps which might result in two
methods of relief for the long-
suffering parents: by spreading
the financial burden over the en-
tire parish; by eliminating the
unexpected drains on the family
budget. At least, let these meth-
ods be discussed:
1) Let experienced accountants
present in almost any parish
draw up a school budge* just as
a municipal board of education
does.
2) Let it be made clear to
parishioners that the long-term
costs in this budget (mortgage
payments, building maintenance,
etc.) are to be met by the en-
tire parish, perhaps in a series
of special collections, two or
three times a year.
3) -Shortterm costs, such
as teacher's salaries., supplies,
books, could be met by a tuition
payment, graduated down for
families with more than one
child in the school (a system
now followed by several Catholic
colleges).
4) Every effort should be made
to do away with unnecessary ex
penscs. Uniforms for boys
(v'hcrc they exist) might be
abolished, but standards of good
diess set on the model of local
Catholic boys’ high schools.
Styles for girls’ uniforms should
not change every year and par-
ents might be permitted to buy
them where they choose, so long
as they match the prevailing
style.
5) Graduation costs might be
cut to a minimum by following
the example set in St. Louis
where formal grammar school
graduation has been eliminated.
Let the money be spent instead
towards the child’s first year
high school tuition.
Family Column
Seen 'Shocking,’
Mrs. Charles A. Turner,
Jersey City,
Editor:
It took me a full week to sub-
due my anger and shock after
reading the article in your July
Z3 issue by Rev. John L. Thomas,
S.J.
Perhaps the assistant orofessor
[of sociology, St. Louis Univer-
sity] should absent himself from
lhe lofty walls of security, calm
and serenity in the university and
visit the household of the mother
to whom he addressed his col-
umn, before he so casually ad-
vises her to seek another (?) job
to pay for her daughter’s Cath-
olic education.
This writer has always been
under the impression that Holy
Mother Church advocates large
families. If so, dear editor, should
not her servants, the priests and
Sisters who are in charge of the
Catholic schools, make some pro-
visions for cases such as the one
discussed in the column?
And if so, dear editor, should
not Father Thomas be questioned
about the final sentence of his
article? Am I to assume that a
couple who can’t afford to send
their children to Catholic schools
should practise birth control?
As a Catholic wife and mother,
I am truly bewildered by the arti-
cle, and by the fact that I found
it published in The Advocate.
Change Society,
Not the Family
Elizabeth Tyrell,
Lyndhurst.
Editor:
We always enjoy and profit by
the advice given in Father Thom-
as’ column.
However, part of his reply to
the mother of 5 children, strug-
gling to finance Catholic educa-
tion for them, surprised us.
We are referring to Father
Thomas’ statement: “Young cou-
ples might give the need for
Catholic education serious
thought in regulating the size of
their families.’’
At what point in your married
life do you make the decision to
bear fewer children for God in
order to insure a Catholic educa-
tion for them? During the earlier
years of marriage, how do you
determine the number of chil-
dren you may be able to educate
10 or 15 years hence? The most
affluent members of society have
as tenuous a hold on tomorrow
as the poorest of God’s poor.
Exercising such long-range
prudence seems to show a lack
of trust in Divine Providence.
Isn’t it more pleasing to God to
cooperate with His divine plan
for creation, by bearing children
to know, love and serve Him?
Should we deprive a soul of a
place in eternity because we fear
for his higher education?
A social order which produces
such a perplexity should be
changed. Instead of limiting our
families in order to conform to
defects in society which make
difficult the financing of a Catho-
lic education, should we not work
toward reconstruction of the so-
cial order?
A fair distribution of tax funds
for the education of all school
children would be one positive
step. This would relieve the par-
ents of Catholic school children
of the unfair double tax burden.
(Citizens for Educational Free-
dom, 3109 S. Grand Blvd., St.
Louis, 18, Mo. are working to-
ward this aim.)
Please, Father Thomas, en-
courage us in our idealism. God
gives us only today to live for
Him, and He alone controls to-
morrow.
Should there be a choice be-
tween prudence and abandon-
ment to God’s holy will, we
would still choose the latter.
I’m glad we did.
SeesFamily Tip
As'Naturalistic ’
Peggy S. McCrea,
Glen Ridge.
Editor:
I was shocked at the recom-
mendation of Rev. John L.
Thomas in his column of July 28.
In answering the query of the
Catholic couple finding it difficult
to meet the cost of Catholic
school education for their five
children, Father Thomas suggest-
ed that “young couples might
give the need for Catholic educa-
tion serious thoughtTn regulating
the size of their families ”
I take this to mean that a newly
married couple should determine
how many children they think
they will be able to educate in
Catholic schools, and then limit
their conceptions to that number.
First, such a couple would be
ignoring the possibility that their
children might be intelligent
enough to win scholarships. Sec-
ondly, in view of today’s rising
economic costs, it would seem to
me that very few couples would
bj brash enough to predict that
they could shoulder the financial
responsibilities of educating more
than two children.
Just from a natural viewpoint,
it would be difficult to judge what
their future resources might be
seme 15 years hence, and cer-
tainly supernaturally, such over-
cautious figuring would beli*
one's faith in the benevolent prov-
idence of God.
1 am surprised that an official
diocesan paper would allow such
naturalistic advice to be given to
its readers in its columns. Be-
sides the unsoundness of the ad-
vice, many Catholics will be sure
to interpret this as Catholic ap-
proval for the use of contracep-
tives.
Urges Progress
With Orthodox
Peter J. Schober,
Elizabeth.
Editor:
I think if peace is to come Rus-
sia must be won over to the
Church from within. Unless the
Russian Christian and his love
for Our Lady can topple com-
munism from within the only oth-
er way will be by a global atomic
and hydrogen bomb war. That
will wipe out more than one sys-
tem. Our Lady warns whole na-
tions will be annihilated.
Our saintly reigning Pope had
the Oriental dissidents in mind
when out of love for them he
called the forthcoming council.
Why cannot we Latin Catholics
have the same love and under-
standing of the Orientals, espe-
cially. the great numbers of Ori-
ental Catholics who live in our
two dioceses.
If the love of the Orthodox Rus-
sians is enough to bring the
Mother of God from heaven and
the Pope to invite him and his
church to reunion, why cannot
our own two dioceses to more to
help'than we are doing?
If we do not make progress
with the Orthodox here in Amer-
ica, how can the Church hope to
do it in Europe, especially in
Russia? No fewer than 16 Orien-
tal churches are in our two dio-
ceses. Too many Latin Catholics
do not know they exist. Paterson
alone has the only Mclkite Church
in the state and the only Armeni-
an parish church in the whole
nletropolitan area.
I have witnessed in St. Pat-
rick's Cathedral in New York
City the various rites being sol-
imnly celebrated before audi-
ences of Latin, Oriental and
Orthodox Christians. How much
this must please Our Lady of
Fatima!
To the Latin Catholic it gives
a better knowledge of what his
Church really is.
To the Oriental it shows that
although his rite is a minority,
the Church still regards hyn as
equal.
To the Orthodox it shows the
Oriental is appreciated by the
Roman Church from the Pope on
down. It cannot but melt some of
the coldness he feels toward
Rome. And if he sings the re-
sponses, and most of them do,
it gives him the only chance he
will take to worship God in a
Catholic church—in a rite he un-
derstands.
May the day soon come when
out of love of Our Lord and His
Holy Mother our area churches
v.-ill echo the Oriental chants
more frequently.
Please don't consider this an
overly critical letter. From my
•heart 1 believe we can and
should do more for this holy
cause.
STRANGE BUT TRUELittle-Known Facts for Catholics
By M.J. MURRAY fsĥdgh
Adman Seemed
A 'Super Duper’
Elena Montgomery,
Elizabeth
Editor:
Did your correspondent of July
28, J.P. Leary, give himself away
— and with him the whole frater
nity of admen he sought to de-
fend?
Mr. Leary maintained the hon
csty of most advertising, yet he
began with the contention that
through advertising he could
•‘sell more air-conditioners in
Alaska than exist in all of Flor-
ida ”
I’m sure Mr. Leary’s remark
was all in fun, but I still got a
mental picture of a lot of con-
fused Eskimos huddled in a corn-
er of their igloo to escape the
blast of the shiny new air-con-
ditioner some fast-talking huck-
ster unloaded on them. And it
makes me want to tell these Eski-
mos just what The Advocate’s
editorial admonished: ’’Don't Be
Duped.”
Haranguers
Confuse Him
William Sullivan,
Paterson.
Editor:
Why do people harangue
against some who might vote for
Kennedy because he's a Catholic,
while they (the haranguers) re-
fuse to vote for him because he
never went to a Catholic school?
If Nixon had gone to Harvard,
would that be a reason to vote
against him, as it seems to be
in Kennedy’s case?
God Love You
Do Penance
By Sacrifice
By Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
Recently a prominent Catholic
died leaving a large fortune to
his children, not one cent to
charity. Expressing no hope of
redemption he merely said he
was curious about the “green
pastures" into
which he would
enter.
This is typi-
cal of the mod-
ern man! He
admits to no
guilt; he ex-
pects that heav-
en is an auto-
matic green
pasture after
the gate of earthly life closes.
Therefore he has no need of turn-
ing the wealth he enjoyed in this
life to the purposes of God and
His poor in expiation for his sins.
THERE IS some intrinsic rela-
tionship about giving up the
things of the world before we
obtain the special blessings of
God. It was not until the corn
the Israelites brought from Egypt
into the desert failed, that God
gave them manna from heaven.
But more important still, sin
cost the Life of God in the flesh.
If the assumption of our guilt
brought Him to the Cross, He
Who was innocent, then shall we
who are guilty be exempted from
making up for our sins? We may
not say “Christ died for my sins;
therefore I need do nothing,” for
it is only through our partaking
and sharing in the Cross that we
share in the forgiveness He
purchased for us.
Shall He give His life for us
and we give nothing in return?
None of us are without guilt.
The trivial penances we receive
in confession, e.g., "three Our
Father’s and three Hail Mary’s,”
are not an adequate balance for
the guilt which we have admit-
ted. Forgiveness for sin is one
thing; reparation for the sin is
another.
If I steal your watch and say
‘ Will you forgive me," there is
no doubt that you would, but
would you not also say: "Give
me back my watch?"
Give thought then to a daily
act of self-denial for your sins.
Then use the money equivalent
to the sacrifice to help bring
Faith and redeption to the pagan
wurld. Give this money to the
Holy Father to distribute to
those without the Faith through
his Society for the Propagation
of the Faith.
GOI) LOVE YOU to M.D.
"This dollar is the last cent I
have. It will not pay the car
insurance, so use it as you know
best.”
... to 8.8. "My grand-
father gave me this $2 for my
birthday. I want you to have it
for the missions."
... to J.F.G.
fi r $lO. “I was going to buy a
book with this money, but may-
be the missions could use some
books in my name." ... to G.W.
for $lO. "Instead of spending this
on candy, movies, etc., I would
like to send it to the missions
and pray that God will restore
the "gift of Faith to a loved one."
... to S.S. "This $.25 was given
to me for taking care of my
little brother. I am six years
old. This is for hungry children."
With your request and the
corresponding offering, you
may order a God Love You
medal in any one of the fol-
lowing styles: $2, small ster-
ling silver; $3, small 10k gold
filled; $5, large sterling silver;
$lO, large 10k gold filled.
Cut out this column, pin your
sacrifice to it and address it to
Eishop Fulton J. Sheen, National
Director, Society for the Propa-
gation of the Faith, 336 Fifth
Ave., New York, or to your dio-
cesan director: Bishop Martin W.
Stanton, 31 Mulberry St., New-
ark 2; Rt. Rev. Msgr. William
I-‘, Louis, 23 DeGrasse St., Pat-
erson.
THE CATACOMBS were under-
' ground cemeteries.
Lend Her Your Ears, Husband,
She Has Problems to Share
By Rev. John L. Thomas, S.J.
Assistant Professor of Sociology,
St. Louis University^
My wife feels I’m shirking my domestic duties.
She’s a wonderful girl and does a fine job raising our
four children, but she can’t seem to understand that
carrying a responsible full-time job plus night school
leaves little time and energy to spare. She says I aban-
don her to a world circled by meals, diapers, formulae,
doctoring and cleaning. Why should I get involved in
all these details when I won’t be on hand to handle
them anyway?
Many young couples face a
similar challenge, and the way
they meet it will mean a great
deal for their future happiness.
They marry young, start their
families at once, and are soon
caught up in
separate rounds
of activity that
demand most
of their energy
and interest. In
your instance,
Frank, the pres-
sure is in-
creased by the
need for fur-
ther schooling.
How can you reconcile the
demands of your work witlf your
domestic oblgations? You'll make
little progress in your career un-
less you give it the best you have
Competition is rough for those
who try to advance, so you have
to contribute a little extra in
terms of added responsibility
and interest if you hope to make
the grade. At the same time,
there's no short cut to learning.
But you’re also a married man,
obliged to be a companion to
your wife and a father to your
four children.
LET’S LOOK at the situation
from her point of view. With
four small children to feed, train,
and watch, and a home to man-
age, she probably feels caught in
an endless round of trivial,
though insistent, demands that
narrow her horizons and isolate
her from
_
the adult world in
which you work. Sickness or
minor injuries among her babies
generate worries and fears she
finds difficult to bear alone.
Chances are she wants —and
needs an ocasional break from
her small-world routine, a re-
freshing shift in scenery, a tem-
porary change in phantasms, an
opportunity to enjoy adult con-
versation and companionship.
It’s clear from your letter that
she likes being a mother, but
let's face it babies involve
more than one kind of confine-
ment.
Most modern brides no long-
er enter marriage directly
from the relatively narrow cir-
cle of their parental homes.
They’ve held jobs, met peo-
ple, and enjoyed the experi-
ence of working with others.
It’s not surprising that they
find - the necessary isolation of
early motherhood a little hard
to take.
More important, they have
been trained to expect that the
responsibility of parenthood, as
well as its joys, will be shared
with their partners. This does
not mean that husbands should
become dish jockeys or “mother’s
little helpers." Because modem
conditions leave wives so much
alone, they are eager to share
their domestic and parental
plans, worries, fears, and experi-
ences with their spouses.
WHAT CAN YOU DO? In the
first place, you can display real
interest in her daily concerns.
True, you can’t be around to
handle all these details, but by
discussing them with her you
will show that you understand
her problems and appreciate
what she is doing. She seeks com-
panionship, a sense of partner-
ship, a psychological sharing
that will serve as a unifying and
mutually strengthening process
in your marriage.
Further, because you are fol-
lowing such a demanding
schedule," you must carefully
plan and budget your time at
home. Set aside a definite, mu-
tually agreeable time for'study
and follow it; otherwise you
will never feel wholly free.
Mindful that you have serious
family obligations, make spe-
cific provision for fulfilling
them. What will it profit to
succeed at your job if you fail
as a husband and father?
At the same time, your wife
should realize that a great deal
of your energy and interest must
necessarily be focused on your
job, that is, outside the family
circle. Perhaps this is the most
painful lesson that young wives
must learn. There arc limits to
marital sharing and '"together-
ness.
Your situation calls for a sin-
cere reappraisal. The conflicting
demands you face cannot be
modified, but you can change
your attitude. You are involved
in a family circle, and though
your time is limited, you can
lend interest, emotional support
and encouragement. Your wife
must realize that your separate
“worlds" do not coincide, though
they meet at significant points.
Learn to show honest concern
for each other’s world and their
separateness will enrich you
rather than draw you apart.
Saints of the Week
Sunday, Aug. 14—St. Eusebius,
Confessor. A Roman priest some-
times honored as a martyr, he
was shut up in a room in his
own house and died about 257
rttcr spending seven months in
constant prayer there.
Monday, Aug. 15 Assump-
tion of the Blessed Virgin Mary.
This feast, a holy day of obliga-
tion, commemorates the taking
up, soul and body, of the Blessed
Virgin into heaven after her
death.
Tuesday, Aug. 16—St. Joachim.
He was the husband of St. Anne
and father of the Blessed Mother.
Wednesday, Aug. 17—St. Hya-
cinth, Confessor. Member of an
illustrious Polish family, he join-
ed the Dominicans and made
three great apostolic journeys,
which took him from the Scan-
dinavian peninsula to Tibet.
Thursday, Aug. 18 St. Agapl-
tus, Martyr. He was of, noble
birth and lived in the third cen-
tury. At 15 he was arrested and
was thrown to wild beasts but the
animals did not harm him and
many conversions followed be-
fore he was beheaded by order of
Emperor Aurelian.
Friday, aug. 19 St. John
Eudes, Confessor. A Frenchman,
he was the founder of the Eudist
Fathers and the nuns of Our
Lady of Charity. Died 1860.
Saturday, Aug. 20 St. Ber-
nard of Clalrvaux, Abbot-Doctor.
Born 1091 near Dijon, France. At
22, after persuading 30 young
noblemen to follow him, he join-
ed the struggling abbey at Ci-
tcaux and was later sent to Clalr-
vaux, where he became regarded
as the real founder of the Cister-
cians. He founded 68 Cistercian
houses, was adviser to Popes,
kings and councils, and was the
preacher if the second crusade.
Died 1153.
August Intentions
The Holy Father’s general in-
tention for August is:
That many may become
faithful priests in the Church
of Silence.
The mission intention sug-
gested for the Apostleship of
Prayer by the Pope is:
That vocations to missionary
Sisterhoods may increase (a
number.
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Let Holy Father Decide
The Most Worthy Cause
The "Mission Chest” idea en-
ables donors who could not give
alms to each of the 200 mission
societies, to unite their alms with
other givers, and thus aid all.
Although the Holy Father has
said that his Society for the Pro-
pagation of the Faith is the prin-
cipal agency for the distribution
oi mission tunds, he has never
claimed exclusiveness for it, al-
lowing charities to whomsoever
the faithful please. He only asks
that he be "principally aided.”
The society relieves the donor
of deciding what is the most
worthy cause by transferring the
responsibility to the Holy Father.
It keeps charity "Catholic” as
opposed to “National.” It does
not give the money to mission
societies who live in America',
to the forgetfulness of mission
societies from poor countries.
Population Rising
In Latin America
One of the most rapidly in-
creasing populations In the world
is in Latin America which has 23
births for every 1,000 inhabitants;
Europe has only 9, Asia, 10, and
North America 15.
The population Is not concen-
trated in the cities, except in
Argentina, where 65% of the
population is urban. Latin
America has only 44 cities with
more than 100,000 inhabitants;
Europe has 365. Latin America
has 33% of the Catholics of the
entire world,'but only 8% of
the priests.
The Holy Father has askejl the
Bishops of the United States to
aid the Church in Latin America,
and rightly so. Our relative
abundance creates responsibility.
Parish in Cameroons
Strives to Expand
"I need anew barn for the
wheat. I need anew fold for the
sheep.” Very Rev. A. V. D.
Vlugt, Vicar General of Buea,
South Cameroons, finds it an ur-
gent necessity to divide his par-
ish now, before it celebrates its
silver jubilee in October, so he
begs for benefactors to help at
this critical time.
“1 have the care of 12,000
Catholics,” writes Msgr. Vlugt.
“There are 4,000 school children.
I am chaplain to the Sisters, the
Teachers’ Training College, to
the hospital and to the 1 prison. I
have many duties, the most ur-
gent one to bring God nearer to
the people.
“That is why I have decided to
divide up my parish, have two
centers of activity and two pas-
tors. The township of Kumba,
where 1 am stationed, is the cen-
ter of a farming area for coffee,
bananas and cocoa. In effect it
is a market-town with people who
earn their living having their lit-
tle shops and stalls.
"There are 5,000 parishioners
who live near the church, al-
though only 3,000 can find a
place in the overcrowded build-
ing. Half of them receive Holy
Communion on a Sunday. There
are 7,000 others living in bush
areas In 40 out-stations. In my
American ex-army Jeep I can
visit 18 schools. My 110 teachers
need help and. advice, too, so 1
have an annual convention to
keep in touch with them.
"Before Trinity Sunday I man-
aged to visit the outstations with
my two priest-assistants. Many
of these can be reached on foot
only, and they are three to four
days away. Others are at 70
miles distance.
"I have no Intention to build
a magnificent and mighty
church. A church out here con-
sists simply of walls of con-
crete blocks and a roof of cor-
rugated iron sheets. As the ce-
ment and roofing come from
overseas the cost of building is
high.
“Anew church will cost $9,-
000; anew presbytery, $3,000; a
maternity clinic, $3,000; and a
junior school, $2,000. My people
cannot help but be slow in bring-
ing their contributions; still 1 en-
courage them to do the best they
can. Other than by direct collec-
tion in the church on Sundays,
(average weekly total $3) they
arrange money-raising devices
such as athletic matches, puppet
shows and tribal dances. Will you
help supplement their efforts to
raise $6,000 by October?”
Obituary
It is a holy and wholesome
thought to pray ftfr the dead
that they may be loosed from
their sins. We recommend to
the prayers of our readers the
repose of the souls of the fol-
lowing who have recently de-
parted, this life:
Hev. Sllverius J. Quigley,
0. Carm.
Frederick T. E. Dubish
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most. Rev. Martin W. Stanton. S.T.D., Ph.D., LL.D
31 Mulberry St, Newark 2, N. J. Phone MArket 2-2103
Honrs: Daily, 9 a.m. to 5 pm.; Saturday, 9 am. to 13.
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt Rev. Msgr. William P. Loals, J.CJ>.
24 De Grasse St., Paterson 1, N. J. Phono: ARraory 4-0400.
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m. to 5 pm.; Saturday, 0 am. to 12.
Donations to the Society for the Propagation of the
Feilb are income tax deductible.
Text of Holy Message on Eucharist
NCIFC News Service
Following it the text of an Englith translation of Pope
John/ Aug. 7 message at the close of the International Eucharistic
Congress in Munich.
Present in spirit, We turn our
mind’s eye toward the Interna-
tional Eucharistic Congress which
is being held at the present time
at Munich in Bavaria.
Truly worthy
was Bavaria to
be chosen to
prepare so
splendid a tri-
umph for Christ
hidden beneath
the Eucharistic
veil. For it is
famed for its
Christian vir-
tues and re-
nowned for Its achievements.
Apart from other claims to dis-
tinction, it carried the gospel of
Christ to several regions of Eu-
rope, was the birthplace of many
saints, and gave three Supreme
Pontiffs to the Apostolic See:
Clement 11, Damasus 11, Victor
11. Above all, its capital city,
Munich, has long been and re-
mains outstanding for its devo-
tion to the profound mystery of
the Eucharist.
TOGETHER, both In vocal har-
mony and also in the song within
the silence of our hearts, let us
praise this wonderful Sacrament.
For from it, as from a source of
abundant fruitfulness, virtues and
graces flow out to the Church in
its earthy combat. For this rea-
son, we think completely appro-
priate that main theme proposed
for your Eucharistic Congress,
which is to be developed by care-
ful and practical explanations,
namely, the words of the Dvine
Redeemer in His promise of the
Sacrament of the Eucharist: “The
bread that I will give is My flesh
for the life of the world” (John
6, 52).
For since the Most Holy Eu-
charist contains the Author of
Grace Himself and the highest
source of divine life, it strength-
ens and perfects that life in
those who have been reborn by
the waters of Holy Baptism.
Consequently, it is especially by
means of this sacrament that
those words spoken of Himself
by Christ, the Good Shepherd,
find realization: “I am come
that they may have life, and
have it more abundantly”
(John 10, 10).
What a marvelous spectacle,
then, is revealed to us by the eye
of faith as we contemplate this
abundant outpouring of the Di-
vine Life upon the human race
by means of, and resulting from,
the Sacrifice of the Mass and
sacramental Communion. The
riches of this Divine Life are the
nourishment, first, of each of the
faithful, who thereby feel
strengthened and increased with-
in them faith, hope and charity,
and other virtues which are
linked with those. The same Di-
vine Life nourishes Christian fam-
ilies within whose fold loyalty,
mutual love, chastity and filial
obedience are carefully and will-
ingly fostered, and from which
the attractive fruits of peace and
spiritual joy grow to maturity.
HUMAN SOCIETY, also, pos-
sesses the same life when Chris-
tians, feeding on the bread of
angels, are made “the salt of the
earth
...
the light of the world”
(Matt. 5, 13-14) and gave to their
fellow citizens examples of all the
virtues, particularly of social jus-
tice and charity.
The whole Church like-
wise possesses It when the con-
templation of heavenly truths
and the worship of God received
therefrom an Impetus, an in-
crease, a defense: And the
Church rejoices with a great
joy because from that source
there Is nourished and stimulat-
ed the care to be devoted to
those who receive the divine
call to enter the priesthood or
to enroll in the ranks of reli-
gious life, with a view to pro-
moting the most holy task of
the revelation of the Gospel and
brotherly peace.
To this, Christ Our Lord invited
all who claim the title of Christian
when He prayed thus to His Fa-
ther for His disciples: “That all
may be one” (John 17, 21). Most
justly did the Angelic Doctor de-
clare: “The benefit of this Sacra-
ment is noble and universal. No-
ble, for it effects in us the life of
the spirit in the present time,
and hereafter, life eternal; uni-
versal, because the life it confers
is not the life of an individual
man, but, from Its very nature,
the life of the whole world” (St.
Thomas: Comm, on St. John’s
Gospel, Chap. 6, V. 52, Less. VI).
Dearly beloved children who
are present at these Eucharistic
gatherings, it is our earnest wish
that from that source you may
draw strength, you may be en-
kindled with desire to perform
apostolic works: From charity,
Indeed, the companion of truth
comes true and genuine salva-
tion. “Behold all you that kindle
a fire, encompassed with flames,
walk in the light of your fire
and in the flames Which you have
kindled” (Isaias 50, 11). ~
THE DAUGHTER of charitv
and the work of justice is peace
(cf. Isaias 32,17). All of you, even
as we ourselves, mark with an
xlety the size of the cloud of
dangers which overhangs the hu-
man race, and how the peace of
nations is placed in jeopardy. Let
us all together strive by the ardor
of our prayers to obtain from
Jesus Christ, Prince of Peace,
that He enlighten the minds of
the rulers' of states, and, onco
the darkness of error is dispelled,
grant to nations true peace found-
eu on respect for the rights of the
Church and of the dignity of man;
and finally, that He refresh with
the dew of heavenly consolation
tiiose now present to Our mind
who have been unable to tako
part in your triumphal celebra-
tions.
Not less salutary a fruit of
the mystery of the Eucharist la
hope which softens the bitter-
ness of the present, prepares
the way for, and gives confi-
dence in, any good work how-
ever difficult.
In keeping with the duty of the
apostolic office, and as Our par-
ticular feelings of goodwill toward
the German people demand, our
special solicitude is directed to-
ward their religious unity and
peace. Would that all who are
marked out by the name of Chris-
tian would direct their steps to-
ward the complete faith of St.
Boniface, toward the one holy
Church: this is the harmony to
be desired above all else, har-
mony most salutary and most
fair, harmony in unity of faith.
We have now expressed our
good wishes and encouragement,
and We join to the concert of your
voices as you venerate the mys-
tery of the Most Holy Eucharist,
Our own voice as a further stim-
ulus, that by Our thus drawing
near, the rejoicing in your hearts
may be the more pleasing and
noble.
DIVINE Redeemer, who for the
life of the world doth daily on
cur altars offer to the Eternal
Father the Sacrifice of the Bodv
and Blood, protect the human
race from dangers of death.
Above all, protect men from the
death which is especially to be
feared, the spiritual ieath to
which innumerable souls are new
exposed or by which they are
crushed in wretchedness. Grant
that more and more we may hun-
ger and thirst after Thee, living
in the tabernacle as ina tent set
up in the midst of the Church’s
earthly warfare. Led thus by Thy
light and on fire with Thy love,
may we pass through the perils
of tho desert of this world a.id
be able to reach the coun:.ry
which Thou hast promised to the
redeemed human race, that is,
the state of happiness of ever-
lasting life in heaven.
Meanwhile, moved by our af-
fection, We send our greeting
to you, Our beloved Cardinals,
Archbishops, Bishops, theso
holding high positions of civil
authority, priests, and these
faithful who have come even
from distant parts of the world,
an immense throng, and are
worshiping on this occasion the
revered sacrament of the al-
tar.
In a particular way, We send
our greeting, as to one worthy of
all honor, to Our beloved son, the
Cardinal acting as our personal
representative, and to Our be-
loved son, Joseph Wendel, the
very able Archbishop of Munich
and Freising, who prepared with
such care this devout undertak-
ing, and to the committee set up
for this purpose, which has given
him such devoted and skillful as-
sistance.
We send our greeting and dea
thanks to the renowned German
peoples, and in a special way to
(he people of Bavaria, noted for
their generous hospitality, who
have prepared for this magnifi-
cent congress in a manner be-
yond all praise.
Finally, as a pledge of heavenly
gifts, may Our blessing come in
full measure upon all who a.u
present at the International Eu-
charistic Congress at Munich,
and abide with them always.
Amen.
Vatican Stresses
International Aid
MUNICH, Germany (NC) The Holy See has urged
the Conference of International Catholic Organizations'
(CICO) “to stir the Catholics of the whole world to a great
fraternal effort on behalf of the less-developed nations.”
In a letter sent to the conference's general assembly
on behalf of Pope John XXIII,
Cardinal Tardinl declared that
Catholics should “unite their ac-
tions on the educational, social
and civil levels in order to pro-
mote the development of (auch)
nations.”
CARDINAL TARDINI, Vatican
Secretary of State, pointed out
that the theme adopted by the
meeting "The human and
Christian advancement of na-
tions in the process of develop-
ment” implies a serious obliga-
tion for Catholics. He s*id:
“Even at the price of great
sacrifice on their part and on
the part of the communities to
which they belong, Catholics
mutt work effectively for union
in a world seeking unity, and
must strive tirelessly after the
human betterment and Chris-
tian development of the less-
favored nations and peoplest”
The CICO, founded in 1927, now
includes such organizations as the
International Catholic Commis-
sion for Migration, the Interna-
tional Catholic Child Bureau, the
International Federation of Cath-
olic Universities, the Society of
St. Vincent de Paul, Pax Romans
and many others.
MORE THAN 200 delegates and
experts from 40 nations and all
continents attended the meeting.
They adopted a resolution expres-
sing solidarity with the peoples of
the less developed countries in
their "courageous fight for rec-
ognition of their human dignity
in economic, social and cultural
fields.” The resolution noted that
or.c-third of mankind possesses
three-quarters of the world’s In-
come at this time.
Delegates also voiced agree-
ment with the spirit and aims
for underprivileged peoples.
Another resolution denounced
misuse of economic aid to pro-
mote Ideological, political and
oconomlc objectives.
Meanwhile, the conference’s
working committee for civic and
political action stressed the need
for more active participation by
Catholic laymen in political life.
SlovaksElect
At Convention
NEW Y6RK—Matthew Clntula
of Staten Island was re elected
for his fifth four-year term as
president at the 25th national con-
vention of the First Slovak
Wreath of the Free Eagle held
here. Msgr. Michael J. Carnicke,
Stratford, Conn., was chosen na-
tional chaplain.
Other officers are: Stephen
Gombar, Reading, Pa., vice pres-
ident; Mrs. Marion D. Fay,
Bridgeport, Conn., secretary;
John V. Hudak, Pittston, Pa.,
treasurer; Joseph Duch, Strat-
ford, Conn., chairman of audi-
tors; Mrs. Anna V. Katusak, Dun-
more, Pa., president of the youth
department; Mrs. Pauline Bay-
an, Trenton, president, supreme
court; John J. Vavrence, Ba-
yonne, general counselor, and Dr.
John R. Gulash, Bridgeport,
Conn., medical examiner. •
St. Rocco Society
Lists Celebration
JERSEY CITY -The St. Roc-
co Society and Ladies Auxiliary
will hold their 50th annual feast
day celebration in honor of St.
Rocco on Aug. 16.
A high mass will be celebrated
at 11 a.m. in Holy Rosary Church
by Rev. Gerard Santora, pastor.
Catholic Vets
To Convene
CHICAGO (NC) A resolu-
tion advocating that religion be
kept out of the 1960 presidential
campaign will be introduced at
the 25th national convention of
the Catholic War Veterans here
from Aug. 15-21 by Bernard J.
Wahlquist, commander of the Il-
linois department of the CWV.
Ten thousand delegates are ex-
pected to take part in the con-
vention parade on Aug. 19. Ten
bands, 15 drum and bugle corps,
Army, Navy and Marine units,
and veteran and fraternal groups
will join CWV units in the pa-
rade, Robert T. O’Leary, CWV
national commander said.
Postmaster General Arthur
Summerfield will address a spe-
cial seminar Aug. 15 on “Ob-
scenity in the Mails.” Other con-
vention speakers include George
C. Lodge, Under Secretary of La-
bor; Carths D. DeLoach, assist-
ant FBI director; Bradford
Morse, deputy administrator of
the Veterans Administration;
Gov. William G. Stratton of Il-
linois; and Mayor Richard J.
Daley of Chicago.
Catholic Peace Association
Endorses Antarctic Treaty
WASHINGTON
- Dr. Charles
M. Herzfeld, president of the
Catholic Association for Interna-
tional Peace, has urged Senate
approval of the 12-nation -Antarc-
tic Treaty in order “to extend
the rule of international law to
new areas." '
The treaty waa drawn up by
12 nations, including Russia and
the U.S., last December. Senate
ratification is necessary for It to
become binding on the U.S.
The treaty would prohibit ter-
ritorial claims based on activi-
ties during the life of the pact,
and would ban military action,
including nuclear explosions, and
grant unlimited inspection rights
to all treaty nations. Disputes
not settled by signatory nations
would be brought before the In-
ternational Court of Justice.
Dr. Herzfeld described as "un-
warranted” criticisms of the
treaty on the grounds that it ex-
tends an “Invitation” to the So-
viets to set up bases on the Ant-
arctic and hands over important
sources of raw materials to tbs
U.S.S.R.
"The Soviet Union is in fact
present now in the Antarctic and
could be dislodged only by ma-
jor military action," he com-
mented. "The treaty recognizes
this presence and attempts to
regulate it.”
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MARTHA, MARTHA,
"thou art cartful and troubled about many thing*: but one
thing la 2HNIVT. Mary ha* choaan tha beet part, which ihall
. />) not h* taken away from har." In theae
word* Our Divine Lord reproved
A, Martha for questioning Him, “Lord,
hnst thou no car* that my sister has
left mo alone to serve?” Martha's
question was put to Christ because
Mary, Instead of helping with the
preparation* for the meal, was alb*
ting at Our Lord's feet listening to
His word*. Our Saviour, In answer-
ing Martha’s question, Indicated that
ZV Nttyftdwt MiaimAH the active service of God
knitOrimlal CUtri, ***« & tial and pleasing to Him, con-
templative service Is more pleasing
to Him. In God's plan, very few, relatively, are called to a life
ef complete contemplation In serving Him; all, however, are
galled to serve Him by a combination of active work and prayer
—by as much prayer as an active Ilf* allows. He wants us,
when we can, to do as Mary did: to talk to Him and listen to
Him. In order that w* might be able to do this He left Him-
self with us In the Eucharist Thus, before the tabernacles In
our churches, we are able to Imitate Martha’s sister. In Mis-
sion areas the number of people learning about the Eucharistic
Christ increases dally. Because of the generosity of Catholics
la other lands the poor In Mission countries have churches
Where they can pray before Christ’s Real Presence.
KATUVA, In INDIA, Is a Mission Station where, Just a year
ago. there were only 7* Catholic*. Within the past year IS eon-
verte have been received into the Church and SI more are
ander Instruction. The priest serving KATUVA sees the possi-
bility of making SIS more converts, in order to bring these
people Into the Chnrch ho needs to live In the village. He would
like to have a small church, school, and rectory. $4,100 will
build these three structures. Could you help to give these
people a church where they can listen and talk to Jeans, e
•chool where children can learn about the Real Presence, a
email house for the priest to Uve In?
MOST VOCATIONS to the priesthood and Religious Life are
to the “active” ministry—preaching, teaching, administering
the sacraments, caring for the sick, for the
aged, and for orphans. And although It Is
true that the very work of the consecrated
religious is prayer, still the teaching of
Christ Is clear that “Mary chose the bet-
ter part" In aemlnarles and novitiates
the world over, aspirants to the priesthood,
brotherhood, and sisterhood, are taught to
Uv# a life combined of prayerful work
and contemplative prayer. In INDIA, SISTER MARY JACOB
and SISTER MARY JUSTIN, novlcei of the SISTERS OF THE
VISITATION, and SAMUEL MALAMEL and GEORGE MAN-
ADAN, seminarians In SAINT JOSEPH’S SEMINARY, are now
being trained for their life’* apostolat*—dedicated work com-
bined with a lift of real prayer.
Ta conduct seminaries end novitiates, where boys and girls
learn te Imitate both Mery and Martha In the service of Christ,
seats money. If yon could help financially to maintain these In-
•Ututlons by “adopting" a seminarian or a novice, w* would b«
pleased to write to you about the method of “adoption.”
DBAYEII and JISR EL BASHA
TWO NAMES most familiar to the priest* who hav* the re-
sponsibility of raising money to care for PALESTINE REFU-
GEES are DBAYEH and JISR EL BASHA. These are two Ref-
uge* Camps in Lebanon where the PONTIFICAL MISSION
eonduct* schools. In thes* schools Religion is taught by priests
and slaters, while the secular subjects are taught by CATHOLIC
PALESTINIANS (Refugees) whose salary U paid by the PON-
TIFICAL MISSION. Will you help us to keep these two schools
In operation? A donation of any size will be appreciated.
&‘)2ear < jS^o3issionsjjtti
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- EStex 3-6033
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 3-6348
FRANK McOEE
523 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J,
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
GRACE MURPHY, Director
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
- BERNARD A. KANR
FUNERAL HOME
39 HUMBOLDT STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-0733
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
Eatf Orange, N. J.
ORange 4-4443
MArket 2-2530
HUEISENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Oranga Ava.
Nawark 6, N. J.
ESsmx 2*1600
KAIL W. HUILSINIICR
Director
OPACITY
FUNERAL HOME
722 Clinton Avenua,
Nawark8, NJ.
ESsex 4-6677
Mlehaal J. Murray, Mgr.
WOZNIAK
MEMORIAL HOME
320-22 Myrtla Avanua,
Irvington, N. J.
Conrad & Ray Woxnlak,
Dlractor*
ESaax 3-0606
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANOE, N. J.
ORanga 2-2414
L V. MULUN * SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArkat 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funaral Dlractar
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORanga 4-7554
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
DB CAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 2-3333
HUDSON COUNTY
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th ST. A HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 3-1100
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N. J.
Oldflatd 9-1455
OLdflald 9-1465
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
2200 HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-1000
WILLIAM SCHLEMM,
MANAGER
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
HEndarton 4-0411
JOHN J. CARTY,
MANAGER
LAWRENCE O. FALLON
157 BOWERS STREET
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
OLdflald 9-0579
HOWARD J. BRINNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVI.
WBT NEW YORK, N. J.
UNIon 7*0373
JAMIS A. McLAUOHUN
391 JERSEY AVENUI
JERSEY CITY, N. J,
Oldfield 3-2266 -
RIIMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-6767 (
NECKER-SHARPE
FUNERAL HOME
525 45th STREET
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7*0820
UNIon 7*0120
MORRIS COUNTY
TARTAOUA'S
COLONIAL FUNERAL HOMI
'7l WASHINGTON ST.
MORRISTOWN, N. J.
JEfforion 8-6878
PASSAIC COUNTY
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON, N. J.
MUlborry 4*5400
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOMI
27-29 HARDING AVENUI
CLIFTON, N. J.
PRaicott 7-3002
OORMLEY FUNERAL HOMI
154 WASHINGTON PLACI
PASSAIC, N. i.
PRoscott 9-3183
HENNESSEY MINERAL HOMI
171 WASHINGTON PLACI
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRoscott 7*0141
SUSSEX COUNTY
FEROUSON-HOUSI
FUNERAL HOME
Paul B. Furggson, Owner
27 CHESTNUT ST., SUSSEX,
N. J. SUSSEX 2-4941
UNION COUNTY
OROWNEY FUNERAL HOMI
1070 NORTH BROAD STREET
HILLSIDE, N. j.
Elisabeth 2*1663
DANIIL j. LEONARD A SONS
MORTUARY
242 WEST JERSEY STREET
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elisabeth 2-5331
MILLER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-6664
MASTAPETER
FUNERAL HOMES
400 FAITOUTE AVE..
ROSELLE PARK, N. J.
CHestnut 5-T558
Elisabeth 8-4855
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
ELlsabeth 2-1415
P*r lifting In this faction call Tha Advnrti, MArkat 4-0700
Charity of Many Houses Poor Pilgrims at LourdesBy Floyd Anderson
LOURDES, France Lost
among the trees on the side of
one of the mountain* that give
a background to the beautiful
shrine of Lourdes is a hidden
city—the shelter-city of Saint
Peter.
It is a beautiful place —and
one wonders what Henry IV,
who is responsible for the first
building on the site, a little
castle he used while hunting
and which still stands, would
*ay if he could see the works
of charity performed there.
IN A TOUCHING appeal,
Msgr. Jean Rodhain, general
secretary of Secours Catholic
(the Catholic Aid Organiza-
tion), wrote:
“Eighteen times Our Lady
appeared to Bernadette.
“Eighteen times, after con-
templating Our Lady, Berna-
dette returned to the ‘jail’
where the whole of her family
was lodged in one wretched
room. She was the poorest child
of the most badly housed fam-
ily in Lourdes.
“One hundred years later,
Bernadette is waiting at
Lourdes for those who are lodg-
ed in wretched conditions.
“Those who in their homes
are poor as she was.
“Those who at Lourdes can-
not afford to pay for a hotel.
“And so for these and for
Bernadettb, we have undertak-
en this act of folly: that of-
building a ‘hostel center’ where
no charges are made.
“We have risked this rash
venture and have built without
shops and without trade.
"This center, with its 680
beds, can exist only thanks to
you who help us ... ”
WHAT IS THIS “Cite-Secours
Saint-Pierre?”
Materially, it is an attractive
croup of buildings on a terrace
of 44 acres, with dormitory-
chalets in rustic style, a unique
and beautiful chapel, a modern
kitchen and dining room.
But this is just the facade
primarily it is a work of char-
ity, unselfish, unseeking. And
unrealistic, a practical-minded
person might say. Except that
it is really realistic, in that the
shelter city places its trust in
God, where it belongs.
The visitor makes his ap-
proach up a winding road that
formerly was a mere mountain
path. Visitors to the shelter
city board a small bus near
the basilica.
Almost the first thing the vis-
itor sees is a sign:
PAIX
SILENCE
PAIX
And it is peaceful and quiet
at Cite Secours Saint-Pierre.
One would hardly believe that
more than 600 people are being
cared for in the buildings.
SOMETIMES visitors come
without notice, though an
exchange of letters is usually
necessary. To house unexpected
guests who arrive at night,
Cite Saint-Pierre has three
tents —one for men, one for
women, and one for lavatory
facilities.
Usually, however, the visi-
tors stay in pavilions, built in
dormitory style and arranged
architecturally to take advan-
tage of the mountain’s slope.
All have a sort of a cloister in
the back, and are built some-
what like a sheepfold. As Fa-
ther Morel, the chaplain, ex-
plained, “like a sheepfold be-
cause the city has a second
patron, St. Bernadette.”
Not too far away is Bartres,
where Bernadette tended sheep
—and in fact, the city’s chapel
is modeled after the bergcrie,
the sheepfold, there. The chapel
is a beautifully simple one
of fieldstone, with a thatched
roof, and pieces of hay hanging
from the rough hewn timbers
that help support the roof. In-
side, too, the rustic theme is
carried out, with three-legged
milking stools instead of pews,
and a rough stone floor. Small
blue-glass windows provide the
lighting.
SOME PAVILIONS have
1-1/2 floors, some 2-1/2; each
is divided into seven sections,
with the one in the middle con-
taining the showers, lavatories,
telephone, etc.
The small sections, called
bergeries, have as many as 20
beds, compactly arranged to
take greatest advantage of the
space. The visitor has a place
under the bed to put his bag;
alongside each bed is a combi-
nation chair and night table.
Among the other buildings is
the former barn, now trans-
formed into a library for the
visitors, where they may read
or write letters. But they are
not allowed to forget the for-
mer use of the building, for
harness, yokes, reins and old
cow bells adorn the building.
Two names on tho wall sur-
prise the visitor Poupette
and Fortuna the last two
cows to occupy the barn.
At one end of the former
barn are four altars for priests
Father Morel explained with
a smile, "We call it self-service
liturgy they are always
ready for them to say Mass.”
The altars are designed like a
large desk with a top that
raises up; when the priest is
through saying Mass the top
can be put down, and it looks
like a large desk again.
THE CAFETERIA is a big
Inviting one, which can seat
600. At one end is the kitchen,
with all modern equipment
slicing machines, mixing ma-
chines, etc., in stainless steel.
A large staff worked in the
kitchen when I was there, but
only the two cooks are paid
the rest are volunteer workers,
who come to give a month, a
few weeks to the city.
Accommodations are provid-
ed for these young workers, of
course. In one dormitory are
housed seminarians who coma
for a few weeks during the sea-
son, June 15 to Oct. 15, from
oilier parts of France, from the
Netherlands, Belgium, Ireland/
Spain and even Turkey.
Above the seminarians’ dor-
mitory are quarters for priests
who come to help with the
work. They have small cells
separated by blue plastic walls
but open in the front. This
section is called the “blue doi>
mitory.”
PERHAPS THE THEMH of
the Cite Saint-Pierre is set In
the cafeteria, where a huge
fresco reminds one of the mul-
tiplication of the loaves and
fishes. But this has been adapt-
ed to Lourdes; In the center
Bernadette is shown giving out
the bread.
Father Morel said, “The
theme is that Bernadette had
no bread as a child —but now
she is giving bread to the peo-
ple.”
EVERYTHING at the Cite
Saint-Pierre is free. In fact, a
sign In the cafeteria says:
“Here nothing can be sold. If
somebody asks for some mon-
ey for lodging or for meals, tell
us immediately; he will be im-
mediately expelled.”
The pilgrims are chosen by
their parish priests, and the ar-
rangements with Cite Saint-
Pierre are made by letter.
Since its beginning four years
ago, they have received 42,747
persons; by the end of this sea-
son they expect to have cared
for 50,000.
Father Morel said, “All the
buildings are In the middle of
trees with room to breathe in
the atmosphere.
“Msgr. Rodhain is the found-
er of this city; all the arrange-
ments are his. He it an artiit
and an organizer," Father Morel
aided.
HOW IS ALL THIS paid fort
Through charity the charity
of giving work for othert,
as the volunteers do; the char-
ity of giving money to help
and here too Msgr. Rodhain
shows his Imagination.
In front of the office near the
grotto in Lourdes, and outside
the cafeteria stand huge chunks
of tree trunks. Some of these
are studded with brass-headed
nails, somewhat like upholstery
tacks. Msgr. Rodhain’s idea
was that people might like to
drive a nail into the stump
and put a coin in a box to help
the Cite Saint-Pierre. And they
do. One stump was almost en-
tirely covered with nails.
Charity grows —and so the
Cite Saint-Pierre has grown.
When the project started in
1956, Pope Pius XII gave the
city two doves; now there are
about a dozch —and likewise
the Cite Saint-Pierre has grown
through the charity of the
many to the poor.
PAVILION FOR THE POOR: A seriesofdormitories inthis unusaldesignaccom-
modate 600 poor pilgrims without charge in the hills above the shrine city of Lour-des. It's French name, "Cite Secours Saint-Pierre” means Shelter City of St Peter
SIMPLE SETTING: The chapel’s interior features fieldstone and altar milk-
ing stools draped with sheepskins instead of pews, and a loft with hay to completethe pastoral picture and remind pilgrims of Bernadette’s humble home
RUSTIC CHAPEL: Fieldstone chapel carries out the
“sheepfold” motif of the pilgrim village. The idea re-
calls that St. Bernadette was a shepherdess.
Big Family No Handicap
4,500 Miles in a School Bus
By Anne Mae Buckley
WESTFIELD
- John and
Ann Caffrey are not what you
would call footloose and fancy-
free, but on the other hand, no
one could say that their nine
children “tie them down." This
week they set out on the sec-
ond lap of a summer trip that
will total some 4,500 miles.
The 11 Caffreys travel by
school bus.
They arrived here at the
home of John’s brother Eugene
on Aug. 4 after a 5-1/2-day,
2,272-mile jaunt from Albuquer-
que, N.M., during which the
bus was their “motel” as well
as their mode of transporta-
tion. So well-organized was the
trip—and their motor home—-
that even their custom of daily
family Rosary was continued
without a single day’s interrup-
tion. They set out on the re-
turn trip Aug. 8.
JOHN, A 41-YEAROLD ac-
countant, reduces hit story to
the simplest mathematical
terms. “We began with, the de-
sire to make the trip to visit
our relatives (he’s a native of
Elizabeth). Next, we had to
consider the number to be ac-
commodated and the expense.
Then the question was how.”
John ticks off the “how nots’’
—plane or train would be very
expensive for 11 people, and
even the largest cars made do
not accommodate that many
comfortably on a trip of any
length. "The kids would be
restless after 50 or a 100
miles," he said. "We’d have to
have a luggage trailer for our
gear, we'd have to either stand
the expense of eating in restau-
rants or lose valuable time in
setting-up roadside meals. We'd
have to stop driving early each
day to make sure of motel ac-
commodations which would al-
so be another expense."
Even a house trailer, lie
.pointed out, would be of no
use, because the law says no
one can occupy the trailer
when it is moving.
THE BUS WAS the “logical
answer.” John shopped for
months and finally found the
public school bus, vintage 1946,
in the town of Belen, N.M.,
which means Bethlehem in
Spanish. He paid $lOO for it,
and so far has spent about $3OO
for equipment and repairs.
The equipment consists of:
a camp stove and ice chest,
camp lantern and water stor-
age jugs for seven gallons, lav-
atory facilities, foot lockers,
and some Rube Goldberg gad-
gets built by Caffrey himself.
These include a kitchen coun-
ter top, large storage shelf,
bunks at the rear of the bus
for sleeping the children (John
and Ann slept on a mattress
moved to the front of the bus
each night), and two tables
which fold down from the wall
and serve for both dining and
playing surfaces. Bus seats
faced each other on either side
of the tables, and this area
was converted by night to ac-
commodate the baby.
Cereal and canned goods—-
spaghetti, chile, stew, fruit—-
were the food staples. Daily
stops kept the family in bread,
milk and ice. Fruit punch
flowed freely from a jug. Plas-
tic plates were used and the
scheduling of dish-washing and
other chores was carried on
just ns it is at home in Al-
buquerque.
THE CAFFREY CLAN
caused a bit or a stir across
three quarters of the country.
"People who passed us on the
road—and practically every-
body did—did double-takes
when they saw all the little
heads peering out of the bunks
in the back," Caffrey laughed.
"Toll takers were often con-
fused about how much to
charge; on a bridge across the
Mississippi the passenger car
toll was 15 cents, and when
the fellow said it would be 50
cents for us I said: 'What!
We’re not commercial’, so he
said, ‘O.K., 30 cents.'
"When we'd stop for gas or
ice people would ask if they
could come in and look around,
and a lot of them said they had
big famdies and had thought
of doing something like it."
ACTUALLY, the bus gave an
amazing performance. It went
up to 52 miles an hour—most
of the time traveled at 45
and averaged 11.2 miles per
gallon. The only mishap was a
broken fan which cost about
$3O for repair. On two of the
days the Caffrcys averaged
over 500 miles.
Other days it was less be-
cause they made two visits en
route—one in Sturgis, Miqh.,
where they freshened up and
washed clothes at the home of
friends, and one at Steuben-
ville, Ohio, to see Rev. Philip
Clarke, T.0.R., vice president
of the College of Steubenville,
who married the Caffrcys 14
years ago.
The former Ann Joerns, 37,
Mrs. Caffrey met Father Philip
when she was a student and
he was chaplain at St. Teresa's
College, Winona, Mich. John,
a graduate of Columbia Uni-
versity, Washington, D.C., is
past president of the Holy
Name Federation in his area;
Ann manages to participate in
parish activities, such as car-
ing for the altar linens at Our
Lady of the Most Holy Rosary,
Albuquerque. It was their pas-
tor, Rev. Richard Spellman,
who blqssed the bus.
THE CAFFREYS have a
history of adventures similar
to the bus jaunt but less am-
bitious. For several years
they've spent their vacations
tent-camping in national parks,
for example. And they have
plans for the future—the bus
will be their vacation "cot-
tage” for the noxt five or six
years, Caffrey says, and next
summer they'll make a 1,700-
mile round trip to Los Angeles.
IT AI.L GOES to prove, says
John Caffrey, that “big fami-
lies can still do things—that
children are not the handicap
some people would make them.
“We have nine healthy, hap-
py, normal children. Nothing
serious has ever happened to
us. We’ve found that if we do
what is required of us, Our
Lord won’t be outdone in His
generosity."
ROSARY EN ROUTE: The Caffreys never missed their daily Family Rosary during their 5½-day 2,272-miletrio from Albuquerque, N.M.,to Westifield, in a verted school bus" Above, in the "kitchen area” of tie busthey get set to pray. Mr. and Mrs. John Caffrey are the parents; the children are John 13, Michael 11, Ann Marie
10, Kevin 9,Daniel 7, Christopher 6, Cecilia Mary 4, Brian 2, and Timothy 9 months.
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*•*’’ Paying bills ’***■
is a breeze...
with a FIRST NATIONAL
“Personalized”
Special Checking Acconnt!
\
Then's nothing like the ooimnienec and nmwiy gf
paying your bills by check and by ntalL You an
simplify your household bookkeeping; sad establish
manent accounting records. It takes just a few minutes
to open your “Personalized" Special Checking A
at First National I
• No minimum balance required
• Check books free—no advance payment
• Only 10/ per check pay aa you use
• Small monthlymaintenance fee
• Free, name engraved check holder— name and
v
address on checks,if desired
Better banking begins at
your full-service bank/
THE ST
FMHST\ I NATIONAL
ofjerseycwty
Main Office: One ExchangePlace, JerseyCity
...
and nine other convenient offices in
Jersey City, Hoboken, West Nsw York, Harrison andKnray
This Is the Young Advocates' Last Chance to Try
By June Dwyer
See the picture of the boys
stopping in front of the Church.
It is on this page. Look at it
carefully because this is the
last week we will be running
it on the children's page!
Do you know what that
means? It means this is the
last week for the summer con-
test —and the last week to
pet your entries in —and the
last week to try for the cash
prizes of $5, $3 and $2. It is
also the last week that you can
win some glory for your school.
It is the last week that you
can color the picture of • the
boys and the last week that
you can give your opinions on
what you want to see on the
children’s page during the com-
ing year.
IT IS ALSO the last week
that Addie will sit by the mail-
box and wait for the mailman
and the last week that she will
check off the hames of those
who send their entries in to us.
It is the last week that we
have to pick our judges and the
last week to get the member-
ship cards ready to be sent to
the new members who write.
EVERYONE is invited to join
our contest everyone, that
is, who is in grade school. If
you aren’t already a member
of the Young Advocate Club
you can become one just by
sending in an entry with an
entry blank attached. Check
the little box which says: “I
would like to join.”
AS SOON as our last week is
over new work begins. We will
open the first entries and will
•all up the judges who will
make the first choices. Then
we will announce the first-place
winners in the very next issue
and will send them their
awards maybe it will be the
first awards they have ever re-
ceived from the Young Advo-
cate Club. ,
But first, Young Advocates,
before you can win a prize and
have your name in the paper
and win honor for your school,
you must take the time to sit
down and write or color. First
you must fill in the entry blank
and mail It to us with your
entry.
Once you have done your l
part we can do ours. What do
you say? Will we be hearing
from you this last week?
Lives of the Saints
A Ragged Bishop
The Holy Ghost often has
strange ways of making his
wishes known and of guarding
the Church. This was even
true about 250 years after
Christ was born when a poor
charcoal burner was named
Bishop.
The community of Pontus
grew larger and larger and
Christianity spread so fast that
the Church felt anew Bishop
should be named. St. Gregory
the Wonder-Worker, who was
Bishop in a nearby area, fvas
sent to make the choice and
to consecrate the man.
THE PEOPLE and the other
clergy gave the Bishop a list
but none on the list pleased St.
Gregory. He was particularly
angry when a man was pre-
sented for Bishop whose only
good point was the fact that he
had a lot of money.
St. Gregory reminded the
people that the Apostles had
been poor and common men.
At this, one of the townsolk
said: “Very well, then, why
not appoint Alexander the
charcoal-burner as our new
Bishop.”
ST. GREGORY, knowing
that the Holy Ghost might wish
to speak through the charcoal-
burner as anyone else, called
for Alexander to come before
him. A ragged man who was
Hack from his work with the
coal came in response.
Gregory took Alexander aside
and questioned him. He found
that the charcoal-burner was
a man from a well-to-do fam-
ily and had a good education.
Alexander had given away his
money and other things and
had turned to his work that he
might better follow Christ.
St. Gregory made Alexan-
der the Bishop to the joy of the
people who heard of the man’s
goodness. Alexander was a
good Bishop who was known as
a “most learned philosopher.’’
The story continues in its
strangeness when we find that
St. Alexander, the charcoal-
burner, was burned as a mar-
tyr for His faith. We honor
him Aug. 11.
Cross Destined
For Missions
WASHINGTON, D.C.-An art-
ist, a degree, dark walnut and
an American university are re-
sponsible for a 4-1/2 foot cruci-
fix which will soon belong to a
mission in Rombo, Tanganyika.
The artist is Sister Mary
Jane Kadyszewski of Coraoplis,
Pa., who, in partial fulfillment
of requirements for a Master
of Fine Arts degree at Catholic
University, carved seasoned
dark walnut into a crucifix.
The project was commissioned
by Rev. Franqis A. Greff, C.S.
Sp. who now heads St. Cather-
ine of Alexandria Mission,
Rombo.
The cross beam measures
three feet and the wood is three
inches thick, with the corpus
carved in relief into the cross.
Rain Joins Crowd
In Memorial
BHARANANGANAM, India
—Monsoon rains couldn’t keep
the pilgrims away from serv-
ices commemorating the 14th
anniversary of the death of
Sister Alphonsa, a former
member of the Clarist Convent
here. Thousands turned out to
honor the Sister whose beati-
fication cause is underway on
the diocesan level.
Within four years of Sister
Alphonsa’s death pilgrims came
from all parts of the world.
Among the numerous favors re-
ported are cures for leprosy,
blindness, deafness and lame-
ness.
Sister Alphonsa was born in
Kerala, India, in 1910 and died
in 1946.
Japanese Return
Missioners to Europe
COLOGNE, Germany Japan-
ese architcecturc will be in evi-
dence here soon. The Daughters
ot the Sacred Heart of Jesus of
Fujisara, a Japanese congrega-
tion, have broken ground for a
convent which is the first Japa-
nese convent in Europe.
India Nurses Meet
DELHI, India (NC)—The an-
nual congress of the Catholic
Nurses Guild of India will be
held at Delhi Feb. 25-27, 1961.
Theme of the congress will be
“The Catholic Nurse and the Lay
Apostolate."
COLOR ME
HISTORICAL DRESS: Little Timothy John Ferrell was baptized in Amarillo, Tex.,
in a dress that has been through the ceremony for three generations. Those who
were baptized in the white dress include Timothy’s grandmother (left), her 6 child-
ren and 21 grandchildren. Sponsors, John and Mary Cecille Lindahl, also wore the
dress for baptism.
Expelled Missionaries From Kentucky
Going to New Field in South America
NERINX, Ky. Communism
will be attacked on anew front
by the Sisters of Loretto who
were expelled from their work in
China by the Chinese commu-
nists. The Sisters will open a
mission in La Paz, Bolivia, to
help meet the problems of Latin
America's "undernourished Cath-
olicism."
Mother Mary Luke, superior
General, explained from the
motherhouse here that the two
greatest dangers to the Church
in South America are commu-
nism and Protestant proselytiz-
ing.
“CATHOLICISM there is com-
pletely dried out, undernourished
Catholicism mixed with error,
lacking vitality,” she said. “Yet
the people are eager for religion
and loyal to it. They have a tre-
mendous devotion to the Blessed
Mother.
“The people are all nominally
Catholic in Bolivia, but the sac-
ramental life is not nourished be-
cause of the scarcity of priests,”
Mother Mary Luke said. “And
when you don’t have a strong
sacramental life, you have a
danger.”
The new mission will be set up
by three Sisters near two mis-
sions conducted by diocesan
priests of the St. Louis, Mo.,
Archdiocese.
TICKING APPLES: Addie is trying to pick apples from the tree but she can’t quite
see the branches. Why not help Addie by following the dots and bringing the tree
to life again. If you colored the picture it would make our mascot’s job even easier.
Children From 3 to 8
Receive Holy Eucharist
MUNICH, Germany Chil-
dren played a unique and beau-
tiful part in the International
Eucharistic Congress held here.
The day before the congress
opening, about 100 children be-
tween the ages of 3 and 8 re-
ceived their first Holy Commu-
nion from Cardinal Wendel of
Munich.
“This is your big day at the
International Eucharistic Con-
gress,” Cardinal Wendel told
the tots. He urged them to re-
main “pure, brave and pious
children of God."
THE CHILDREN were pre-
pared for'Veception of the Sac-
rament by their parents only.
Parents also accompanied their
children to the communion rail
of the Munich cathedral and re-
ceived the Eucharist with them.
“It is the privilege and hon-
orable right of parents to pre-
pare their children for First
Holy Communion,” the Cardi-
nal said. He also voiced strong
approval for having young chil-
dren receive the Sacrament.
The children carried special
picture prayer books and were
dressed in their best Sunday
clothes rather than in the cus-
tomary white. One father and
mother brought three pre-
school children to the altar
while another joined their six
children in receiving the Holy
Eucharist.
ADDIE SAYS: Remember to
go to Mass Aug. 15. It is As-
sumption Day.
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"Every Day It Family Day"
NEW BOULEVARD
POOL
HUDSON BIVD. B CITY LINE
BAYONNE
• SWIM • PICNIC
• SUN AND SHADE
• FREE PARKING
Jerome J. Stanley
* CHURCH GOODS *
116 WASHINGTON STREET
MA 2-5071 NEWARK, N.J.
Boarding School For Boy* (140)
SALESIAN SCHOOL
Goshen, N. Y. AXminster 4*5138
Accredited by the Board of Regents. Grades 5 to 8-
Conducted by the Salesian Fathers of St. John Bosco.
locally located country boarding school; sixty miles from
N. Y. C. Splendid grounds; modern buildings; high scho-
lastic standards. Board and tuition $9OO per year. Write
or telephone.
WHAT
DO
THE TEA
/ ■
V
ft £ A
z*n.w*
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Whatever good things tho future may hold in store,
savingregularly at Carteret can help them come true.
A Carteret savings account pays off in profit, safety
and convenience. Tho Carteret dividend 0f3} 4 % (on
accounts of $5O or more) is comi>ounded and credited
quarterly and is eurned from tho very day of doposit.
Your savings are insured, too, up to $lO,OOO by the
Federal Savings & Lean insurunce Cor[>oration.
We suggest you help yourselfto a happierfuture with a
Carteret savings account.
IARTERET
NEW JERSEY
SAVINGS and Loan Association
866 BROAD STREET, NEWARK
and these additional eight offices:
NEWARK: SSO Bloomfield Avenue
Souinghcld Bergen. 359 Springfield he.
Commuter: Penn loilrood Slotion
(AST ORANGE: Mi Control Art.
Ut Brood Street
loteville: 487 Orange Street
City line: 717 Springfield Avenue
SOUTH ORANGE: 159South Orange Ave.
OP
CATHOLIC
BOOKS
(or CHILDREN
for RELIGIOUS
for EVERYONE
57 Halsey St, Newark
Your Neighborhood
Pharmacist "Says"
NEWARK
•am A Oaoraa Martarana, Prana.
LIJI' PHARMACY
Eatabllahad ovar 30 yaara
Four Roflatarad Pharmaclata
Fraa Delivery Open Evar; Day
From 9 a.m. to 11 p.m.
7t4 Mt. Proapact Avanua car.
Montclair Avanua
HU 9-4749 Mawark, N. J.
JERSEY CITY
VALINTrt PHARMACY
40SIPH VALINTI, Pa. Phar.
Praarrtptlona llab; Naada
Fholo H«Pt - Fra# Dallv.rv
Waal llda Ava., opp. Fairvlav
Jariay City. N J.
PHONRi DR 1-1014
WESTFIELD
CINTRAL PHARMACY
Mlchaal J Carmala, Raa Phar.
Praacrtptlona Caralulljr
Compoundad
Druoa Parfumaa Coamatlca
Sick Room .Suppltaa
♦l4 Cantral Ava., Wlalflald 1-1400
NUTLEY
•AY DRUG CO.
Jamea Rlcclo. Rat. Phar.
Baby Need#
Praacrlptlona Promptly Flllad
Cut-Kata Drug# and Coamatlca
119 Pranklln Ava. NOrth 71999
ORANGE
PORD‘I DRUG STORB
Paul Denial. Ph.O.
Praacrlptlona Callad (or
and Dallvorad
OR Sill 7 Praa Oallvery
199 Main Street Oran*#, N. i
Summer Contest
Senior Division: (sth to Bth grades). Write in 150 words or
less about what you would like to see on the children’s page.
Junior Division: (Kindergarten to 4th grades). Color the pic-
ture on this page.
(Clip and mail)
| Name Age |
1 Address
j School
jCity
| Teacher Grade j
| I am a member I would like to Join I
Rules: Entries should be sent to June V. Dwyer, You'ng'"Advo-
cate Club, 31 Clinton St., Newark 2, N. J. Your entry makes you
a member.
Entries must be in the Young Advocate office by Wednesday
Aug. 17, 1960. '
PRINTING
HARRY F. MURPHY
78 CLINTON ST., NEWARK 2
Phon»i MArk*t 3-2831
BIBLES & BOOKS
OF ALL TYPES
REBOUND
NEWARK BINDERY. INC
FRLD GORDON. I
71 Clinton St . N«w.trh
MArhrl i OVfcj
9
90 Park Avaona, Nrwaxk, New J
l»rrwi<i U.mUwrtmt)
4 Baaqvac Room*
Pmcum* Heat aad OMca
MW ImUm WaAilx
*—* W Mr
■u 4-noa ■ vnm
savings
Enjoy the advantages of banksafety
for your funds -and bank con-
venience for yourself, with so many
financial aervices available under
one roof. Build your cash reserve
fund for emergencies, opportun-
ities, and future satisfactions in a
bank savings account with usl
V
HUDSON COUNTY NATIONAL BANK
IN JSISIY CITY
Montgomsry at Washington St.
A Jackson at Wilkinson Avs.
* Control Avo. noar lower. It,
A Pavonla Avo. at Orovo SI.
A 40 Jovmal Square
* OPIN MONDAY IVININO
Momlsor Codoral
IN SAYONNI
• Broadway at Urd St.
IN aUTT>N*IIO
A 6Bth Si. of Borgon/ino Avo.
IN HOOOKIN
• Sivor at first St.
• OfIN FRIDAY IVININO
Doposlt Insurance Corporation
hFelician Sisters Accept 45 Candidates
For Reception and Profession At Lodi
LODI
_ Forty-five young women <vill
have advanced in the religious life of the
Felician Sisters in ceremonies at the moth-
erhouse here by Aug. 14.
Twenty novices completed their canoni-
cal year Aug. 3 and 'professed vows of
poverty, chastity and obedience for one
year. The vows will be renewed annually
for six years before the new Sisters will
take perpetual vows.
The Sisters exchanged their white veils
for black one's and were given small wooden
crucifixes, a cincture and' the Little Office
of the Blessed Mother.
TTie new Sisters will remain in the
aovitiate for another year though they will
he allowed to pursue secular studies,
jj. fr >
REV. CHESTER Miodowski of St. Then-
esa’s, Linden, will celebrate the Mass Aug.
14 at which 25 postulants will receive the
habit,of the Felicians the brown habit,
the white Franciscan cord and a white
veil. The new novices will also receive the
Rule of St. Francis and large wooden beads
known as the Franciscan Crown or the
Chaplet of the Seven Joya of Our Lady.
Each novice and professed Sister has
the name of Mary beside her given name
in religion.
, Dignitaries and newly professed Sisters,
with their home parishes are pictured above.
Left to right, are: seated, Rev. Alexander
Fronczak, pastor of Most Sacred Heart,
Wallington, preacher; Mother Mary Virgin-
ette, C.S.S.F., provincial superior; Msgr.
Casimir Lawniczak, pastor of St. John Can-
tius, Philadelphia, Mass, celebrant; Sister
Mary Doloretta, novice mistress; Rev.
Joseph Landowski, 0.F.M., chaplain;
First row standing: Sister Agnesita, St.
Casimir’s, Newark; Sister Stephen, St. Hed-
wig’s, Trenton; Sister Christella, Sacred
Heart, Bridgeport, Pa.; Sister Robertine,
St. Theresa’s, Linden; Sister Faustine, St.
Adalbert’s, Elizabeth;
First row also: Sister Kathleen, Sac-
red Heart, Wallington; Sister Rosalind, St.
Ann’S, Jersey City; Sister Rcdempta, St.
Catherine of Sienna, Clayton; Sister An-
tonilia, Mt. Carmel, Bayonne; Sister Mau-
reen, St. Philip’s, Saddle Brook; Sister
Rosanne, Our Mother of Consolation, Mt.
Carmel, Pa.; V
Second row standing: Sister Michele,
St. Anne’s, Fair Lawn; Sister Affiata, Sac-
red Heart, Wallington; Sister Marlene, St.
Casimir’s, Newark; Sister Infanta, Our
Lady of Czestochowa Jersey City; Sister
Andrew, St. Adalbert’s, Elizabeth; Sister
Mark, St. Theresa’s, Linden; Sister Mari-
lyn, Sacred Heart, Wallington; Sister Chris-
i
tophine, Holy Rosary, Baltimore; and Sister
Regina, St. Hedwig’s, Chester, Pa.
POSTULANTS who will become novices
and their hqmcs are, in usual order: First
row: Sisters Pearl .Stoop, Bayonne; Patri-
cia Skiba, Passaic; Adelle Zajac, Bayonne;
Joan Akalski, Bronx, N. Y.; and Mary Ann
Sadrowski, Linden;
Second row: Sisters Christiile Kowalski,
Linden; Maureen Glinka, Baltimore; Jean
Ratka, Philadelphia; Dorothy Szott, Jersey
City;
Third row: Sisters Joyce Kucienski, Ba-
yonne; Kathleen Stolte, Perth Amboy; and
Monica Dorgon, Bayonne;
Fourth row: Sisters Mercedes Rose, Has-
brouck Heights; Rita Miescier, Pcnnsauken;
Barbara Memmer, Fair Lawn; and Patri-
cianne Fiedler, Philadelphia;
FIFTH ROW: Sisters Barbara Znmkow-
ski, Baltimore; Barbara Ruszala, Linden;
Arlene Wasielcwski, Bayonne; Barbara Ko-
walik, Garfield; and Eileen Nowicki, Perth
Amboy;
Sixth row: Sisters Margaret Kcslo,
Franklin and Irene Czech, Del Mar, Calif.
Sisters Mary Anne Filar, and Helen
Milano of Baltimore are missing from the
picture.
A YEAR APART: The
newly professed Felician
Sisters at top are one year
and 12 days further in the
religious life than the post-
ulants (left) who will be-
come novices Aug. 14. The
professed Sisters complet-
ed their novitiate period of
one year and one day Aug.
3, and received black veils
while the postulants will
receive the habit of the
congregation, and a white
veil on their reception day.
THIRSTY: Sister M. Suso,
O.P. of Lacordaire, Mont-
clair, is served by Mabel R.
Wingate, Baltimore, chair-,
man of the Sister’s Scholar-
ships of the International
Federation of Catholic
Alumnae, at a reception.
Sister Suso won an art
award for study at Catho-
lic University. Alice R.
May, left, IFCA president,
looks on.
Women Talk
On Liturgy
PITTSBURGH - Women will
share the spotlight with other au-
thorities at the North American
Liturgical Week Conference
which opens here Aug. 22.
Mrs. Mary Perkins Ryan of
Goffstown, N.Y., will address the
general session on “Christian
Prayer Formed by God’s World.”
She is the author of many books
on the liturgy and wrote an in-
troduction to the Fides publica-
tion of the Psalms.
Mother Kathryn Sullivan, reli-
gion teacher at Manhattanville
College, will address the group
on “Christian Formation by the
Word of God.” Mother Kathryn
is a frequent contributor to Wor-
ship magazine.
The conference, founded in
1940, fosters understanding and a
fitting celebration of the liturgy.
Negro Becomes
Maryknoll Nun
PHILADELPHIA (RNS) A
Philadelphia woman is the first
Negro to be professed as a
Maryknoll Sister.
She is Sister Martin Corde,
the former Geneva Anne Lassi-
ter, who became a convert af-'
ter she entered state welfare
work in Portland, Ore., about
eight years ago.
The daughter of a Baptist
family, she was graduated
from Germantown High in 1944,
and then attended Central Col-
lege, at Wilburforce, 0., and
Columbia University
CCD LEADERS: At the recent Confraternity of Christian Doctrine leadership
course at Catholic University Rev. Roger A. Reynolds, Newark CCD executive
secretary, confers with, from left, Sister Helen Bruno, M.P.F., of West New York;
Sister Marie Charles, who gave the course, and Sister Maria Josephine, Jersey City.
Sister Maria Josephine is chairman of the Archdiocesan Sisters and Brothers Com-
mittee of which Sister Helen Bruno is secretary.
Sisters Study to Lead Confraternity
NEWARK Fourteen Sisters
have completed a six-week lead-
ership course conducted by the
Confraternity of Christian Doc-
trine at Catholic University of
America, Washington. They will
be awarded certificates to teach
the same course in their respec-
tive communities.
Sisters were sent to the course
by their Superiors in response to
a request by the catechetical of-
fice in Newark. Communities
sending representatives conduct
parochial schools in 177 parishes
of the Archdiocese.
Purpose of the course is to de-
velop leaders for Confraternity
work. It is expected that Sisters
who completed the course will
assist in the development of the
Confraternity program in the
Newark Archdiocese. Some will
teach in the novitiates and scho-
lasticates of their own commu-
nities. Others hope to organize
Confraternity unljs in Catholic
colleges and high schools.
They will also assist the cate-
chetical office in the develop-
ment of the Confraternity gram-
mar school of religion, the cur-
rent project of the Archdiocesan
Sisters and Brothers Committee
which sent six of its members
to the course.
The course included doctrine,
methods of teaching, and the
apostolate of the Confraternity.
Sister Marie Charles, M.H.S.H.,
was the instructor.
ONE FEATURE was CatecheU-
cal Day planned and conducted
by the Sisters taking the course.
The program included an exhibit,
a panel discussion of the Balti-
more Catechism and a Classroom
demonstration of CCD teaching.
The Archdiocesan Sisters and
Brothers Committee will give a
report of the course at the CCD
principals meeting Sept. 24 at
Essex Catholic High School,
Newark.
Religious Superiors
Urged to Be Mothers
SOUTH BEND, Ind. Mother superiors were called
to be superior mothers by Bishop J. Carroll McCormick,
who addressed 1,200 nuns at Notre Dame’s Institute of
Spirituality.
‘‘What we look for in the mother of a family in the
world, we should also look lor
in the superior of a religious
community—on even a higher
and holier level," he said.
Bishop McCormick, recently
appointed to the Altoona-Johns-
town (Pa.) Diocese, observed
that "today, mother superiors
arc often heavily burdened with
so much that is material.” He
warned that the nuns must
"ever be on their guard lest
they rob their spiritual children
of the attention, care and love
that Mary gave her little fam-
ily at Nazareth.”
IN BEING mothers, Bishop
McCormick listed duties for the
religious superiors:
They should be examples in
the observance of the commu-
nity rule; they should treat
"each member of the commu-
nity as a cherished member;”
they should have "understand-
ing hearts, should exercise pa-
tience and should be humble.”
He told? the superiors that
"you mpM leave behind a dozen
magnificent buildings as mon-
uments to your executive abili-
ty, but they will not be nearly
so Important as leaving behind
a reputation for being a moth-
erly superior.”
THE BISHOP found a solu-
tion to ease the heavy work
load by delegating where use-
ful some /of the responsibilities
that distract the attention of
the superior.
This motherhood, he added,
"spiritual though it be, Is still
very real." He quoted the late
Pope Plus XII, who once told
a group of Sisters at an audi-
ence that “you, too, are moth-
ers; you work side by side with
Christian mothers for you have
a mother’s heart.”
Bergenfield Girl
Receives Habit
BALTIMORE, Md. Sister
M. Dismas, S.S.N.D., pronoun-
ced vows and received the
black veil of the School Sisters
of Notre Dame at the mother-
house here recently.
The former Denise McGraw
of Bergcntield, she is a grad-
uate of St. John’s, Bergenfield,
and Holy Angeles Academy,
Fort Lee. Sister Dismas has
also completed two years of
study at the College of Notre
Dame, Baltimore.
Felicians Invite You
LODI The Feliclan Sisters have Issued an invitation to
the public to join them at Immaculate Conception convent "in
making the Great Npvena preceding the Millenium of Poland’!
acceptance of Christianity.”
The invitation is for Aug. 21 at 1:30 p m. when a proces-
sion Will wend its way to the front of the convent chapel where
Benediction will be offered by Rev. Joseph Landowski, O.FJM.,
chaplain.
A Sunday close to the feast of Our Lady of Czestochowa
(Aug. 26) was chosen and will be known as Czestochowa Day.
THE NINE-YEAR novena was ordered by the Bishops of
Poland and will terminate in 1966, a thousand years after
Mieszko I, King of PMand, and the entire nation received
Baptism.
Theme of this fourth year of the novena is: “The Year
of Catholic Marriages.” The novena year officially opened May
3 with a devotion consisting of a renewal of the vows of
loyalty to Mary, Queen of Poland, made by King Casimir in
1656.
Rev. Vincent Hebelb, 0.F.M., and Rev. Gratian Budzik, as-
sistant chaplains at Immaculate Conception, will assist with
the ceremonies.
New Superiors Elected
For Jersey Sisters
ROME Two religious communities with represen-
tation in North Jersey have elected superior generals at
general chapters in Europe.
The Sisters of St. John the Baptist re-elected Mother
Benedetta Saulo to head the congregation which was found-
ed in 1875, Mother Marie of St.
Thomas Aquinas, superior of
the Sisters of the Good Shep-
herd in England, was selected
to head the world-wide congre-
gation which was founded in
1641 and is in 47 countries.
FORTY superiors from Italy,
the U.S., Chile and Northern
Rhodesia took part in the elec-
tion of the Sisters of St, John
the Baptist in Rome. Included
were: Mother Matilda of St.
Lucy’s, Newark; and Mother
Gabriel of Mt. St. John’s Acad-
emy, Gladstone. Sister Angel-
ica of Gladstone also attended.
The New Jersey nuns are
part of a nine-member delega-
tion from the U. S. which is
touring France, Germany and
Portugal and which will return
home Sept. 4.
THERE ARE no members of
the New Jersey Sisters of Good
Shepherd attending the meet-
ing at the congregations’ inter-
national motherhouse in An-
gers, France.
IN NORTH JERSEY the Sis-
ters of St. John the Baptist are
stationed at St. Lucy’s, St. Ber-
nard’s, Plainfield; St. Vincent
do Paul, Stirling; Mt. St. John’s
Academy and St. John’s Camp,
Gladstone.
The Good Shepherd Sisters
staff Our Lady of Grace Train-
ing School, Morristown. The
congregation of over 10,000 is
dedicated to the rehabilitation
of young women.
Four-Year College
CLINTON, lowa (NC)—Mount
St. dare College, a junior col-
lege since its founding in 1018,
will become a four-year college
starting in September.
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PROVE YOUR LOVE FOR CHRIST
Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother
(A Franciscan Community)
Hoepttalai nurslna, pharmacy,
laboratory. X-ray. office. library, and domaaUe
Sehoolsi catachatlcal. elementary. and
secondary schools; professional and practical
■ehoola of nuralny. Homes for the aied. the
convalescent, and homeleaa children. Foretan
mlaalona. Aaa: 14 to 30.
Write to Vocational Directress,
MATER DOLOROSA CONVENT,
It Morris Avenue, Oenville, New Jersey
(Telephone! OA 7-4091)
Yw art MM to tnroN youraett or a loved ona
Laatoaratto bound certificate maMed
CUSTOMARY OfftMNfc
PERPETUAL MDffIWM.
FRANCISCAN MISSIONARY INION
lIS NEST Slat STRUT, NEW YORK I, NEW YORK
LOnpcre VXOI. U do aaowar, aaN PE $<249
BROTHERS OF CHARITY
Teachers - Social Workers - Craftsmen
Contact Hit Vocation Director
BROTHER BERTHWALD, P.C.
OUR LADY OF CHARITY NOVITIATE
77*0 DO! LAN I, PHIIADILPHIA 11, PA.
Vlilt
St. Joseph’s
Shrine
Stirling,
New Jersey
Never Enough Missionaries!
MISSIONARY SERVANTS
OF THE MOST HOLY TRINITY
WELCOME
PRIESTHOOD CANDIDATES
BROTHERHOOD CANDIDATES
Write Father,Matthew, M.S.SS.T.
Trinity Missions, Silver Springs, Md.
Tit Frutistaa Fatltrs
THIRD OftDCJI REGULAR
'
/>
iMvrrm row** mkm to *tooy
ron vtm sacked rwupT>*ooo.
LACK or fUHD* HO OWTACU.
Mmf. PWKTOa or VOUTMM
nUNCKCAN r ATHOtt
Box 177
HOLUDAYSBURG 6, PA.
M
Dedicate your life to Chri*t
and His Blessed Mother in
helping teen-age girls with
problems . . . become a
Sister of the
Shepherd
ACTIVITIES:
Social Work, Teaching, Die)etlc»,
Nurilng, Clerical Work, etc.
High School recommended.
For further information write for
MOTHER SUPERIOR
Convent of the Oood Shepherd
226 Suitox Avenue
Morristown, N. J.
A Wedding Reception
PLAZA HOTEL
Journal t«. Jersey Off, N. A
provider
• Die nlfled Banquet Rooms
<lO to Iff)
• Superior Coitlno
® Modeit price*
® Careful attention to details
Phone Bridal Comultant
Oldfield 3-0100
Ample Parking Spooo
Air Conditioned
litimotei cheerfully pfve
1 THE
! TRINITARIAN FATHERS
t offar an opportunity to young man and boy» of Grammar
| School and High School to bacoma a priatt or a Brothar
In tha Trinitarian Ordar. Lack of fundi no Impadlmant.
Writa to:
VOCATION DIRECTOR, O.S.S.T.
Box ,5742, BaHimora B, Maryland
WEEK END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
IMND A WIHMD WITH 000
For; MEN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFI
tFICIAL RITRIAT FOR
BUSINESS WOMEN
I«FT 1 TO 4TH
r y, Am rnmka •*
Mm Mi AMq
F*mm Mki fnryßim Mrtf.
Writ* h, W«mHm tf
DIRKTOI OF imiATt
*»■■« W Fmm R*rMrt Nmh
Ml AAW«y, Nnrln, N. A
ACADEMY OP
SAINT lUZAIITH
«£2^ ,CM SV2LSSa
ojssau^sa&r
Jlfferson 9-1600 ■
ffOMMN COW
I COLLEGE ;
l CwAwM l»f Km Ibtan •* Mmr
[ FOUR-VIA! COUIII UAOINO TO <
► Uatß.l MO MBS i
■» UkMoL
Mm.IAfH, Flm ArH,
MCMTAAT '
DANCING
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
For Persons Over 21
9)00 P. M. to 12:30 A. M.
CLUB ST. LEO
St. Loo'* New Air Cooled Auditorium
Market It., at the Boulevard, East Paterson, N. J.
DUKE COLLINS and hit Orchestra
Directions:
Driving South on Garden State Parkway, Exit 158
Driving North on Garden State Parkway, Exit 157
(One Minute from either Exit) .
MT. ST. DOMINIC ACADEMY
CALDWELL, N. J.
ELEMENTARY DAY SCHOOL
FOR OIRLS
CALL PRINCIPAL CAPITOL A-3A60
Founded In 1899 by the Sitters of Charity
College of Saint Elizabeth
Convent Statipn, New Jersey
CALDWELL NEW JERSEY
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC"
Fully Accredited - Offering A.B. and B.S. Degree*
JOE PATTOSON
3 New Foes
For Crusaders
ORADELL —A nice balance
between conference and neigh-
borhood rivals should provide an
Interesting football season for
Bergen Catholic followers this
Fall, with three new faces on the
schedule. ,
New Milford, River Dell and
St. Luke’s are the additions to
the roster of opponents, which
Also includes five Tri-County
Catholic "A” Conference teams
and Paramus.
Sept. as. St. Joseph'*; Oct. 1. New
Milford, away; 8. Paramus. away; 13.
River Dell* away; 23. Pope Pius; 30.
SI. Cecilia's, away; Nov. «. St. Luke's;
13. Queen of Peace; 34. Don Boeco.
sway.
Giant Lineup
Has Local Tinge
JERSEY CITY—In the lineup
of the New York Giants when
they face the Green Bay Packers
in an exhibition game at Roose-
velt Stadium on Aug. 22 will be
three graduates of North Jersey
Catholic high schools.
The trio will be Joe Biscaha
of Pope Pius, who played with
the Giants last season, and Lou
Cordileone and Ralph Ferraro of
St Michael’s (UC). Biscaha. is
an offensive end, Cordileone an
offensive guard and Ferraro a
linebacker.
Highlighting the game will be
a homecoming for Fordham’s
Seven Blocks of Granite,
Scholarships the Prize
As Hudson, Essex Battle
JERSEY CITY The second 'animalScholarship Bowl
Game, featuring all-star teams from Hudson and Essex
Counties, will be played at Roosevelt Stadium on Aug. 17,
sponsored by the Hudson County CYO. \ .
Twenty-two man teams from each county have been
drilling since Aug. 1 for this
kickoff game of the 1960 football
season in New Jersey. A crowd
of Over 17,000 is expected to be
on hand to watch the 1959 school-
boy stars perform.
Coaches of the rival teams are
Angelo Bertclli of Notre Dame
for Essex and Jackie Hyatt of
Fordham for Hudson. Both will
employ T-formation attacks,
keyed by four of the state’s top
quarterbacks of last season: Cliff
Baskerville of East Orange and
Vince.Liddy of St. Benedict’s for
Essex and Wayne Zdanowicz of
St. Peter’s and Jim Corcoran of
Dickinson for Hudson.
THE DUEL BETWEEN Bask-
erville and Zdanowicz could set-
tle some questions which have
remained unanswered for more
than two years. Both boys led
their teams to undefeated cam-
paigns as juniors in 1958; both
starred again last year, though
their teams did not repeat their
earlier success.
So the question is: “Which is
the better quarterback?” Basker-
ville possibly has the edge in
running, but Zdanowicz’ passing
and punting could give him the
lead in all-around play. It won’t
hurt Wayne any that his top re-
ceiver at St. Peter’s, Larry
Hrebiniak, will also be out (here
catching them next Wednesday.
Other Catholic high • school
players in the game include Dan-
ny Kane and Dennis Papa of St.
Michael’s and Ralph LaMonte of
St. Josephus for Hudson and
Gary Stanton of Immaculate Con-
ception for Essex. Kane, Liddy,
Li Monte and Stanton are among
the boys who will be hoping to
catch the eye of a college scout
THE CHIEF purpose of the
game is to provide an opportun-
ity for many of the boys on each
team to earn a college scholar-
ship. They can do this either by
impressing one of the scouts pres-
ent, or by playing well enough
to be picked as one of the game’s
most valuable players and thus
picking up a $l,OOO grant toward
college expenses.
Last year, five boys wound up
in college as a result of this
game. This year, the committee,
headed by director Jim McMan-
us, hopes to double that number.
Irish Field Day
NEW YORK The fifth annual
Field Day of the United Irish
Counties Association of New York
will be held Sept. 5 at Gaelic
Park, 240th St. and Broadway.
ESSEX ACES: Vice Liddy of St. Benedict’s hands
the ball off to Gary Stanton of ImmaculateConception
during a workout of the Essex County All-Stars, who
will meet a Hudson County team in the second annual
College Scholarship Bowl Game on Aug. 17 at
Roosevelt Stadium, Jersey City.
Press Box Paragraphs
It's About Time
The punishment handed out
by the Big Ten to Indiana re-
cently for illegal recruiting in-
cluded what amounted to a
$75,000 fine when it took, away
the Hoosiers’ share of confer-
ence TV revenues. This is the
first time, to our knowledge,
that the recruiters have been
hit where R hurts, in the pock-
etbook.
Indiana had already been
handed a four-year sentence
for Its misdeeds by the Na-
tional Collegiate Athletic Asso-
ciation. But this was the usual
toothless NCAA penalty, i.e.,
barring the school from post-
season competition in football-
and also from national cham-
pionship competition in all oth-
er sports.
We ssy toothless for the bar-
ons of college football—coach-
es, athletic directors, eager
alumni—simply are not inter-
ested in the fate of the other
sports on the campus. Their at-
titude is: football brings in the
money, so as long as it can
continue to do so, why worry
about a slap on the wrist In
some other sport.
THE NCAA RUNS no na-
tional football tournament—but
it docs run national tourna-
ments in almost every other
sport. So when a college is
caught redhanded in its illegal
football recruiting—who gets
hurt?—everyone but the foot-
ball players.
A typical example of the
mentality which afflicts the
average athletic director in a
football foundry was shown
when the Big Ten faculty ath-
letic council voted itself out of
the Rose Bowl last winter. The
immediate reaction of the ath-
letic directors in the confer-
ence was to pass a resolution
which would have pulled Big
Ten teams out of all post-sea-
son competition, Including the
NCAA championships in swim-
ming, basketball, track and
field, baseball, fencing, gym-
nastics, etc.
If ever there was a childish
display of temper in the Amer-
ican sports world this was it.
And if ever the pure malice of
the money-hungry, power-hun-
gry, football addicts was shown
in its true colors, this was cer-
tainly it. Fortunately, the reso-
lution didn't get to first base
when presented to the faculty
council which now runs Big
Ten affairs.
THE SIMPLE FACT is that
the bowl games arc an almost
meaningless appendage on the
football season. Unofficial na-
tional champions are declared
at the end of the regular sea-
son-nothing that happens on
New Year’s day changes them.
The bowl games are purely and
simply money-raising affairs—-
and a chance to crown a rose,
cotton, sugar or cigar queen.
NCAA championships in. such
individual sports as track and
field and swimming .are the
very essence of thfe season
themselves. They are the nat-
ural goal toward which every
athlete trains himself from the
earliest dual meet.
When Southern California felt
the “fury” of the NCAA a few
years back, it was the football
team which had been under in-
vestigation. But it was the Tro-
jans’ great swimming and
track stars who were hurt by
the suspension. U.S.C. went on
playing football to capacity
crowds, hut men like swimmer
Murray Rose and pole-vaulter
Ron Morris were deprived of
their chances at national titles.
It’s time for the N.C.A.A. to
quit wasting time being a
nursemaid to the tyrannical
National Federation of State
Interscholastic Athletic Asso-
ciations (see below) and start
looking for a way to really
penalize these football barons,
or else give up any pretense of
authority. One year of suspen-
sion from competition, with the
accompanying loss of gate re-
ceipts, should make any athlet-
ic director or alumnus think
twice about what they offer to
the flashy all-state halfbacks
and 250-pound tackles.
MORE NONSENSE
- When
it comes to passing resolutions
that add up to pure nonsense,
you have to take your hat off
to the National Federation of
State Interscholastic Athletic
Associations. In this area, they
run second only to POAU it-
self.
Still on their jag about sum-
mer all-star football and bas-
ketball games, the National
Federation recently passed a
rule that boys participating in
such contests should lose one-
year of varsity eligibility in
college. What jurisdiction they
have over a boy after he grad-
uates from high school has yet
to bo defined by any court.
Should the NCAA go along
with this—it is now discussing
the point at a Council of Con-
ferences meeting in Denver—-
it ought to have its head ex-
amined. There is still a Bill
of Rights in this country as
some irate parent is likely to
prove as soon as they try to
punish a boy under this totali-
tarian legislation.
WE HAVE NO particular in-
terest in these all-star extrava-
ganzas—frankly, we can take
them or leave them alone. But
the boys Involved seem to en-
joy them, the fans come out
in droves to see them and,
when they are under such in-
telligent and responsible spon-
sorship as most North Jersey
games have been, then they
arc hardly so evil as the Na-
tional Federation would like to
make them out to be.
No doubt there have been
abuses of these all-star games
in some areas of the country.
If so, let that area take care
of it. But we sec no reason
why men who can’t even see
the justice of allowing all
American children an equal
right to educational opportuni-
ties should have a vote on what
we do here in New Jersey.
IN MEMOKIAM—It was nev-
er our pleasure to meet person-
ally the late Bob Gutowski, so
tragically killed in an auto ac-
cident last week in California.
But many times wo had Been
him in action at Madison
Square Garden, lifting his slen-
der frame over the 15-foot
height in the pole vault.
Gutowski was long the rival
of one of our own favorite ath-
letes, Don (Tarzan) Bragg. By
an unfortunate chain of cir-
cumstances, however, it hap-
pened that the two were never
simultaneously at their peak
of physical condition in the
four years since Bob Richards
retired and left them to battle
for world vaulting honors.
A minor injury suffered ear-
ly this year kept Gutowski
from reaching the top form
necessary to make the 1960,
Olympic squad. Had he done
so, of course, he would have
been at the Olympic camp in
Oregon last week, rather than
at Camp Pendleton. These arc
the ironies life and death are
made of.
When Bragg heard of his
rival's death, he is quoted as
saying, “He’s still the world’s
record holder so far as I’m
concerned.” Don's recent 15-
9-1/4 vault bettered by an
inch Bob’s official record, but
Gutowski had once vaulted 15-
9-3/4, only to lose anew rec-
ord due to a technicality odd-
ly, the same one which put
Bob instead of Don on the 1956
Olympic squad.
McDonough
Misses Boat
DETROIT - While ho failed
la his bid for an Olympic swim-
ming berth at Brennan Pool here
last week, Dick McDonough, Se-
ton Hall Prep alumnus, stamped
himself as a swimmer to watch
for the 1964 games.
Dick clocked 57.5 in the 100-
meter free style and 2:09.7 in the
200-meter freestyle as he just
missed qualifying for the semi
finals in each race. In each case,
he was slightly off his own per
sonal records, which ho had set
two weeks ago at the national
AAU meet.
Also missing out on his Olym-
pic bid —and possibly in his last
attempt was John McGill of
Midland Park, who placed eighth
In the 50-mcter free style event,
but failed to qualify for the 200-
meter semi-finals with 2:08.3. Mc-
Gill’s best event, the individual
medley, is not on the Olympic
program.
Georgetown Grants
WASHINGTON (NC) - Anew
program of African and Russian
language research study was in-
augurated at Georgetown Univer-
sity here following $104,785 in
grants from the federal govern-
ment. /
Peacock Marksmen
In National Test
FORT DEVENS, Mass. —Two
St. Peter's College ROTC Cadets
qualified for the National Rifle
Matches at Camp Perry, Ohio,
later this month, as they placed
one-two in a contest at summer
camp here.
Cadet Michael Lopez of llopat-
cong took top honors with a score
of 232, followed by Cadet Robert
Conlon of Rochelle Park with 231.
They bested a field of 850 from 21
eastern colleges.
Paterson Loses Despite
Riecardo's Two-Hitter
PATERSON A good beginning made for a bad end-
ing as the Pasquariello-Bradle Post 187 bowed to Brook-
lawn Post 72 of Woodbury in the New Jersey American
Legion Junior League finals on Aug. 6-8 at Totowa Oval.
Joe Riccardo of St. Mary’s (P) got Paterson off to a
flying start when he pitched and
batted his team to a 12-0 rout'on
Aug. 6. The series appeared over
when the home club took a 3-2
lead in the seventh inning of
the second game on Aug. 7, but
Brooklawn rallied for a 5-3 vic-
tory. The South Jersey team then
wrapped it up, 5-2 on Aug. 8.
The first game was all Ric-
cardo ak the stylish southpaw,
who will enter St. Peter’s Col-
lege next month, stopped the
South Jersey boys with two hits,
while getting one more than that
himself. Dave Alexander of Don
Bosco Tech had two doubles and
Jack Hoppler of St. Mary’s con-
tributed a pair of singles to the
attack.
BILL CROAL singled home two
runs in the third inning to give
Paterson a temporary, 2-0, lead
in the second game. Brooklawn
tied it up with single runs in the
third and fourth, both unearned,
but the home club forged ahepd
again in the fifth when John Cue-
cinella, Hoppler and Ben LaPorte
singled.
The 3-2 lead lasted until the
bottom of the eighth when Brook-
lawn pitcher Richie Phalines dou-
bled in two teammates, then
scored himself to spark a three-
run rally.
This left It up to the third
game on Aug. 8 to decide which
club would represent New Jersey
in the Eastern Regional tourna-
ment, Aug. 18-23, at College Park,
Maryland.
Brooklawn settled this question
by taking its sixth state title in
the past 10 years on a four-hit
job by Dick Laxton.
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MOVING?
/, FLORIDA
CALIFORNIA
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ENGEL BROTHERS
MOVING and STORAGE
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BUY NOW & SAVE!
MURPHY
BROS.
YEAR-END
CLOSEOUT!
ALL BRAND NEW
1960
IMPERIALS
CHRYSLERS
PLYMOUTHS
VALIANTS
• Immediate Deliveryl
• Wide Choice of
Model* & Colors!
• Big Trade-In Dealsl
• Low Cost Bank Financingl
MURPHY
BROS.
MOTOR SALES
EUxab.th 5-3600
501-511 NO. BROAD STREET
Op«n Daily 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Saturdays to 6 P. M.
"AFTER WEI SELL - WE SERVE"
NEW YORK
Dining At Its Best
GILHULY'S
RESTAURANT and BAR
<r*t. 1803)
Delicious Luncheona end Dinner!
lorved In Homelike Almoiphoro
Cloied on BUNDAV Air Cond.
Convenient to Collieutn A Theitree
Choice Win*! ind Liquor!. Muj*k.
•MCIAJ. FACILtTIIS FOR
PRIVATE PARTUS
ACCOMMODATING IS «* M
7» ElshthAV!., (|» 4tfh *»J
NEW YORK CITY
MAIL YOUR FILM
RYAN FOTO
•OX 34 CHATHAM. N. J.
Black and Whit* Service
King Size 8 Exposure . . .50
King Size 12 Exposure . . .70
Kodacolor Service
King Size 8 Exposure .
. 2.40
King Size 12 Exposure .. 3.35
Kodachrom* Processing
BMM Movie Regular Roll. 1.25
BMM Movie Magazine Roll 1.00
135MM 20 Exposure ... 1.25
Write for Mailing Envelopes
STATION WAGON
HEADQUARTERS
MITAL BOOIIS FROM MM
All Mobs
and Models
PACE MOTORS
47 cnmui.AVL
■AST ORANOC
ONLY AT WARD FORD
BRAND NEW
1950 *ro»
FORDS *1731*
IMMEDIATE
FALCONS
FAIRLANES
DELIVERY!
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In!
GALAXIES
rhundarbirdi
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Of Trade-la
Allowance!
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Rates
••*»**• Charge
WARD-FORD
239 CENTRAL AVENUE
NEWARK 3 N. J
Ml 3-8000
EVERYTHING IN
.. .
BOATING
HUNTING & FISHING
SPORTS
NEW JERSEY'S LARGEST
DENVILLE
BOAT A SPORT CENTER
Raul* 44, DtnvllU, N.J.
OA 7-3030
Borgos & Borgos
Insurance
of all kinds
593 KEARNY AVENUE
KEARNY, N. J.
9IOROI J. 10X001
AUIIT H. ILAZI
WILLIAM J. OLACCUM
WYim 14700
THI
ROBERT
TREAT
HOTEL
PARK PLACE, NEWARK
CORDIALLY IMVITII YOU*
hiirvationi rot
• COMMUNION
BREAKFASTS
• ORDINATION
DINNERS
• WEDDING
RECEPTIONS
• OTHER SOCIAL
FUNCTIONS
•
air
b*nqv*t fotlllK** An*
fTANirr j. a rut
•
POR RESERVATIONS
Call MArkat 2-1000
A KNOn HOTEL
AIIOT W ITtHDIR, hnUN)
1960 FRANCISCAN PILGRIMAGES 1960
in honor of our Bleued Mother
The ideal combination of a Spiritual i Phyiical Vacation
CANADA Six full days (Monday thru Saturday) to the
Province of Quebec the land of Miracles. Follow the trail
of the North American Martyrs through the scenic Adiron-
dack Mountains of N. Y. State to Montreal. There visit Notre
Dame Church and Bro. Andre’s Shrine to St. Joseph. Join
the thousands who kneel at the feet of Our Lady of the Cape
and who choose this Shrine of Cap-de-la Madeleine as the
most impressive and unforgettable of all hallowed spots in
North America. See old Quebec City and journey on to the
internationallyfamous Shrine of St. Anne do Beaupre. These
and many other highlights will make a trip with the Francis-
cans one of thb nicest weeks of your life. Every trip exactly
the same, including transportation in de luxe buses, hotel
accommodations, meals, gratuities, etc.
LEAVE RETURN
Travel in do luxe buses to the Old Missions on the West Coast by way
of the Northern route Including a full afternoon at iloystown. After
pearly a week In California, return Journey Is via the Southern rout*
Including the Grand Canyon and the lilue fudge Mountains of Virginia,
for free FOLDER giving full details.
No night travel 4 price Includes hotels, meals, gratuities, etc. WRITE
A Franciscan Father la Chaplain on all Pilgrimages to add to yourenjoyment of the trip. All proceeds for the benefit of St. Joseph'sFranciscan Seminary In Callicoon. N. Y.
Write or telephone PE 6-4685
Franciscan Family Circle
125 West 31 St., New York 1, N. Y.
Si
s;
BEHIND EVERY
MONROE
SAVINGS ACCOIII
15 "GRACE" DAYS
Earn for the full period!
Saving* received by 15th
earn dividends from Ist.
This means you have more
time to be sure you save
and earn regularly. In ad-
dition to the convenience
and earnings, your savings
arc insured up to $lO,OOO.
33/4?o i
Current Dividend
PAID
4 TIMES
EACH YEAR
Opsn Monday 9 A. M. to A P. M.
Tuesday thru Friday 9 A. M. to 4 P. M.
SMONROE SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
221 Washington St at Bonk St Newark 2, N J •MA 3-7090
PUOETMft MMftyOUT sgJDffillliSg®
—3H ' j
FREE PARKING
All CONDITION ID
Spadaldng la MOMS MADI
Ravioli Cavatelli
Manicotti
3 PRIVATE BANQUET
ROOMS
925-31 Watt Side Ave
Undar Partanal Suparvlilo*
ram iivinto
Jaraay City. HE 3-8945
4ESTA
KOHLER’S
Swiss Chalet
BANQUET FACILITIES FOR
PARTIES TO 1000
lUNCHIONS and DINNERS
Diamond 2-2711
120 W. PASSAIC ROCHELLE PARK
As You'll Like
It for
Your Pleasure
JOHN J. MURPHY. Ha*
THE BRASS HORN
Banquet Rooms Available for
All Occasions e Open Daily
Cfcarry • W. Oraad Sta. Itliokalli. N. A
AULISE’S
ONI OP NSW ARK'S RfSTAURAMTS
SERVINO THt UITIMATI I. Haßaa
t-ada. AN faads mlttd par ardar.
# ALSO PIZZERIA O
Located on cor. Bloomfield and Clifton Aves., Newark
On* Stork (ram Saarad Maori Cofhadrol
THI ORIGINAL • (ST ISIS • OPEN DAILY
THE ORIGINAL (ST ISIS OPEN DAILY
SWISS CHALET Banquet and
RESTAURANT Routt 17, mO Wedding
RAMSEY, N. J. TrafHa Clrda
DAvl» 7-0800 COCKTAIL LOUNOI
THREE CROWNS RESTAURANT
SMORGASBORD
LUNCHEONS . . . DINNERS
MONTCLAIR, NEW JERSEY
THE ROUNDERS RESTAURANT
Invites you to enjoy its superb
Prime Ribs of Beef
for Reservation* Coll COlfa* 1-4542 Route 17, Paromut, N. J.
Wi
£iM*
fgfc
han Motoring Vlilt tha "St. Moritz," Sparta, NJ.
FAMOUS FOR ITS FOOD
I. •/1 Oraaaful Country Dining at Medarata Prlcai
OtUZ. FULL COURSE
dinners
SPARTA, N. J. COCKTAIL LOUNGE
LUNCHEON
American * German * Swiss Cuisine
Optn 7 Day, July and Aug. (rata 12 naan till doting
CLOSED WIDNISDATS
THANKS CARDINAL: Sammy Ludena, an 18-year-old
South American was fitted with an artificial leg at the
expense of Cardinal Cushing. Sammy was accompan-
ied to the U. S. from Cuzo, Peru, by Mother Isadora
(left) and Sister Guadalupe of the Oblates of the Holy
Redeemer.
St. Francis, St. Thomas Continue
Hot Pace in Essex Baseball Loop
NEWARK The pace setters came through with fly-
ing colors in Essex County CYO baseball activity on Sunday.
In the intermediate league, St. Francis Xavier (Newark)
snapped back from its lone loss to whip Our Lady of the
Valley (Orange) 6-0. Richie Pecora pitched a one-hitter to
pick up his sixth victory.
In the junior circuit, St.
Thomas the Apostle (Bloomfield)
snuffed out all hope that a race
would still develop by beating
down Sacred Heart (Vailsburg)
one of its chief rivals, 9-6, on a
fine relief stint by Johnny Halpin.
lIALPIN CAME ON in the fifth
frame with two men on and one
out after Sacred Heart, down by
7-1 at the start of the Inning,
had come within a run. He shut
off the rally and th&n pitched two
more scoreless innings to all but
clinch the title for St. Thomas.
The Bloomfield nine already
had won first-half honors and
now needs but to beat St. Lucy’s
(Newark) to avoid a playoff.
Since St. Lucy’s hasn’t won in
either round and took a 28-1 drub-
bing from St. Thomas once be-
fore, that shouldn’t be too diffi-
cult.
While St. Francis was winning
handily in the intermediate
league, so were its two top rivals.
St. Peter’s (Belleville) kept pace
with a forfeit victory over the
defending champions from St.
Joseph’s Spanish (Newark) who
have been withdrawn from the
league. Also withdrawn this week
was Sacred Heart (Vailsburg).
SACRED HEART Cathedral re
niained tied with St. Peter’s by
blasting Blessed Sacrament (East
Orange), 19-3, on a four-hitter by
Bob Hopkins, who fanned 12.
St. Valentine’s (Bloomfield) al-
so succeeded in staying on con-
tention, bombing quickly fading
St. Lucy’s, 8-0, behind a three-hit-
ter by Frank Visco and a 12-hit
barrage in which Bob Rockawicz
had a double and a triple.
Sunday’s most exciting game,
however, found Our Lady of Lour-
des (West Orange), rallying for
three runs in the seventh to tie
St. Aloysius (Newark) and then
winning the contest with a run in
the 11th. It was the longest game
of the season.
IN THE ONLY other contest,
St. Thomas was pushed to the
limit to beat Mt. Carmel (Mont-
clair), 8-7.
Additional junior action found
St. Paul the Apostle (Irvington)
beating St. Michael’s (Newark),
8-2, behind Joe DeSantis and St.
Rose of Lima (Newark) beating
St. Lucy’s, 11-4, for Jim Porting-
ton.
The big game this week sends
St. Francis against St. Thomas
the Apostle in an intermediate
contest on Aug. 14 at Newark
Schools Stadium. Victory for St.
Francis would put it one notch
nearer the tie, but a loss might
result in a triple tie for the lead,
with one of the pursuers, St. Pe-
ter’s, due to pick up a forfeit
win.
Of this Sunday’s secondary
games in the intermediate
league, the ones between St. Val-
entine’s and Our Lady of Lour-
des, and St. Aloysius and Immac-
ulate Conception (Montclair) hold
the most promise of action.
The schedule for Aug. 14:
INTERMIDIATI LEAGUI
At Wituolna Park, Bloomflald
St. Valentine's (Bloomfield) v*. O. L.
Lourdes (West Orange) 1 p.m.
St. Lucy's (Newark) vs. Blessed Sac-
rament (East Orange). 3:30 p.m.
At Branch Brook Extension
St. Aloysius (Newark) va. Immaculate
Conception (Montclair). 1 p.m.
Sacred Heart Cathedral (Newark) va.
O. L. Mt. Carmel (Montclair). 3:30 p.m.
At Newark Schools Stsdium
St. Thomss the Apostle (Bloomfield)
vs. St. Frsncls Xavier (Newark). 3:30
P.
NOTE: O. L. Valley, Orange, and
St. Peter's. Belleville, sre not sched-
uled but will pick up forfeit victories
over tesms thst have withdrawn.
JUNIOR LEAGUI
At Branch Brook Ixtension
St. Thomas the Apostle, Bloomfield,
vs. St. Lucy's. Newark. 1 p.m.
St. Rose of Lima. Newark, vs. St.
Paul the Apostle, Irvington, 1 p.m.
St. Michael's. Newark, vs. Sacred
Heart. Vallsburg. 3:30 p.m.
Queen's Teens Train
For Careers by Doing
PATRRSON Teen-age girls
doing volunteer work this Sum-
mer at St. Joseph’s Hospital are
getting a close look at what may
be their future careers. Most of
them want to be nurses.
Sixty girls and boys, aged 14-15
years old, are working at the
hospital as members of the Mar-
ian Guild’s youth unit, called the
“Queen’s Teens.” They come
from nearly every public and
parochial high school in the Pat-
erson area.
To date, they have given 2,055
hours of duty. They should top
3,000 hours before school opens.
Fifty-two volunteers are girls;
eight are boys.
THE GIRLS interested in
nursing “are learning not only
what their future work will be,”
explained Sister Loretta Agnes,
director of volunteers, “but they
are learning about the hospital
itself. In reaching a final deci-
sion, they will have a realistic
point of view of the complex job
of caring for the sick, and how
best they can be part of it.”
The others, except one boy who
wants to be a doctor, have not
decided about future careers. But
they have serious reasons for
volunteering. They want to learn
about the variety of occupations
in the hospital field and help the
sick.
Volunteers assigned to patient
floors are trained in basic duties.
They learn hospital routine, and
get to know about other areas
of service: laboratory, x-ray, ad-
ministration, operating rooms,
personnel, clinics, emergency
service, purchasing, dietary, hos-
pital-run schools and record
keeping.
SEVERAL OF THE boys have
worked on patient floors, but for
the most part, they are assigned
to messenger service. The boys
also sort mail, man wheel chairs,
and assist patients with their
luggage.
The uniforms of the volunteers
have attracted the attention of
patients, visitors and .doctors.
The girls wear yellow pinafores
and the boys wear yellow ties.
Openings for “Queen’s Teens”
year-round program on week-
ends will be filled after Sept. 1.
A volunteer must be at least 14
years old.
VOLUNTEER AIDS: Members of “Queen’s Teens’’, girls and boys who donate their
services to St. Joseph's Hospital, enter the main portals accompanied by adult vol-
unteers of the Marian Guild. This is a typical day’s complement of the 60 teen-
agers who take part in the program. They have given a total of 2,055 hours of serv-
ice so far this summer
Lights Out, St. Vincent's
Still Wins Drum Contest
CLIFTON The lights went out at the Starlite Drum
Fiesta sponsored by St. Brendan’s Corps on Aug. 6, but
some quick emergency help from the fire department and
local Civil Defense units enabled St. Vincent’s Cadets,
Bayonne, to walk off with another drum and bugle corps
victory.
When the portable lighting
equipment failed, a hurry call
was put in for the fire depart-
ment and Civil Defense trucks,
whose powerful searchlights pro-
vided enough illumination for the
contest to be completed. Only one
drummer got lost in the dark and
he was from St. Brendan's, which
limited itself to an exhibition per-
formance.
St. Vincent’s scored 87.37 points
to pick up its ninth win of the
season against two losses. In sec-
ond place were the Golden Lanc-
ers of Long Island, followed by
the Audubon All Girl Bon-Bons,
the Paterson Cadets, St. Lucy’s
of Newark, the Newark Wood-
siders and St. Vincent's of Mad-
ison.
IDLE LAST week, the Blessed
Sacrament Golden Knights will
return to action Aug. 13, taking
part in a contest sponsored by
Our Lady of Lourdes of Pater-
son at Hinchcliffe Stadium. Ar-
rayed against the Golden Knights,
who have a 9-1 mark this season,
will be the Garfield Cadets, St.
Patrick’s of Jersey City and St.
Catherine of Siena of St. Albans,
Long Island.
Little time is left now for both
St. Vincent’s and Blessed Sacra-
ment as they prepare for the
Veterans of Foreign Wars na-
tional contest on Aug. 24 at
Briggs Stadium, Detroit. This
will be the fourth meeting of the
year for the two top corps, with
the Golden Knights holding a 2-1
edge at present.
Another Try
In Union Race
ELIZABETH—HoIy Rosary and
St. Joseph's (Roselle) will make
another attempt to settle the sec-
ond-half race in the Union Coun-
ty CYO League when they tneet
on Aug. 12 at Chatficld Park,
Union.
The teams went 3-1/2 innings
on Aug. 5, with St. Joseph's lead-
ing, 4-0, before the game was
called due to darkness. They arc
the only clubs left with a chance
for the title, as Holy Rosary
eliminated St. Mary's (Plainfield)
with a 11-1 rout on Aug. 2.
Clark Stallone and Steve Loven-
guth paced the Rosarians to this
easy victory, the former pitching
two-hit ball, while the latter
smacked out four hits.
Should Holy Rosary win the
Aug. 12 contest, it will be crowned
as Union County champ. But if
St. Joseph’s wins, a playoff will
be necessary, as Holy Rosary has
already taken the first half title.
St. Peter's Graduate
Wins Scholarships
JERSEY CITY - Walter Brad-
shaw of Brooklyn, who was gradu-
ated from St. Peter’s College this
June, is one of 10 young Negroes
who have been awarded the first
four-year National Medical Sloan
Foundation Scholarships.
The uwards were made possi-
ble $OO,OOOgrant from the Alfred
P. Sloan Foundation. Bradshaw
also has been awarded $2OO per
year for four years by the Cath-
olic Scholarships for Negroes
Springfield, Mass, lie will attend
Downstatc Medical School of the
State University of New York,
CYO Sponsors Tour
Of Fatima Statue
MONTCLAIR The Essex
County CYO will again sponsor
a parish-by-parish tour of a statue
of Our Lady of Fatima. Rev. Vin-
cent F. Affanoso, county CYO di-
rector, announced that this is the
14th year for the tour.
The tour hopes to promote
knowledge of the promises made
by the Mother of God at Fatima
and devotion to her under the
name Our Lady of Fatima.
League
Standings
ESSEX COUNTY CYO
INTE RMEDIATfi LEAGUE
W L
St Francis Xavier. Newark 7 1
Sacred Heart Cathedral. Newark 7 2
St. Peter's. Belleville 7 2
St. Valentine's. Bloomfield fl 3
Immaculate Conception. Montclair 3 3
St. Thomas Apostle. Bloomfield 3 3
O.L. Lourdes, West Oranxe 4 3
St. Lucy's. Newark 4 4
St. Joseph's Spanish. Newark 4 4
St Aloyslus, Newark 3 3
O.L. Ml. Carmel. Montclair 2 t)
Sacred Heart. Vallsburg 2 6
O.L. Valley. Oranfc 1 7
Bleeaed Sacrament. Fast Oranxe 0 d
Last Week's Results
St. Valentine's b. St. Lucy's 0
O.L. Lourdes 3. St. Aloyslus 4
Sacred Heart Cathedral 10. Blessed
Sacrament 3
St. Thomas 8. Mt. Carmel 7
St. Francis a. O.L. Valley 0
JUNIOR LEAOUE
W L
• St. Thomas Apostle. Bloomfield 4 0
St. Paul the Apostle, lrviiyuon 3 1
Sacred Heart. Vallsburg 2 2
St. Hose of lima, Newaik 2 2
St. Michael's. Newark 1 3
St. Lucy's. Newark 0 4
• First half winner
Last Week's Results
St. Paul's U. St. Michael's 2
St. Thomas 0. Sacred Heart •
St. Bose 11. St. Lucy's 4
New Ohio College
Opens in October
CANTON, Ohio (NC) Walsh
College, anew liberal arts col-
lege for men, will open in Octo-
ber. Some 60 first-year students
from this area will be accepted.
The institution, first Catholic
college in the Youngstown dio-
cese, is named for Bishop Em-
met M. Walsh of Youngstown.
Gregory Club Sets
Annual Beach Party
ORANGE The Gregory Club
of New Jersey will hold its an-
nual beach party at the National
Guard Training Center in Sea
Girt on Aug. 14.
Co-chairmen for the affair are
Marge Kliminski and Dick Fran-
chino.
It will get under way at 10
a.m. and members are invited to
bring along their family and
friends.
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RESORTS RESORTS
ASBURY PARK ASBURY PARK
PRospect 4-8826
HOTEL
PRocp«ct 5-9508
BRIGHTON
.
.
OPEN ALL YEAR
211 Third Avenue • 1 Block from beach • Asbury Park, N. J.
Free ocean bathing from hotel or locker room. Church Nearby.
O c „ „
Efficiency Apts. From $65 Weekly2 Family Rooms, Double Bed,
Tn Each - - ... $lO.OO Daily $56.00 Weekly
Rooms with Twin Beds - $ 7.00 Daily - $42.00 Weekly
Rooms with Double Beds • -$ 6.00 Daily _ $36.00 Weekly
Rooms Single • $ 4.00 Daily
_ $24.00 Weekly
Reduced rates at Monte Carlo Pool
MB, AND MRS. JOHN KAWAS, OWNERS AND MANAGERS
Macßeynolds
! ASBURY PARK, N. J.
Delightfully situated 2 blocks from
ocean opposite beautiful Sunset
Lake. Comfortable rooms. Especially
good meals. 3,000 sq. ft. of spacious
veranda with sundeck. Convenient
to churches.
WITH WONDERFUL MEALS
RESERVE NOWI
RATES $4O - $65
Weekly Per Person
107 Sunset Ave. PRospect 5-1442
SHOREHAM
■ Pree Ocean Bathing From Hotel
Beet location. 1 block to beach. Home.
Uke atmoepbere. Near reatauranta and
churchea. Room ratea—Weekly, aimle
UP- Double 111 per perton. Alao
private bathe.
J. O'Conner i. Helmbecker. ewnera
CLIFTON br-the-See
PIRBT HOTEL FROM OCEAN
lit 3rd Ave. ASBURY PARK, N. J.
Friendly Family Hotel, Homey Atmoe-
phere. Lane airy rooma. Ocean View.
DeUcloua Homo Cooked Mealr. 138 up
wkly per peraon Without Meala lIS up
tekly each. Bathing Prtvlleaea.
Joaephlne Farlello, PR 4-M7l A 44141
eaawaawawaaawewaa
DANA HALLllflLL Fh. P Respect Min
JK from Boardwalk and OceanWi FURNISH PRIS OCEAN BATHDiO
Conservative Management. Near All
Churches. All Outside Rooma. Amir. A
ARS,
JAMBS
SEASIDE HEIGHTS
OCEAN GLOW MOTEL
ON THE BOARDWALK
In Saaalda Halahti
'-tk ri*h‘
jan.
All til* and concrete
Privata roomi and batha
accommodate 4
Proa Parkins and Momlnj Coffee
Hancock Ava, and Boardwalk
Mrs. C. Hanson, Prop.
Call (I MIN far rasarvations.
NEPTUNE
ASBURY COURT MOTKL
NSPTUNS, N. J. . Pketpott t-u n
Air Conditioned • TV • Ridloi
U*rta Swimming Pool . fun Dock
Shuffloboard - BoauUrul Lawn
Shade Treat . Efficiency Unite
JUNCTION OP HWVt.
••SMS Oarden Slate Parkway
NEW YORK
HOTEL ATLANTIC & ANNEX
IOMO« ASRURY PARK
FRII OCEAN BATH INO from HOTIL
ASBURY PARK, N.J.
Europaan Plan, Block to Botch, Moor
Raatauranta, Thaafrat, ate. Talovltlon,
Raaaonabla Ratoa. Homtllka Atmaa-
Fop Raiarvatlona, Fhona FR «-*m
Atk for Mr. or Mrt. J. I. WILLETT
mSBURY S NEWEST OCfAN-FRONT
100% FIREPROOF HOTEL
POOL I CABANA CLUB
At Tfc# Boardwalk b 2»d Avo.
ASBURY PARK, IV. J.
-In CnHr af T*
*•*?**!* H, Ch»r»h«. itmta.PlirMlaß POOL mi Pwrlm
PIH-HmUMrI Omm
hf Paraon-far Day
CA a U» ■ DmMi Oihpiph
kJU Mfiypn/ui
Cantlnantal trcikfut
American Plan or Kuropaan flap
Wrlta e» call PKeapact UIH,
N. V. c. Tal.i Dlaby Mill
_
Mrt. Adtla «am»ey, Rei. M*anaaar
MONTAUK HOTEL
Flral Ave. A Bond St. On* block from
Holy Spirit. Am. A Eur. Plant. Pr**
Ocoan Bathlnf. Rate* lilt Dally
per poraon. Low Auault Rataa. Writ*
or Phona. PR *-7740.
MADISON HOTEL
IU 7TH AVI. ASRURY PARK, N. J.
2 BUf Porchea Overlooklnß Oc*an
Aanr. A Euro. Plan Family Hotel, Mod-
•rately Priced. Famoua for Our Homo
Cookln* A Bakins. Catholic Ownarahlp.
NEAR OCEAN . NEAR CHURCHIS
JEANNE - JACQUES, Owner Mar.
PR 1-44*4
faELMAR
HILLTOP MOTEL
ONE OF THE SHORE'S NEWEETI
Routs IS, Bolmar, N. J.
Olb.on *4117
• AHt CONDITIONED
• HOT WATER HEAT
• FREE St INCH TV
- OPIN ALL YEAR
NEW YORK
So. Cairo, N. Y. IRELAND IN THE CATSKILLS MAdUoa 2-9528
EMERALD ISLE HOUSE
Idol vacation apot for young t§ old. the beat la courtage and kaepltaL
Iff.-, room J> InoaraPrtnj mattreaaea. 3MU homo aookad mat la
dally (all fraah vcaalablaa) apadoua dining room. Bar * Drill T.V.For dancing and entertainment WlUiam Quinn * hla trio T niggle
weekly In our own Emerald tale Ballroom (rotn Vtiday. July I.
Enjoy our new filtered Swimming
Pool on the lawn. eoftbaU, eocer
and Qaelle footbaU on our new
.athleUo field. Lawn gamea. Golf
eourae, boraea, and blcyclaa near,
by. AU churchea. Opening date
May 30. For reeervatlona eaU or
wrltei
Adulta 34#.g0 Per Paraen
I In room
1*1(1 one neraon In reeaa
Children le ( yeara *ll.OO wkly.
Children i to 11 111 wkly.
II yeara * over Mil rat*.
OW«M * JULIA LAMB
O L O N I A L ON WASHINGTON LAKE
YULAN 6, NEW YORK. TEL. BARRYVILLE 4251
Usual summer SPORTS. New Recreation Room . . . only 30
minutes to Manhattan Race Track. German-Ameiican cuisine,
on shores oI Washington Lake. Private dock. Spacious rooms.
Near churches, weekly rates Write (or Intereatm*
Bookl « t Mrs. Jack Hansel
Maple Shade
ACRA 2, N. Y. Rti.. 23
Tol. MAdlton
Mol*l doom* Prlvalo Showara
Now Flllorod Swim Pool
Cocktail Lounge
Muilc A tntartalnmant, Sparta
Suparb Culalno
Walk I* Catholic Churchaa
A Town
Fill lAOCHURI
AUGUST SPICIAL 14. A UP
HOTCHKISS HOUSE
RD 3. Cataklll. N. Y. n*-R l
Famoua (or food and fun. BO ft. awlm-
mlnx pool. tennla. (U aporta. Danctnx
nlxhtly to orchealra. Excellent meala.
churchea noarby. Fra* color booklot or
caU N. Y. C. CL 3 04*3.
ALPINE HOUSE
CORNWALLVIU.I, N. Y. Tab Cl Mill
Modern Family Resort. Excellent Car-
man-Amerlcan Food. All aporta. awlm-
minx, horaeback rldlnx. Special ratea lor
children. 13* ■ 140.00 par weak. Sand for
booklet. Fred A ElUabeth Rotha
O'SHEA'S S
Phelan'* HOTEL
l**di 5, N. Y. - CaI.MII 265
® Swim Pool • Modem Accom.
® Dancing, Entortainment • Good Food
SEND FOR FREE IROCHURI
CONNECTICUT
Mm bird* com* wf%
.. itiy l*U Into
the M.Mn tt WiU
Robin Inn i tcMk
mountain-lilt roioet
MitlM I* lh»
Btriulilri Nllli, **%
2VS houn from R.Y.
Swlmiliu, golf, x
rldln*. Fin* IoM. to
■ blrdl-or* prii’l—-
■Md for in fold**.
Catholic Church
•dfolnln*. Mm A
Chamberlin, Own**.
UKEVIUi, MM.
Kal**k EMI
WAX! ROBIN INK
RESORTS
SPRING LAKE
Ifiere is still time, B
fg^dM3sa.
PRIVATE BEACH • GLORIOUS SURF
‘VtrTTH! FAMOUS HOTEL ■
warrens
Mftfcnr on ntociAN 5
AT STUNO LAW, N. J. u
Drcu in your room. Lunch 2
in your Bathing-Suit ...The £
Beach i* YOURS—No crowd*! ®
Finest Spot on OteJermyCoatt
ENURE OF 00E UDY OF FATIMA
Cheerful room-eeitin** color-
fatly appointed. Wonderful
food. Coif. All ■ port*. Super-
vieed activUien for children.
WarflMi/jrAiweiii Aaa
nna coacxoTK. ciw» m*n
s
i
DAY '• WEEK • SEASON
lUROPIAN PLAN
THE WEDGWOOD
PRCI PARKING
201-205 FIRST AVENUE
SPRING LAKE, N.J.
Mr*. Gerald Dundoa Glbion t-t§44
The BREAKERS
Sprlno Lake Batch. N. J.
OCEAN FRONT
MODIFIED AMiRICAN PLAN
Private Beach. Excel’nt Food. Congenial
Guests. Games and Cocktail Partiea
SPRING LAKE OFFERS
Two Mila Boardwalk. Golf. Tennis,
Fishlnf. Dancing. Supper Cluba.
Shops and Movies
Convenient to Churches
A.P. St. THOMAS, Owner-Manaoer
Brochure and Rates on Request
Olbson 9-7700
AL-SAN
RESORT MOTEL
OPEN ALL YEAR
CREATED TOR TRUE NEW JERSEY
VACATIONING - IN THE CASUAL
MANNER.
T 7 ULTRA-MODERN UNITS
1 SWIMMINO POOLS
RECREATION ROOM TV
COMPLETELY AIR CONDITIONED
NEW COPTEE SHOP
ROUTS IS SPRINO LAKS, N. J.
Olbton t-414* P. 0. Sax 14
BAYHEAD
OCEAN VIEW HOTEL
r •"V
■AY HIAD, NEW JIRIRY
An American Family Typa Retort un-
rhanted throughout the year* No
Honky Tunk. Wa oMar a private beach
on the oceanfront, well maintained
and cuarded. With meala from $43 up
weekly.
RIIIRVATIONIi Ph. TW 1-3*ll
H. CUDAHY TILTON, Owner-Mgr.
POIt.SUMMIK't PUN and SUN . . .
HOTEL GRENVILLE
One of Bay Heed's oldest established
hotels with be thin* directly from your
room. Excellent home-cooked foods and
homey atmosphere for ell the family.
Spacious dlnlnc room serving the publle
3 meals dalle
HOTEL ORINVILLI
Ph TW 2-9113
341 Main Avenue Ray Head, N. 4.
Private and protected beaches.
"Bathing directly from your room"
ATLANTIC CITY
*fc. »-a.
uutmc an. n. l
Mn*<«n
s
■<*
1 block! 1o
tl. Nlcholm
ED J. McNEUII
Own. Mor.
HOLMHURST
Ob hctunmaum Pmxrrhaakj Annurn
6
rluxwqu* Pennsylvania Annum
twri Hot* Iron Boirtfwi* ■ Attiottc Qty
v» KHLiaT
>Bfuktat Md Dumb
L hh Cmdttnwd DM*
■Fr*e PirVtftfl
FLANDERS
ST. JAMES PL.. ATLANTIC CITY
• MODERN •
TV
• ELEVATOR • SOLARIUM
Sixty Years of Good Innkeeping
S(H) feel from St Nicholas Church
YSABILLE AND ARTHUR YON
NEW HAMPSHIRE
North Country Motor
Court
Franconia, N. H. (Rt. 19)
A clean, quiet, friendly atmoaphero.
12 completely modern cottages. Near
churqhe*. all sports. Excellent Restau-
rant on premises. 93.00 • 93.50 per per-
son. Tel. Franconia VA 3-7742.
Alf. rederow, H.F.D. Littleton, N. H.
RESORTS
SPRING LAKE
sruai
NfTlt
uic idea u
Now Booking for
„
_
LABOR DAY
FREE PARKING. Booklet on Request.
WITH 3 RATES tiA Per
HEALS from t*U Week
One Block from Ocean & Lake
Ocean & Pool Bathing. Golf. Tennis.
Deep Sea Fishing. Theaters, etc. avail.
Ph. Obson »-»oto h. A. TAYLOR
The Lake View
Sprint Lake Beach* N.J.
A Choice Vacation Spot
Block to Oca an A
Boardwalk. Golf, Flak-
ing* ate. Modified Amir,
Plan, Attractive Ratal.
Free Parking.
Gibton 9-4115
Jamas E. Fitzpatrick
The Hewitt
Wellington
SPRING LAKE BEACH, N. J.
Entire Block
on Lake Front *
only two BUu from Ocean. Pool,
* B'walk. FREE PARKING.
Beautiful (round!. Near St. Cath-
erlne'e Church A Shrine. EURO-
PEAN PLAN Including breakfaet
through Sept. llth. RATES per
peraon dallr. Single *7 00 to M.oo]
Double $6.50 to $lO.OO.
Margaret Malone, Owner-Mgr.
Reservations: Gibson 9-8220
MOTEL-HOTEL AIR-CONDITIONED
THE CHATEAU
tFRINO LAKE'S ONLY MOTEL
Rates S3 S7 per person double oc-
cupancy. Only Motel with pool 4>
ocean bathing privileges at Spring
Lake beaches.
John ■. P. Smith Phone 01 t-flO#
Prompt Replies, Color Eooklet
OCEAN GBOVE
sTHE AHELBURNE
OCIAN
•■ova, n. t.
On Beautiful Ocean Pathway
NEW LOW RATES
Curopean and ar American Plan
r.uro. Sinaia from S3 dir, 30 wklri
Double from S3 dir, 523 wklr:
Maali Optional, S4 dir, 533 wklr:
PHONE ua COLLECT. PR 4-383 X
LAKENSEA HOTEL
11 Sea view Ave. PR 4-231S
Ocean Orove. N. J.
V 4 blk. (mm ocean: Block to Asbury
Park. Nr. Cafeteria; comfortable roomi.
not A cold running water. Color TV.
Spec. Rates May A Sept. Continental
Bkft. Included. DAVID JOHNSON. Mar.
AVON
THE CORNER HOUSE
Gueat rooming house. Near beach and
Cathoilo Churches, hot A cold running
water.
194 Woodlarv* Avenue.
AVON BY THI-SIA, N. i.
PR 4-1359
Mr., H. 1.8 H»r»Ur, M«r,
K ELLY'S
HOLIDAY HOUSE
ONE HALF BLOCK FROM THE OCEAN
Running Wat.r In All Room.
38 SYLVANIA AVENUE
AVON-BY-THE-SEA, N.J.
MRS. JOSEPH KEUY PR 4-3874
SEA GIRT
IRA OIRT AIR CONDITIONID
CHATEAU
.»
th.
BEACH
Rates sfl to B 8 per person double occu-
pancy. Complimentary breakfast, bath-
ing from room, new colored tile baths,
color bopklet with rates on hotel roome
efficiencies, and apartments Vt block
to Tremont and Parker house.
PROMPT REPLIES Glbton 9-4994
POINT PLEASANT
Pelarton'i Colonial Motal
110 Arnold Avi.
Point Pleasant Beach, N. J.
Modern family unite efflclenclee
and kitchenettes located In reel
(Initial dlatrlct. one lone block
from beach and boardwalk. 3 blocka
from railroad station and ahopplne
center.
Phone: TWlnbrook 9*2194
FOR
ADVERTISING
IN THIS
SECTION
CALL
MA 4-0700
Wednesday, August 17
1 O'*
DAY
Admiuton parking aJA
fkfcj 10c each for everyone—-
-2 p. m. to midnight
free circui A fr 9:30 p. m.
OLYMPIC PARK
IR VINC TON - MAPLf WOOD
7-HOUR SERVICE
BLACK and WHITE
FILMS
JUMBO
SIZE
Expoturtt Dtvtloptd and Printed
★
1 DAY SERVICE 35 mm A * mm
KODACHROME
COLOR PROCESSING
) 25 % reduction!
I Guarantied Quality by Kastman
Kodak |
uss’drug dept.storel
SI Journal {quart, Jartny Clly ,
HE 5-1004 . 7411 I
mtkjwttamtmta
***4tt*kM*»<-
• AMERICAN TOURISTER • OSHKOSH
• ATLANTIC PRODUCTS • WINGS
• SAMSONITE • LARK
LEATHER GOODS l GIFTS - FREE MONOGRAMMINO
We Welcome DINERS’ Club, "International Charge",
Carte Blanche and American Express Charges.
Luggage shop
145 HALSEY ST., NEWARK 2, NJ. Mitchell 2-5090
BttWMN Raymond Rlvd. and Acadamy Straat
Your most import*!
food purdios* it
B£EAO
Be sure you get the BEST.. always ask for
BUTTERCUP
Buttercup Is a delicious loaf
that everyone In the family
will love. It's nutritious, too,
because It's RICH IN MILK
PROTEIN. That's why house-
wives everywhere say, Mad • with 100%
Pura VtgttabU Shortening
II you lIAIi A Million noil AKS YOU (OUIUII I HUT 111111K I KUO
Racial Prejudice Treated
In Violent War Movies
By William H. Mooring
Racial prejudice is injected
strongly into two upcoming war
films, of which we are about to
get a fresh and more violent
cycle.
In "All the Young Men,” U. S.
servicemen played by Alan Ladd
and Sidney Poi-
tier come to log-
gerheads when
the Negro is
given charge of
a small, iso-
lated detach-
ment, over a
white sergeant
of dubious re-
pute.
k
The hostile,
anti-Negro attitudes of some of
the men, added to the horror of
this realistic war drama, serve
to indict not only war Itself, but
the kind of warfare that goes on
among many Americans who pre-
sume to be on the same side.
In many areas, however, this
may tend to increase, not relieve
tensions between the races.
IN THE BLOOD-CURDLING
action film, "Hell to Eternity,’’
we get the real life story of Guy
Gabaldon, a homeless American
boy who was raised by a kindly,
Japanese-American family. They
taught him their language so well
that during the war with Japan,
Gabaldon was used as an inter-
preter. Asa rugged, though
under-sized, U. S. Marine (por-
trayed by Jeffrey Hunter), Ga-
baldon eventually induced large
numbers of defeated Japanese to
leave their cave hideouts on
Saipan and surrender.
The story brings out the irony
of our country’s essential intern-
ment of many pro-American Jap-
anese after the Pearl Harbor out-
rage. It may persuade many
people overseas that our authori-
ties acted out of spite rather than
for sound reasons of security.
Those unfamiliar with all the
circumstances confronting our
government at the time may
wonder why some parents of
Japanese origin were impris-
oned while their American-born
sons went off to fight for the
U. S. against their own people
of “the old country.”
It seems that every aspect of
war that can cause Americans
embarrassment is about to be
laid bare in the latest wave of
Hollywood war films.
The Idiot
.
Fair (Adults)
Pedestrian in pace and 30 years
old in story-telling technique, this
122-minute, Soviet "cultural ex-
change” feature may interest
some art theater fans, but seems
to lack popular appeal. The
Dostoevsky story, filmed sevoral
times before—and sometimes bet-
ter—tells of an impoverished Rus-
sian prince whose ideals make
him seem almost eccentric
among an amoral social set in
Czarist Russia. Some excellent
costuming, most appealing color
and interesting, although stylized
acting, but static direction and
tedious, over-flowery script.
MOVIES tor the
For further Information call: MA 3-5700
Morally Unobjectionable for Everyone
Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn
Battle of
Coral Sea
Battle in
Outer Space
Ben Hur
Behind the Great
Wall
Big Fisherman
Big Jeetor
Big Night
Blood & Steel
Broth of a “Boy
Circus Stars
Comanche Station
Conspiracy of
Hearts
Cosmic Man
Day They Robbed
Bank of England
Dlnosauris
Eog of FlandersI e of Eternity
Flame Over India
For the Ist Time
Gallant Hours
Gideon of Scot-
land Yard
Glenn Miller Story
Good Day for a
Hanging
Great Day
Gunfighters of
Abilene
Guns of Timber-
land
Have Rocket. Will
Travel
Houdini
Hound Dog Man
Israel
It Happened to
Jane
Journey to Center
of Earth
Kidnapped
Killers of
Kilimanjaro
Last Angry Man
Last Voyage
Lost World
Libel
Man on string
Masters of
Congo Jungle
Michael Strogoff
Mouse That Roared
Noose for Gunman
Oklahoma Territory
Operation
Amsterdam
Private's Affair
Pollyanna
Silent Enemy
Sink the BLsmarck
Snow Queen
Story of Ruth
10 Commandments
Tartan, Ape Man
.—"3o"
3rd Man on Moun-
tain
13 Fighting Men
1.001 Arabian Nts.
Timbuktu
Toby Tyler
12 Hours to Kill
Warrior A Slave
Girl
When Comedy
Was King
Windjammer
Would-Be
Gentlemen
Wreck of Mary
Deare
Unobjectionable for Adults, Adolescents
Angry Red Planet
Atomic Submarine
Arson for Hire
Babette Goes to
War
Bat
Battle of Sexes
Because They’re
Young
Bellboy
Bella Are Ringing
Born to Be
Brain Eaters
Brides of Dracula
But Not for Me
Crazy for Love
Curse of Undead
Devil's Disciple
Enchanted Island
Face of
a Fugitive
Flying Fontaines
4-D Man
Gazebo
Ghost of Dragstrip
Hollow
Giant of Marathon
Grand Illusion
Gunfight at
Dodge City
Hannibal
Hell Bent for
Leather
Here Come Jets
Hole in the Head
House of 7 Hawks
Ice Palace
Kings Go Forth
Last Train From
Gun Hill
Legend of Tom
Dooley
Man in the Net
Man Who Died
Twice
Mating Time
Mountain Road
Pay or Die
Pier 3 Havana
Please Don't Eat
the Daisies
Prisoner of Volga
Nun's Story
Porgy and Bess
Return of Fly
Roof
Samson A Delilah
Say One for Me
Scent of M* *»•
Sergeant Rutledge
Solid Gold
Cadillac
Song Without End
Surrender Hell
Tarzan. the
Magnificent
10 Seconds to Hell
Thunder in Sun
Time Machine
Tlngler
Unforgiven
Verboten
Virtuous Bigamist
Visit to Small
Planet
Wake Me When
It's Over
Walk Like Dragon
Warlock
Wild and the
Innocent
Woman Eater
Woman Obaeaaed
World. Flesh and
the Devil
Morally Unobjectionable for Adults
All the Fine
Young Cannibal*
Angry Hill*
Ask Any Girl
Back to Wall
Best of Everything
Big Operator
Black Orpheua
Blue Denim
Career
Cash McCall
Count Your
Blessings
Cranes Are Flying
Crimson Kimono
Day of Outlaw
Don't Give Up
Ship ,
4 Fast Guns
400 Blows
Heller in Pink
Tights '
Home From Hill
House of Intrigue
Hypnotic Eye
Dciru
I Passed for
White
Idiot
I'm All night.
Jack
In Love and War
Jayhawkers
Look Back In
Anger
Magician
Man Who Could
Cheat Death
Man Who Under-
stood Women
Mirror Ha* 2 Facet
Murder, Inc.
Music Box Kid
No Name on the
Bullet
North by North-
west
Odds Against
Tomorrow
Of Life and Ixive
On the Beach
Once More
With Feeling
Our Man In Havana
Operation Petticoat
Pillow Talk
Portrait in Black
Purple Gang
Rachel Cade
Rebel Set
Sapphire
Seven Thieves
Sound A Fury
South Pacific
Story on Page 1
Tiger Bay
That Kind of
Woman
They Came to
Cordura
Third Voice
This Earth la Mine
Touch of Larceny
Virgin Island
Wild Strawberrlea
Wind Cannot Read
Wonderful County
Yesterday's Enemy
Young Phila-
delphians
Morally Objectionable in Part for Everyone
Alaska Passage
And Quiet Flows
the Don
Beat Generation
Beloved Infidel
Bif Heat
Blue Angel
Bluebeard's 10
Honeymoons'
Bramble Bush
Born Reckless
Bucket o! Blood
Can Can
Circus of Horrors
Crack In Mirror
Cry Tough
Daddy-O
Don't Go Near
Water
Elmer Gantry
Female & Flesh
5 Branded Women
3 Gates to Hell
Forbidden Fruit
From the Terrace
Gene Krupa Story
Girl In Bikini
Girls Town
Greatest Show
On Earth
Guns. Girls and
Gangsters
H-Man
Happy Annlver*
sary
Head of Tyrant
Hercules Unchained
Hiroshima.
Mon Amour
Inside the Mafia
It Started With a
Kiss
Jack the Ripper
Last Mile
La Strada
Leech Woman
LIT Abner
Missile to the
Moon
Never So Few
Of Love St Lust
Platinum High
School
Pretty Boy Floyd
Psycho
Pusher
Rat Race
Rebel Breed
Riot In Juvenile
Prison
Rise A Fall of
Legs Diamond
Rookie
Room at the Top
Room 43
Rosemary
Sign of Gladiator
Solomon A Sheba
Some Like It Hot
Sons A Lovers
Strangers When
We Meet
Stranglers of
Bombay
Subway in the Sky
Summer Place
Tall Story
Too Soon to Love
Virgin Sacrifice
Who Was That
Lady?
Wild River
Young Captives
Young Jesse James
Separate Classification
k' .
L
V Summ,r - Tht * Pictur* u Judged to be morel In theme endtreatment, but because its subject matter Involves perversion, it is intended
serious and mature audience. Both distributor and theater owner
are urged to manifest social and moral responsibility to the Impressionable
and immature in the exhibition of this film. The Production Code, in giving its
seal to the film and thereby Indicating its approval of it for general patronage,violates a particular application of its general principles, namely that "sex
perversion or any inference of it Is forbidden."
Condemned
Ecstasy
Expresso Bongo
Flesh Is Weak
Garden of Eden
Heroes A Sinners
La Ronde
Lady Chatterley's
Lover
Llane. Jungle
Love Is My
Profession
Lovers
Mating Urge
Night Heaven Fell
Oscar Wilde
Paris Nights
Private Lives of
Adam ana E'. e
Private Property
"hird Sex
Savage Eye
Trials of
Oscar Wilde
Slaves in Bondage
Television
SUNDAY, AUG. 14
8:30 a.m. (4> — 'Let's Talk About
God."
11:30 a.m. (11) — Chrlatophera
"Power of Wrttlnk," Dean Jasier.
1:30 p.m. «4> — Catholic Hour.
SATURDAY, AUG. 30
7 p.m. (13) — Bishop Sheen
Radio
SUNDAY, A03. H
6:13 a.m WNEW—Sacred Haart
7 a m. WNEW - Hour of Crucified
7:15 a.m WECA—Hour of St. Francis
7:30 a m WHOM—Sacred Heart Hour
7:30 a m WOR - Marian Theater
11:30 a.m. WABC — Christiana’ In
Action. "Cities In Crisis". Dennis
Clark.
2:30 p m. WRCA — Catholic
Hour.
"Position of Catholics In America."
Philip Scharper.
8 30 p.m. VVVNJ - Uvtn* Rosary.
Rev. Louis J. Konzelmann.
MONDAY, AUG. IS
5:45
p.m. WSOU (FM>—Sacred Heart.
10:03 p.m. WSOU (FM) — Rosary.
TUESDAY, AUG. 11
5.45 p m WSOU <FM>—Sacred Heart
10:05 p m. WSOU (FM) — Rosary.
WEDNESDAY, AUO. 17
3:30 p.m. WBNX - St Stephen's
Church. Novena
3 43 p.m. WSOl/ (FM) — St. Anne
De Re#uprc.
10:03 p.m WSOU (FM) — Rosary.
THURSDAY, AUO. II
5:43 p.m WSOU (FM)—Sacred Heart
030 p.m. WSOU (FM) - Ave Marla.
10 03 p m. WSOU (FM) - Rosary.
FRIDAY, AUG. It
3 30 p.m. WBNX - Perpetual Help
Novena.
5:43 p m WSOU (FM>—Sacred Heart
0:30 p m. WSOU (FM) - Hour of
Crucified. "The Christian Mind."
Rev Julian Connor. C.P.
10 03 p m WSOU (FM) - Rosary.
SATURDAY, ANG. 20
I p.m. WSOU (FM) — Sacred Heart
1:15 p.m. WSOU (FM) - Hour of St
Tranpls
7 03 p.m WOR — Family Theater
Films on TV
Following la a list of films on TV
Aug. 13-19. There may be changes in
some due to cuts for TV use.
but gen-
erally the original Legion of Decency
ratings may be accepted as correct.
FOR THE FAMILY
Adventuro
In Baltimore
Date with Judy
Drums Alonk
Mohawk
Enchanted Forest
Girl Crazy
Her Husband's
Affairs
Homo Sweet
Homicide
House on 02nd St.
Invisible Man's
Return
Last of Itedmen
My Lucky Stars
Old Hutch
Prime Minister
Sky Murder
Small Town Deb
Story of Vernon &
Irene Caalle
Sweethearts
Thin Ice
3 Blind Mice
While N. Y. Sleeps
Wife of
Monte Crlalo
FOR ADULTS, ADOLESCENTS
Arnclo Affair
Bataan
Beachhead
Behind Green
Lights
Bell for Artano
Between 2 Women
Big Town Girl
Blackwell's island
Blood on Moon
Bullfighter A Lady
Calcutta
Calling Dr. Death
Cast' of Velvet Claws
Cat Creeps
Centennial
Summer
Confession
Corpse Came
COD.
Cry. Beloved
Country
Cuban Fireball
Desire
Every Girl Should
Bo Married
Falcon Takes Over
Footlight Serenade
Foxes of Harrow
Girl in 313
Gold Rush Maisie
Golden Boy
Homicide
llow Green Was
My Valley
Jam Session
Johnny Angel
Lady Luck
Lady Searface
Man-Made Monster
Married Bachelor
Mike Shavne.
a Private Detective
Murder Man
Nlnotchka
Only Angela Have
Wings
over My Doad Body
Pacific Liner
Petticoat Larceny
Race Street
Shanghai Slory
Spanish Main
Street With
No Name
This Gun for Hire
Wing A a Prayer
W oman's Devotion
OBJECTIONABLE
And roc le* A Lion
Blue Gardenia
Captive Wild
Woman
Doll Face
Girl in Every Port
He Stayed for
Breakfast
Is This Our Lift •
Lunching Anne
Mad Ghoul
Man in Grey
Ministry of Fear
Notorious
Gentlemen
Outcasts of
Poker Plata
Something to
Shout About
Too Youn*
to Know
Vendetta
Book Review
A Catholic on Foreign Policy
(From "Best Sellers", Uni-
versity of Scranton)
AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY:
REALISTS AND IDEALISTS: A
CATHOLIC INTERPRETATION.
By Dorothy Jane Van Hoogs-
strate. Herder. $6.25 (Adults only
because of advanced content and
style.)
This is a surprising as well as
an unexpected book. It is sur-
prising because Sister Dorothy
has done something which no
other current commentator on
foreign affairs has had the cour
age or ambition to undertake:
write an objective evaluation of
the leading American analysts of
U.S. international policy.
The study has been ably pre-
pared within a definite scheme
allowing for expression of the
sane and traditional ‘ Christian
natural law view of the political
society in which we live, and tco
often die, it seems, as a result
of mangled principles.
Sister Dorothy and Herder both
deserve sincere thanks for com-
pletion of this project. Many a
confused graduate student of po-
litical science, and perhaps many
more harried diplomatists, will
find quick comfort and wise in
sights from careful reading of
the book in whole or in part.
This is not to suggest that this
book eliminates the need for
knowing the commentators
through first-hand knowledge of
their works. The author has not
written a “pony” suitable for
end-of-course exams. In fact, if
one wishes to be a carping critic,
it is easily arguable that Sister
Dorothy undercut herself by not
discussing more fully the men
involved. For example, having
worked with George Kennan, Qne
can see much more intimately
the fullness of his real-politik,
conditioned by two decades of
life in and study of the: USSR
and its harshness. Or, in class-
ing Frederick L. Schuman as a
pragmatic realist, which in po-
litical theory he is, no account
is taken of his serious and past
involvement with international
communist fronts and Soviet for-
eign policy of which the most
charitable thing one can suggest
is his idealism, not his realism,
forced this myopia.
Not so strangely, however, the
author seems more comfortable
with the Idealists among whom
the reader may be surprised to
find Walter Lippmann, the apos-
tle of established power. Among
the other “realists” briefly ex-
amined are Dexter Perkins, Vera
Dean, the life-long liberal, Burt
Marshall, the top professional
diplomatist represented, lawyer
Philip Jessup, teacher Louis
Halle, philosopher F. S. C. North-
rop and ardent social apostles
Harry Flannery and Thomas
Murray.
One marvels at the industrious-
ness of these "visionaries,” as
they zealously work in ths mar-
let place of foreign affairs to
bring their hopei to fruition. The
lists of idealists is, to say the
least, considerably more active
than that of their “realistic” col-
leagues. Perhaps the missionary
spirit of hope is still not dead in
our sophisticated world.
In the makeup of the text ap-
proximately half of it is devoted
to an examination of Christian
Catholic principles concerning
man and state. This includes, it
must be added, an excellent bib-
liography. Sister Dorothy Jane
is here at her most useful level,
for having accurately portrayed
the basic problem of foreign af-
fairs as being dependent on one’s
concept of the nature of man and
the purpose of the state, she sets
forth, clearly and succinctly tho
traditional Church view on the
political order of society as re-
flected in natural law, its Thom-
ist interpretations, and Papal
pronouncements. 1
What develops is an excellent
summary of modern political
thought from Bellarmine to Mari-
tain and John Courtney Murray.
The last section of the boo)c
represents a truly rewarding and
honest attempt to provide prac-
tical solutions, based on Church
thought, to the myriad of reel
problems encompassing us: co-
lonialism, foreign aid, socialism,
the morality of war, the efficacy
of intervention, and the reality of
peace.
New Catholic
Book Releases
Following is a list of new Catholic
books compiled by the Catholic Uni-
versity of America library.
Llturey end Christian Life, by Raphael
Clynes. General introduction. (St.
Anthony Guild. *4).
Saints for Scouts, by Robert F. Flahive.
Thirteen adventure stories exemplify-
ing scout law and motto. (Bruce.
$2.75).
The Solesmes Method, by Joseph Ga-
Jard. Fundamental principles and
practical rules of interpretation.
(Liturgical Press. 82.25).
It. Philip Nerl, by Marcel Jouhandeau.
Popular life translated from the
French. Harper. $2.75).
Catholic Viewpoint on Church and
State, by Jerome G. Kerwin. Dis-
cussion of principles in history with
emphasis on the American scene.
(Hanover House. $3.50).
Current Plays in Brief
By Jean Thellusson Nourse, Ph.D .
The III) Man— Fast paced, adroit
political aatire. whole Prealdentlal
choice la a high-minded liberal intellec-
tual of no religion and pretty flexible
domeatlc morala.
Bye Bye Birdie Clever, brlak. light-
hearted musical take-off on teenager
rock n’ roll fada.
Camlno Beal Muddled symbolic
play, often quite auggeaUve. conveying
Tenneaaee WUllama’ moat nllhtmariah
viewa on life.
Flerellel Brisk, sparkling musical
humorously charting the political rise
of an explosive young FloreUo LaGuardla.
Five-Finger Exercise Absorbing
British drama In which a young German
tutor vainly plays peacemaker In a
contentious English household.
Oypsy The sorry spectacle of first-
rate stale Ulent wasted on the neglig-
ible memoirs of a burlesque queen.
Some highly suggestive numbers are In-
cluded.
La Plume de Ms ‘rente • Fast mov-
ing French revue with a high propor-
tion of risque, auggeaUve numbers.
Miracle Worker Tense, movingdrama as mettlesome Annie Sullivan
tames a small but ferocious Helen Kel-
ler as she teaches her the wonders of
words.
The Music Man- Fresh. exhilaraUng
musical romance of 1912 lowa set
to a snappy Sou as march beat. Fine for
the family
My Fair Lady Brilliant melodic
adaptaUon of Shaw’s comedy about the
Cockney flower-girl transformed by the
proud professor of speech. Some low,
broad bumor in scenes featuring bar
raffish father.
. Oh. Ksvl Some good old Gershwin
hits bolster up a daffy 1927 yarn about
belles, bootleggers and a playboy biga-
mist.
Ones Upon a Mattress Merry musi-
cal frolic built around the fairy tala of
the princess and the pee. More elapetlck
than sophisUcaUon.
The Prodigal ProvocaUve new
treatment of the Agamemnon tragedy
reflecting the prevailing pessimism of
today’s playwrights.
A Raisin In the tun Caustic, vital
problem drama of an aspiring Negro
family In present-day Chicago.
The Sound of Music Enchanting
song-feat with winsome Mary Martin as
the lively convent girl who launched
the Trapp children’s choral career.
Family entertainment.
Taka Me Along—Melodic O'Neill mu-
sical. setting the small town love prob-
lems of convivial Uncle Sid (Jackie
Gleason) and his bookish teenaged
nephew. One dubious dance, but gen-
erally agreeable.
The Tenth Man— Pleasant romantic
parable In synagogue setting enlivened
with wry Jewish humor. Opposing to-
day's skepUdam. sentimentally lauds all
faiths, regardless of bails for belief.
A Thurber Cernlval Ughtly sar-
donic revue culled from the humorist’s
wryly sophisticated sketches. Except
for occasional profanity, good adult
entertainment.
Toys In the Attic Caustic study of
a weak, amiable Southerner, wrecked
by selfish, meddling womenfolk. Some
nw lines and generally emteel out-
look. .
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The CLASSIFIED MARKET PLACE
Deadline for Clcmified Ad» Monday 12 Noon Call MArket 4-0700
HELP WANTED FEMALE
»u or xroona worn, nondo n. B. urid.,
18-39 rn. Write Box 4*4 A. £. Orange.
N. J. State iff. iddreu and phone or Call
OR 4-1442
CLERK - S*ENO - 21 TO SO FO R
CATHOLIC ORGANIZATION. PATERSON.
POSITION WANTED FEMALE
ORGANIST aad CHOIR DIRECTOR,
dent of Bergenfleld, deatrea ateady
20 yean experience In Brooklyn
DU 4-5871
Lay highachool teacher deatrea position In
Newark Archdlocooe high achooL Ena-
ltah. math., buatncea. Write the Box 63,
Advocate 11 Clinton SC. Newark 2. N. J.
POSITION WANTED MALE
MUSIC DIRECTOR, franunar or hlfh
achool. baa ooe aeaaion open. Wide ex-
perience ia Greofrian Chant and Modem
Moaic aad Theory Glee Clob Ope re t-
taa, Boy'a choir and Dtoceaaa reqdlre-
menta. For information
The Advocate
21 CUatoa St.
Newark 2, N. J.
write Box 42
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
HEIGHTS RADIO - TV SERVICE
Ave.. Jersey City 7. N. J.fan. STEREO,
TAPE RECORD.
AND AUTOMATIC
SERVICE.
FREE
• MO. SERVICE ON ANY NEW
MOTOROLA TV
PURCHASED FROM US.
E. B. NOWICKI PROP.
CALL SW HM
AUTO SERVICE A REPAIRS
G.M. Transmission Service
Plymouth, Ford. Chevrolet, Bulck. Olde-
mobllo. CadilUc. any mike auto; we will
install a rebuilt traoimlialou. suarantead
• monthi; 1 price quoted, no upe; E-Z
terme. 1-day service. 331 Halsey at
Newark. For prices call MI 3-3834.
INSURANCE AGENTS
The Monsanto Agency
WiUr St. N«wton DU 3-lftM
PILLOWS . QUILTS
tb*
M B’wajr
PILLOWS - QUILTS
I RfnOTllcd, ruigwi
eatheri and. Down by
PENNER BROS
riianJ? -iS"***- "**»
rx earn
PLUMBING A HEATING
Michael T. Baudermann, Inc.
RELIGIOUS GOODS
BQBRSUI ZREnr
NURSING HOMES
ABBEY NURSING HOME
COMPUTE SERVICE
Asad Convalescent. Chronically 0
86 Van New Place
Bl 3-0303
Newark. N. J.
UPHOLSTERY-SUP COVERS
KITCHEN CHAIRS
EXPERTLY RECOVERED S3 83 and UP
DISCOUNT CITY
w N - '■
Opa» » aja. It pjn. Closed Son.
CASHING MACH. SERVICE
ALL MAKES
* mir
CALL OLdlUld 3-5031
SUMMER HOMES TO-LET
SEASIDE PARK
3 WEEKS LEFT $195.
AUa. U THRU LABOR DAY
-ooahU Mia. 1 wka Woodertully
spacious bunsalow, inside ahower. an
K»» ISO yards (ram beach, near church
ud stores bleers eljhl has two lar«
bedrooms. Una llvln* room and kitchen
TV ante-ins Installed - Brins your owi
set or rent—M per week, tt ltu, Are.
HE 0-0361 or MA 4-0533.
MATTtTUCK LI. cotlases $43 weekly-up
it
REALTORS
UNION COUNTY
anKtlMrt la your protection. Ul atmu M ba*# ao many ovbai bap
WT bam# amm la Oak* County and Iba
nryMMM nil • •
Buy or BoD Coll oo
JOHN P. McMAHON
UM Morrla »w„ Union MU IJU4
Open Evaa 4 Weeaenda
LAKE HIAWATHA
REALTORS
NUTLEY
BUY NOW—SELL OR TRADE
INVESTIGATE OUR TRADE-IN PLAN
We will list
your house for sale, or
consider buytn* It If you purchase an-
other house throuih our office. Let
i;dHoOUd.^Ucr ..l'^iT,lS.U WE
STANLEY JOHNSON
is Hlfh Street NOrth 7-8000.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BELMAR
Jr22.TI 2LEPI £,!: OF L Front and rear
apartments Good' 1 ‘•r- -nusw. vrwu
~ 15th Aye., near beach. Bar-
■°n^«ne: No reasonable offer
refused. Seen by appointment. Murphy.
BERGEN COUNTY
BERGEN COUNTY
selection*of F homSN thru
SMJTH & MOONEY
... .. _
Realtors
Ui Kind-kmTc Rd.. Montv.lt. N.
PArk Rtdffo S-2400
DENVILLE
GRIFFITH-PRIDEAUX, INC.
.. .
REALTORS - INSURERS S
M Indian Rd.. Dcnvlllt. N. J.
OAkwood 7-4300
’Sanrlns tha Hob o< Morrlj County-
FAYSON LAKES
FAYSON LAKES
Year-Round Vacation Living
. ~
COMMUNITY
1 ***** - 900 K ELEVATION
Supervised swimming
Brick »nd (rune 3 bedroom Ranch, to b«
«onroct«d on ona of our few remainingUkefront Properties. Large living room
**£ paneled fireplace wall, 1-1/2 tiled
baUis. Colonial kitchen with built-in oven
* ad range- •
r«»n dining room. All on one
noor. Hot water baseboard beat. Lower
*>• finished to provide ad-ditional bedrooms or recreation area.
COM
ThU U a custom designed home.
*• Havo the plans at our office.
FAYSON LAKE
COMMUNITY, INC.
Boonloo Ave.. at Fajrson Lake Rd.
Klnnelon Morris Coontr. N. J.
TErmlnal S-tStl
HANOVER
Valuable fcl. is property 100x200 wttl
Im? hrt»» used tor business
IU. 10 Whtppany TU 7-5070
MARY A. BERNHARDT
B« W. 10 Whlppany TO 7-5070
ISEUN
IN ST. CECILIA'S PARISH . . .
"THERE'S NO PLACE
UKK HOME
WHEN IT'S YOURS."
And It Can Ba Yours Call
GENE A. TOMASSO Agency
1555 OAK TREE RD. ISEUN U 8-7500
LAFAYETTE
SUSSEX • CIV.—B room homo. AY,
•fro*- * baths, fireplace, 5 car sarase.
Mrebss and rocksardena. (rand loca-
Uon. Price 819.500. FARM h HOME
P^WsSmo^mm. 51 - N,wton - "■ J -
MAHWAH
Joyce KIW eectlon o< Craamer.
_
P*rX |"tt* l * bedroom*. 1-1/2 bathe, recreation
room, latudn room, many extra*. Almoat
* cr » <u »y landacaped. 1 Car (araie.
Price 177300.
THE DATOR AGENCY
• E. Ramapo Aee.. Mahwah. N. J.
l.A(ayette 9-3000
HONS HEAD LAKE
BRICK RANCH
1 yenr young. 3 bedrooms. oak floors, hot
w»Ur heat, oversize garage and full base*
mvnt. Convelent to schools and transport-
ation. 919.500.
JOHN WEISS & CO., Realtors
1270 Paterson Hamburg Tpk.
Wayne. N. J
Open to 7/30 Sun 1 to 5 OX 4-3300
MORRIS COUNTY
Four Twin Size Bedroomi
Ranch Design on Two Acres
in beautiful Rockaway Valley. Quality
comtructlpn. four yean old and In excel-
lent condition. Center - hall, living room
with ralaed fireplace, recreation room
17*14 with fireplace. 1 batha. powder
ram. large breereway. well planned
kitchen with large eating area. Ground*
are mdet altracllte with a brook that ran
be converted for awimmlng. Taxes are
only $O6. The Trice la $39,900 firm.
Many other listings throughout Morris
County with complete details and photoi.
Every price range.
Sanders & Brackin, Realtors
LAKE HIAWATHA
Don't Delay! Stop And See Today!
NEW MODEL SPLIT-$15,500
$l,BOO DOWN - FHA MORTGAGE
Saltrman on premleei from 1 to 8 I*. U. Sit A Sun
THREE LARGE BEDROOMS
Urn Living Room. Modem Kttehen with Youngetown
Ciblneti md Built-In Oven and Range, Built-In Garage
MANY EXTRAS! MUST BE SEEN TO APPRECIATE:
Come to It Huron ave, by way o 1 Rt. 48 to No. Brunswick rd.. right to
Lake Shore dr., 10 blocka to Huron ave.
MICHAEL DE CROCE, Broker
T3» LITTLETON RD. PARSIPPANY, N. J.
TU 7-4611
MORRIS COUNTY
C ,
C
.
H ,A NCE OF A LIFETIME
Stvera! fully Improved acre plots. covered
with white birch, oaks. etc.. In dc-
iirable PIN OAK ACRES adjoining pa-
rochlal achool. You are fully protected
aa all homea muat be at least 1.200 sq.
ft. From $3,500.
EXCLUSIVE AGENT
JAMES R. SUMMERS. Realtor.
» R way Denvllle, OA 7-0100
Lakefront With Income
Beautiful view from large llvinjc roomw/fireplace and dining area (37xlS) over-looking lake; 4 bedrooms. 2-1/2 tile baths,
large screened porch, patios, 2 car gar-
°lJ hoat plus completely re-
conditioned cottage. s*o monthly income.
Unusual opportunity, must be teen to be
Offered at $33,000 excluslve-
KLINTRUP, INC., Realtors
ISO Boulevard toff Rt. 46) DE 4-0400
MOUNTAIN LAKES
RITA B. MURPHY
Main St. Boonton.
DE 4-1788
NEWARK
St. Rose of Lime Perieh. North 9th St..
rooms. 7 rooms for owner. Ideal lor
large family, income from 3 rooms 2 car
garage. Call owner weekdays after 8 P.M..
Sat and Sun. all day. HU 2-6544
RED BANK
~
*12.800 Cepe Cod. 7
XJJ* °W. finlahed basement and exp. attic,
LVf? Srhr * w *y- May *«*ume 4 per
RIDGEWOOD
AND VICINITY
WE CODDLE OUT-OF-TOWNERS
„
OVER 500 MULTIPLE LISTINGS
REAL ESTATE GI 5-9000
158 Franklin Ave.. Rldsewood
OPEN 7 DAYS AND_EVENINGS
■ AND VICINTY
COMPLETE MULTIPLE LISTINGS
GILSENAN & COMPANY
3M E. Ridgewood Ave., GI 5-1600
Open 11 A. M. to duik
SPARTA
F.H.A. $2,500 DOWN
,*109.0 PER MONTH
3 B. R. Colonial Ranrh
D - R-.Wlchon loaded with cab--11 ~ n ovtn ' brcakfantroom. Stone fireplace In rec. bn.se-
ment, attached oversize garage.
GOING TO BUILD
US""** *<»» visit Sussex ctys. exclu-
lake community. FOX
* ARJdS. located in sparta op-posite Our Lady of the Lake school and
•5ttsiju Jo*t starting a delux quall-tysplU ranch with an old fashioned rearPdreh. 2 car garage on a 3/4 acre lotwith city water.
See the plans at office of
E. G. ANDERSON
Srrvliu Lake Mohawk Sparta Area
Rl. la Center of Sparta PA 9-6181
Dry cleaning and laundry buuinesa plus
novelty store *15,000 Including stock.
Excellent location.
EMMA B. LA POINTE
Route 15 Sparta. N J.
Open Dally and Sunday
PArkway 9-5730
WESTWOOD
REMEMBER MARY'S GARDEN? It Is
for sale. Need smaller home for family
larger garden for Mary. 11 year old cus-
-13” bttl *t
, Jjow®.
2 blocks to parochialschool. Ist floor 3 bedrooms, bath, living
room, family room, laundry, over sized
kitchen w/att greenhouse 2nd floor sleep-
ing balcony plus master bdrm. comb alum
storm and screens. Venetian blind full
basement. Steam oil heat. Landscaped.
Jot 100x119. Cyclone fence, garage
20x20. car port 12-20. principals only.
Asking 122.000. NO 4-2D17.
FARMS - HOMES
- ESTATES
JAMES V DUFFY Agency
M»ln St. Cheater, N. J. TR-9-S2OO
Evening! MUrray 9-12110
REAL ESTATE WANTED
MORRIS COUNTY' AND VICINITY".
LAROK FARM HOUSE. FEW ACRES.
AROUND 59,000. GI .10290.
APARTMENTS TO LET
EAST ORANGE
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
A PRESTIGE LOCATION
COMBINING SUBURBAN CHARM
AND CITY CONVENIENCES
...
COMPLETELY AIR-CONDITIONED
All-electric kitchen with colored built-
in oven, counter-top range. 11 cu. ft.
refrigerator with top freezer, dish-
washer all in color. Doorman service.
_ I» PER CENT FREE PARKING
i 599 MS ‘ONE BEDROOM) $lB3
3 ROOMS (two bdms. 2 baths) $249
ALSO PROFESSIONAL
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
APPLICATIONS BEING ACCEPTED
AT RENTAL OFFICE
Open 11 to 7 including Sundays
44 SOUTH MUNN AVE.
EAST ORANGE. NEW JERSEY
OR.ngc- 4-7244
See Our Furnished Model. Apt.
DIRECTIONS FROM NEWARK
BY CAR: Straight out Centra! Ave. to
Munn; turn right on Munn Ave. half
block
BY BUSt Take No. 21 io Munn Ave.,
walk ftnuth 1-1/2 blocks to property or
take No 24 or No 44 bus In Central and
Munn Avea., walk half block north to
property,
ELIZABETH Modern Elevator Apt*.
Pierce Manor
4 Rms. (1 bedrm.) from $123
5 Rmi. (2 bedrms.) from $139
6 Rms. (3 bedrms, 2 baths)
from $169
Ona block to Immaculate Conception
Church & school.
Open dally V to 5 P.M.
Tuesday and Friday until 8 P.M.
Sunday I*s PM
Presidential Mangement. EL 4-0485.
LODI - 168 W. Minster PL 4 rooms
and bath. comb, gus stove. 865 per month
available for Sept. 1. PRescott 9-9769
Two Iloom», and bath, heat, hot water,
gas and elec, supplied. 45 per month,
17 E. Sylvan Ave., Newark. N. J.
HU 4-6688
I 900 WOODED ACRES[ •' •
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Here it i one* In a lilalima oppor-
tunity lor you to own your own Ilka
tilt home FOR NO MORE THAN THE
COST OF AN AVERAGE 2-WEEK
VACATION! And Lako Panorama al-
tars you tp much more...cool, crystal
clear Lake Panorama, high in tha
healthful Sussex Mountains... ovary
summer recreational pleasure...
pleasant spring and autumn trips...
everything It hara lor the entire fam-
ily to enjoy. So why spend your vaca-
tions away... Invost them at Lake
Panorama!
DRIVE OUT TODAY
1200 FT. ABOVE SEA LEVa- PRIVATE BATHING
BEACH 'SWIMMING• BOATING-FISHING'HUNTING*
EVERY LOT ON, OR NEAR THE WATER - MAGNIFI-
CENT 25-MILEVIEWFROMTHE BEACH • AND MORE!
w
DIRECTIONS: Toko Rt 46 to Mt View circle.
Turn right and follow Rt. 23 north put Ham-
burg to Rt 563. Turn right on Rt 563 to Lako
Panorama.
BEAUTIFUL VERM TOWMSHIP, SUSSEX COUMTY, MEW JERSEY
iAM«m
MT. Vtiw
|OVl« cucit
*BB
I-,..
'•“lit
jttitrc
MANY MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM
Dalivarad in any ataga ol complation;
complataly finished- shall, or In between.
Pricad From $2995 last lot
am
Phono: VAndyko 7-3522
Silver Bay Point Plans
Celebration at Clubhouse
SILVERTON (PFS)—A gigan-
tic open house will mark the
grand opening of Silver Bay
Point’s new clubhouse here this
coming Sunday morning (Aug.
14). Stephan Leone, secretary ot
Silver Bay Point Homes, said
yesterday the public is invited to
attend the day-long festivities
starting at 10 a.m.
Silver Bay Point Homes will
provide food and soft drinks. The
full-time life guard will be on
duty to protect those desiring to
use the beach, and a special boat
has been chartered to lake guests
cruising on beautiful Barnegat
Bay.
The new program will be in
charge of the Silver Bay Point
Property Owners Association
with president Dr. Victor Huber
man of Short Hills directing the
activities.
Leone said there will be beach
games for the children on Silver
Bay Point’s gleaming white
sandy beach which is more than
300 feet long and 200 feet deep.
Bargeque refreshments will be
available from 12 noon until l
p.m. to serve guests whatever
and whenever they want to eat.
he added.
The new Silver Bay Point Club-
house, completed earlier this
week, will be the focal point of
activities. This 40 by 50-foot
structure will be the center of ac-
tivity for Silver Bay Point’s sum-
mer and year-around residents. It
provides shower and locker facil-
ities for bathers and refreshments
are served on a 50-foot-wide patio
facing the bay.
“There is nothing to pay for,
nothing to be done except that
those desiring a full-day’s outing
of fun and entertainment bring
themselves and their families to
Silver Bay Point,” Leone said.
"We are proud of the progress
that has been made in developing
this planned lagoon community
and we want to show it off. This
is an open invitation for everyone
who wants to come.”
Silver Bay Point may be reach-
<u by taking the Garden Stale
1 arkway south to Exit 91, then
continue south on Route 549,
along Hooper Ave., a continua-
tion of 549, to Polhemus Road.
Silverton, then left at the Silver
Bay Point sign, on Polhemus
Road to its dead end at Silver
Bay Point, following the signs to
the office and clubhouse.
Hillcrest
Sales at 14
NORTHVALE (PFS)-Fourteen
homes have been sold at the new-
ly-opened Hillcrest community
here where acreage is now being
cleared and graded for initial
construction starts.
The 77-house tract on Over-
brook Rd. north of Clinton Ave.
and west of Tappan Rd. is being
developed by L. & G. Builders of
Englewood, who offer split-level
and two-story homes priced from
$19,990. Eugene F. DiPaola of
Northvale is the sales agent.
Asa result of initial sales ac-
tivity, the builder plans imme-
diate construction starts for Fall
delivery dates. Utilities are in
and the area is being staked out.
The homes will be built on wood-
ed, fully-landscaped plots 100 by
150 feet and larger.
Featured are three models
the Continental two-story, the
Fleetwood front-to-back split-level
and the Imperial side-to-side
split.
The furnished Colonial 2-story
Continental model has an exter
ior of barn shakes and features a
covered porch entry and a railed
stoop leading into a true center
hall with guest closet. Off the
center hall is a powder room,
mahogany-paneled den, living
room with picture Window, din-
ing room with picture window
and door leading out to the yard,
kitchen-dinette, an - adjoining
laundry room with sliding-door
closet and door leading out to the
yard, and an attached garage
The garage has a direct entry in-
to the laundry area.
Pork Ridge
Homes Set
PARK RIDGE (PFS)—A for-
mer resort on land once owned
by a New Vork district attorney
has been laken for a housing de-
velopment in Park Ridge. The
19 1/2-acre tract on Park Ave.
north of Prospect Ave. was for-
merly owned by Edward Swann,
district attorney in New York
from 1916 to 1922.
The builders, Roje Estates,
Inc., purchased the land from
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Strum, who
operated a summer colony on the
property for 30 years. Forty-three
homes are planned for the tract.
Mr» Swann, who died in 1945.
also was a judge and a member
of the New York Legislature. He
was a large property owner and
had a $75,000 mansion in Rock-
land County, N. Y.
Roje Estates, headed by Har-
old Walsky and Leonard Barschi,
will erect ranch, split-level and
colonial homes on the heavily
wooded tract. The builders are
now accepting advance orders
from plans and sketches while
models are being erected, with
the homes scheduled to be avail-
able in the $25,000 price class.
Called Woodside, the colony of
43 homes will feature plot sizes
of 100 by 100 feet or larger, with
many plots 100 by 150 feet. The
builders will install all utilities,
including paved roads, curbs and
sidewalks.
Walsky has had wide exper-
ience in building. He recently
crmpleted Clifftop Forest in
Hillsdale. Among the colonies he
has been affiliated with are
Beechwood Acres and Oradell
and Orchard Hills in Paramus.
LAKE SCENE: Lake Success, new summer community atop
the Blue Mountain Range above Stillwater in Sussex
County, shows typical scenes like this around its 60-acre
lake. Featured at the 1,200-acre site, situated 1,600 feet
above sea level, are homesites for $99-50 down payment.
Improvements at Middlewood
OLD BRIDGE (PFS) Im-
provements arc now being com
plcted in the third section of the
Middlewood-at Old Bridge com-
munity on Bentley Ave. off Route
18 where sales will be initiated
later this month.
Hedy Heights Construction Cos.
of 'Clifton, the developer, is cur-
rently closing sales, in the sec-
ond section of the 194-house tract.
Forty-seven of the homes have
been sold.
The builder, too, is completing
deliveries in the tract’s first and
second sections. Capo Cod, ranch
and split-level homes priced from
$14,990 to $16,990 are offered on
fully-landscaped plots 65 by 100
feet and larger in an area which
has all improvements.
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AT THe Je «SEY SMo *e*s lagoon paradise
BARNEGAT B/tf
m>LU *WTM of rOfHT PUMMIT
Qsaltwater pools
YOUR BOAT
IN YOUR BACKYARD
■ !V®T*ONIi Cardan Sfata
2* Fait tl, continua
to J/lil .*!’**d T* nd ,oll »* >lam
.
T »»rn; (urn laft,*°''° w Faint Raad te Car.
th°p?, N°Jb#rnV * ,r,cl< T,wn -
'
PRIVATE SANDY BEACH
YACHT CLUB
CHOICE LAGOON
BUILDING LOTS
*lBOO
• BOATING
• SWIMMING
• CRABBING
• MARINE BASIN
• FISHING
• See Model Home*
Own Dally I* A-M. til Darn
Telephone
TWinbrook 2-5100
have you seen ...
Forest Lakes
Route 206 Andove
r,
N. J.
y * .
Unspoiled Natural Beauty
Here amidst the scenic'splendor of lovely lakes, Hem-
lock frees and verdant woodlands is the ideal year
round retreat. At Forest Lakes you enjoy unspoiled
natural beauty in quietprivacy plus modern conveni-
ences including paved roads, water mains, sandy
beaches, boardwalk, easy accessibility to town.
1/4 Acre Lots low as $1195
only 10% down
CLASSIC
RANCH
HOME
PER
MONTH
THE AVALON *u*M , pr | «td but duality-con-
w , Jjru Vtf • ' bu * wl,h tv.tom CRT*
I”* erect .the
full Route . . . put In a compiataulld th. ontlro oxtarlor from foundation will
r..f and Interior .tuddlno. All YOU d* Uflnl.hthe"ntJrtor !
v.ur ta.ta with malarial, wa .unply, Inc udln. til. Vltchan
wH^ntAW * r,e,B *' ,nd,rd Hu. kitchen and hia^l
FULL PRICE *9,990
MODEL OPEN
Dally 9 till 9.
Saturday* and Sunday
9 till 4. v 1
FREE
With any ranch, split ar
cap. cad modal an ardor,
token during Augu.t lor
dolivary before Jon. 1, 1941
3-TRACK ALCOA
ALUMINUM COMB.
WINDOWS for ontiro houta
Tho Avalon, 44xM'(" ... a clank ranch dotlgn, providing for
maximum .paca at matt oconomicol colt . . . with full flnl.had
bot.mant, 1 bodroomi, fuN dining roam, big living room, modarn
.clone, kltchon. Nolo dramatic 4-foot ovorhang protocting plcturo
window, covorod onlry and planting •rea. TV.it it only ono
example of avor 100 difforont modal. oHorod by Hilco Hama*.
To* bovo sovoral comtrutlon plan, to choaM from, from do-lt-
yourt.lf to roady-to-movo In, Mortgage financing available.
HILCO HOMES
U. S. ROUTE 22
Betwoan Hod. Avo., and Wadilngtan Avo.
1 Milo, woat of Plolnfi.ld Ovorpo.*
Oroonbrook Town.hip, N. J.
I Dont. CA 1-11
I HILCO HOMES,
|
P. O. Box 224, Dunollen, N. J.
.
NAME
ADDRESS.
STATE CITY
Do you own a lot? Yot D No fl Phono No.
\£uxumus
IJWG/
at
Silver Bay Point
Yours
homes
fas ranges
tem
or oil heal
Insulated
baths
and on easy terms
with fully Insulated
with built in ovens and
• . an intercom sys-
birch cabinets . . . g aa
■ . screens . . . fully
ceramic tile colored
ill for one low price
LOT and DOCK
No Down Payment
Buy now . . build later . . .
Your plans or ours . . , nine models
from which to choose. Write
Silver Bay Point homes
Silverfon, Toms River, N. J.
Diamond 9*3669
In - North Jersey
SWartmore 6-4500
MArket 2-0400
DIRE CTIO NS; South on Garden
StaU Parkway to Exit »1. Then
rontlnue aouth on Route MS and
Hoopor Ave. (continuation of Rt.
MS) through Sllverton to Polhemui
Rd.-Turn left at Silver Bay Slin.
NOW...NEW BERGEN APARTMENT
OFFERS TENANTS' SWIMMING POOL
. . . only 5 apartments left
3 Rooms $160.00 4 Rooms $lBO.OO
Rooms $160.00 4 Rooms $190.00
(different •xpoiurt)
4Vi Rooms $225.00
Ronfs Include: pool privileges, hot water heat, off the
street parking, cooking gas and electricity. Features:
one ton air conditioning unit per bedroom and living
room, wall ovens, counter top ranges, five to eight
closets per apartment, 53 families, all brick.
INWOOD TERRACE APARTMENTS
1297 Inwood Terrace, Fort Lee, New Jersey
WH 3-4406
. . Another Ivaldl Development"
LAKE Newton/ New Jersey
*—
■ ' .T?r*2
- |
■HI
ROOMS Custom-Built I$
V' -
EH
IS®
PER MONTH
For *12,000
ESTATE R.nck.ly..—4 ihm <>( talk. I .<1.4.. ut|«t, .lumki.a »4
aUcttical )l>tu»l. aluminum .lUm, .in/..,, M.4»a kilikaa,kuill.i* ..II MklMll. NH • ~ik.tr »,. •V/.1.k- .... _lUIIB NOW OR lATIRT *2995RUUD Z7T.)
V PRIVATE LAKE! VtIEW PLANNED COMMUNITY!
AND THEATERS! V'iIEAR HOUND SPORTS!
V'FINE SCHOOLS AND PUCES OF WORSHIP!
Open daily and Sunday 9 to 9
New Jersey Office
Phone HE 1-2100
HOW TO GIT THERE: !
No 10
10 to Whtppany at Parstppany - Boonton
roed lUn. right to Rte. 46 west. Turn
left Rte. 46 to Denville to new Rte. 80.
Turn right on Rte. 80 to Sparta exlte.
Then Rte, IS north Into Augusta, past
the Ideal Guernsey Farms. Follow signs
to Clear View Lakes.
WRITE FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE
Cl.ir Vikw L.k.
CA R.11.M
1117 ioultvard. J.n.y city, N. J.
1
Pl.oi* .and MR ywr brachura with dttcrlptlan and Map
af Claar Vlaw laka. I andarttand that thlt pat. n.
andtr na abllgollan at any bind.
NAMf ♦
(TATI
LOT OWNERS,! LOOK WHAT BEL-AIRE GIVES YOU FOR ONLY
Including 1960 Caloric
wall oven and range...
Ceramic-tiled bath ..,
Complete foundation!
$ 13,300
NO PAYMENTS
FOR
6 MONTHS
7-ROOM EXPAND-O-SPLIT
WITH “SPACE STRETCHER"AREA FOR 4TH BEDROOM AND BATH
BEL-AIRE DOES IT AGAIN! Here’s the biggest split-level buy you’ll ever see! Just $13,300
delivers BEL-AIRE’S Brookfield Expsnd-O-Split, custom-crafted on your lot—built as you want it
built for lets per month than you are probably paying for rent right now. YOU GET ALL THIS:
3 big bedrooms and FULLY Ceramic-tiled bath plus huge expansion area for 4th bedroom
and full bath, finished recreation room, large picture-windowed living room, modern kitchen,
separate full dining room, 7 big closets, 130 sq. ft. utility room and 25 ft. deep garage.
BEL-AIRE homes are not pre fab, not pre-cut! custom workmanshipand nationally-advertised
materials are part and parcel of every home. The Brookfield Expand-O-Split is just one of
DOZENS of amaring values in ranch, Cape Cod and split-level homes! Visit the fully furnished,
air-conditioned model nearest you!
New Jersey's Most Recommended Builder
BEL-AIRE
EVERY BEL-AIRE HOME INCLUDES!'
Custom Woodcraft Kitchen Cabinets * No. 1 fiefc
Flooring • Rockwool or Kberglas Insulation •
Double Course Cedar Shakes • Asphalt Roof
Shingles • Double Hung Weather Stripped Win-
dows • Stain-Grade Interior Wood Trim • Mahog-
any, or Birch Flush Doors • Kentile Vinyl or
Asphalt Floor Tile • Colored Ceramic Wall and
Floor Tile in Baths • American-Standard Colored
i'?s i: ir .on Plumbing Fixtures • Miami Sliding Door
Medicine Cabineta • Thatcher Oil or Gas-Fired
Heating System
I rissse null ■no espy si you r nlpM.
|
lllu»tr»t*d booklst #f BXL-AIRC h—ISS.
| Name
Address.
City
ROUTE 9, WOODBRIDGE
Just north of Tpk. Exit 11 on Pkwy. Exit 128-
Phone: MErcury 6-0090
ROUTE 46, LODI, N. J.
1 mile east of American Shops
Phone GRegory 2-3535
I I own e lot (where).
I I plea to buUd (when).
AOV
Member: National
of Homo Builders
In Union City
Archbishop to Mark
Church Anniversary
UNION CITY With Archbishop Boland presiding
and preachingat the Solemn Mass of Thanksgivingthe 10th
anniversary of the dedication of the new St. Anthony’s
Church will be observed Aug. 14, at 10:30 a.m.
The late Archbishop Thomas J. Walsh dedicated the
church and blessed the new rec-
tory and auditorium on Aug. 12,
1950. The following day. Arch-
bishop Boland, then Bishop of
Paterson, sang the first Solemn
Pontifical Mass in the new
church.
THE NEW PLANT was the re-
sult of serious sacrifice by the
parishioners. Including the pur-
chase of the land at Central Ave-
nue and Eighth Street, the build-
ings and equipment cost more
than $1 million. When the church
was dedicated the parish had a
debt of $425,000 but this was paid
of f in seven years. In preparation
tor the 10th anniversary the in-
terior of tiie church has been
completely refurbished.
Archbishop Boland is no
stranger to St. Anthony’s. As
Father Boland, he was admin-
istrator of the parish from
October, ,1938, to May, 1939,
when Msgr. Caesar Rinaldi
came to take charge From
May, 1939, to January, 1940,
Archbishop Boland continued
his contacts with the parish by
coming every weekend to bear
confessions, say Mass and
preach.
Celebrant of the Mass of
Thanksgiving will be Msgr. An-
thony DiLuca, pastor, Holy Fam-
ily, Nutley. Deacon and subdea-
con will be Rev. Gerard M. San-
tora, pastor, Holy Rosary, Jer-
sey City, and Rev. Vincent Garof-
folo, administrator, Our Lady of
Sorrows, Garfield.
Msgr. James A. Hughes, Vicar
General, will be archpriest to
Archbishop Boland and the dea-
cons of honor will be Msgr. Jo-
seph ,A. Shovlin, pastor, St.
Anne’s, Jersey City, and Msgr.
Clement M. Weitekamp, pastor,
Holy Family,' Union City.
Msgr. Caesar M. Rinaldi, St.
Anthony’s pastor, will preach in
both English and Italian.
Cite St. Peter’s
For Brochure
JERSEY CITY St. Peter’s
College has been cited for „ns
Homecoming Day brochure is-
sued this year.
The award was given St. Pe-
ter’s at the recent annual con-
vention of the American Alumni
Council in Washington, and was
accepted by Fred Jacques, exe-
cutive secretary of St. Peter’s
College Alumhi Association.
St, Peter’s College’s homecom-
ing day mailing was chosen by
five judges in competition against
1,000 private and public colleges
and universities.
Archbishop Asks Hibernians
To Heed Message of Fatima
ST. LOUIS, Mo. - A call for
greater prayer and penance in
accordance with the desires ex-
pressed by the Virgin Mary in
her appearances at Fatima, was
voiced by Archbishop Boland to
the Ancient Order of Hibernians
at their 70th biennial convention
here.
Archbishop Boland, national
chaplain of the organization,
spoke at a Solemn Pontifical
Mass in St. Louis Cathedral and
cited the traditional devotion of
the Irish to their country and to
the Blessed Mother.
"AS WE LOOK over the history
of the Irish in our country," he
said, "we realize that their real
contribution—although they have
also helped in a material way—-
has been spiritual.
"Today, the great enemy is
materialism and atheistic com-
munistn. The danger of our
time, is not so much physical
as spiritual," the Archbishop
said.
"Mary has appeared at places
like Fatima to afouse the world.
Penance, penance and moie pen-
ance is her message. Mary tried
to impress upon us that without
following her advice, we could
not possibly save the world from
destruction, nor our souls from
hell.”
AUXILIARY BISHOP Glennon
P. Flavin of St. Louis, who ad-
dressed the annual banquet meet-
ing, declared that Irish-Atneri-
cans "brought to the United
States a great love of God and a
great love of country. .
"Because the faith of the
Irish is a living faith,” he said,
"it thrived in America and add-
ed to the growth and luster of
the Church.”
Communist China and ‘ Soviet
Premier Nikita Khrushchev were
special targets of the Hibernians
during the convention. Premier
Khrushchev was denounced for
liis insults to President Eisen-
hower during the abortive sum-
mit meeting in Paris. Communist
China was scored particularly for
imprisoning Bishop James E.
Walsh, M.M., of Cumberland
Md.
HIBERNIAN OFFICERS: Officers of theAncient Order of Hibernians gather in St.
Louis for the Irish-American group’s 70th national convention. From left: Patrick
Hogan, Stamford, Conn., president; Mary E. Hurley, Belmont, Mass., retiring presi-
dent of the Ladies Auxiliary; Archbishop Boland, national chaplain; Jeremiah J.
O’Callaghan, Jersey City, retiring president; Kathleen Smith, New York, new'presi-
dent of the Ladies Auxiliary; and Rev. John T. Lawlor, Coytesville, N.J., deputy
nationalchaplain.
Make 1st Vows
As Brothers
HUNTINGTON, N. Y.-Brother
Vianney, 0.5.F., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Portman of Butler,
and Brother Jordan, 0.5.F., son
of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Metz of
West Paterson, pronounced \hcir
first vows as Franciscan Broth-
ers at St. Francis Novitiate here,
Aug. 2.
Brother Vianney, 0.5.F., was a
member of St. Joseph’s parish,
Echo Lake, and a graduate of St.
Anthony’a Grammar School,
Brooklyn, and St. Anthony’s Jun-
lorate, Smilhtown, Long Island.
Brother Jordan, 0.5.F., was a
member of St. Sonaventure's
parish, Pa'erson, and a graduate
of the parish grammar and high
schools. He attended Seton Hall
University before entering the
order.
Archbishop’s
Appointments
SUNDAY, AUG. 14
10:30 a.m. Solemn Mass
Coram Pontifice, 10th anniver-
sary of new church, St. An-
thony’s, Union City.
Red Mass
Sept. 25
NEWARK Sponsored
by the Catholic Lawyers
Guild of the Archdiocese of
Newark, the annual Votive
Mass of the Holy Spirit
(Red Mass) will be offered at
10 a.m. Sept. 25 in Sacred Heart
Cathedral.
Archbishop Boland will be cele
brant and the sermon will be
preached by Msgr. Thomas M.
Reardon, moderator of the law-
yers’ guild.
FOLLOWING the Mass, there
will be a Communion breakfast at
Thomm’s Restaurant, Park Avc.,
according to the announcements.
Among those present will be
members of the local judiciary
and Catholic lawyers. Also invit-
ed are members of the faculty,
student body and administrative
staff of the Seton Hall University
School of Law.
Film Appreciation
Teachers’ Topic
JERSEY CITY Edward Fischer of Notre Dame
University will conduct the first in a! series of study days
on the “Standards of Motion Picture Appreciation” at the
Academy of St Aloysius here, Aug. 22.
Thfe course is being offered to high school teachers
and other interested adults under
the sponsorship of the Young
Catholic Leaders’ Institute of the
Archdiocese of Newark.
FISCHER WILL discuss the
motion pictures as an art form;
the use of dramatic criticism to
teach appreciation of movies;
motion picture terminology;
camera movements, optical ef-
fects, composition, vizualization,
lighting, color and sound.
Fischer teaches courses in
writing and design in Notre
Dame’s department of cbmmu-
nication arts. He also writes
motion picture and television
criticism for Ave Maria, nation-
al family magazine published
at Notre Dame. In the Fail,
Sheed and Ward will publish
his book, “The Screen Arts,” a
guide to motion picture and
television critical standards.
Also participating in the study
days will be Moira Walsh, movia
critic for America; J. D. Nicola,
entertainment writer for Infor-
mation; James, Scovotti of Our
Sunday Visitor who is also as- 1
sociaed with the Louis de Roche-
mont Films, and others.
Rev. Stanley M. Grabowski ia
director of the Y.C.L. and spon-
sor of this project.
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To Enjoy the Fmh Salt Tang of
the Open Sea ... The Scent of
fine ... A Vacation Home fee
Happy Summer Activities such at
Boating, Swimming, Fishing and
a Haven for Eventual Year-Round
or Retirement living.
-* 73 FT. WIN WATERFRONT
LAGOON LOTS
LARGE WOODLAND LOTS
$l5O DOWN SIS MO.
2 and 3 BEDROOM
RANCH HOMES
Finit/fd Homos
SOLID YEAR-ROUND CONSTRUCTION
Summer Rentals Available
SHELLS from $3,100 Open B'tilDark
RT.9, P.0.80x 171 Fatted Rim, N.l RT.Mffl
DIRECTIONS: Girden Stitt Pkwy. to Forked River Exit NOi74,
turn left it end of exit ind go 2 miles to blinker it RL J, turn
left, on RL 9, go Vi mile to Sunrise Beech. OR: From T<
.River, South on Rt 9, go 9V4 miles to Sunrise Beech.
!J
• 4 BEDROOMS!
• CATHOLIC SCHOOL
TO BE BUILT
ON THE TRACT!
• BEAUTIFUL
ROLLING,
WOODED LOTS!
HERE'S THE HEIGHT OF CON-
VENIENCE
... on elementary
school, high school. Catholic
school and 6-acre park, oil with-
in 2 blocks! Four blocks away
are 2 new shopping centers and
bus transportation to Newark,
N.Y.C. and New Brunswick.
Corpus Christ! Church 2-Blocks
Away.
These beautiful homes offer
more dollar-for-dollar value
than any others in the price
range. In ANY Ipcationl
Top this off with LOW, LOW
taxes and you, too, will agree
that OLD BROOK is New Jersey's
greatest home valuel
SEE IT TODAYI
IN THE WOObID MILL SBCTION OP SOUTH RIVER, N. J.
DIRECTIONS: N. J. Turnpike south to Exit 9 or U. S.
Route 1 south to New Brunswick Circle; turn left (east)
on Route 18 and proceed approx. 1 mile. Stay to the
right and look tor “Jug-handle" turnotf to South River
(at traffic light); follow signs to South River onto Old
Bridge Turnpike and proceed approx. ZVi miles to Kamm
Ave.; turn left 2 blocks to model.
. Sales AienttrJ. J. HARRIDAN A CO. Phene; PArkwey 1-7500_
At Lincroft,
fat/Mtfdttfitieticnintut txc/ttir-*,
j/*tcentmtimf, uUuila*loea/ic.
Hera'* a home buy that li dltlinctivaly different
• • • ond It'* »ituat«d In the most txduilr* *ec-
tlon of Monmouth County (|u*t 3 minute* from
Red Bank) that’* |u*t perfect for delightful
tuburban living. Within walking diitance are
fine ichooli, Chriition Brother* Academy, St.
leo The Great Church, (hopping and excellent
traniportalion.
fllttF Semi-Circular Center Halt StolrcaM
LOOK! Open View Balcony Kitchen
Miiil Open Daily t Sun. ’til I P.M.-Sat. ’til 6 P.M.
Represented by Brunei) t Kramer MUrdeck 61800
81/2-ROOM SPLIT LEVEL
4 Bidrooms, 2ft or 3 Baths
*23,900
Liberal Financing
DIRECTIONS
Oorden State Parkway *«uth to fxlt 10P, riahf
% mil# to modal (Ntwman Springs Rd.) Fol-
low signs on Routt 33 south to Rod Bank
(Newman Springs Rd.), torn right 3 milts to
modol. Follow signs on Routt 34 south .to
Ntwman Springs Rd., turn loft 4Vfc milts to
Anothor Flnt Community by
Oovt Shant and Marvin Stoloff
• "QUALITY CONTROLLED
CONSTRUCTION"
OVER 300 LOTS SOLD IN 7 WEEKS!
/
rmURALLAM
Stays complexly
I %
full all year
YOU'LL HAVE ALL THIS!
/A magnificent tri-state view from
one of the higheit point* in N. J.l
2'/i mile* of wooded thore-front
around a cryttal-clear, spring-
fed lake! ,'
}f Enjoy swimming, boating, fiihing,
ice skating pnd all other summer
and winter tportil
}/Stoke* Forest State Park cloie byl
Many other glorious featured
FOR
TOTAL
DOWN
PAYMENT
'I
KING
SIZE
LOTS
Special Introductory price ter
*l LOTS4 HUGE OtSI
EACH LOT APPROX.
4,000 SQ. FT.
Every Lot Has
Lake-Front Privileges!
Newt You and your whole family can enjoy
all your lummart for year* and yaart to come
at New Jer*ay'( nawait and mott exciting
tummar community . . . LAKE SUCCESSI
Homaiitei at this magnificent wooded won-
derland (1200 acre* of unipoiled beauty) will
surely increase in price before long, to get
in on this great introductory offer and lave
many dollars.
ATOP BLUE MOUNTAIN RANGE
ON THI APPALACHIAN TRAIL
SUSSEX COUNTY, N. J.
DIRECTIONS: Follow Route 3, 10 or 46 West to Netcong; there go north on
Route 206 to Springdelo Park) than follow signs to Lake Success.
I
I
I BLUE
J MOUNTAIN
J RANGE
I
Soles Representatives! ALADIN REALTY CO.
(Club Plan),- ' /
PATtRSOK
(
1 —jXf 11//tin
—Jr JERStYCITYJ ’ ‘USSIL
-— f-—/ /NEUi/AIIK /// HOLAA»
UNION luhhu
LAKESUCCESS
tanSPRINGDALE
TL
e AME>
oVl *
J> V • * DOVER
'</. \ NETCONG
MORRISTORN ELIZABETH
